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Map 1  Kagera Region

PART 1

SITUATING OLD AGE
Introduction

It is the end of August and the summer heat has made the winding paths that criss-cross the village dusty. We are sitting in the brick house of Mae Tibaigana, who adopted me into her family and her life. The sun shines through the barred window openings and from the open door we can see villagers passing; on foot carrying grass or baskets or the water boys on bicycles loaded with jerry cans, cycling down to the river at a dazzling speed. The leaves of the banana tree plantation surrounding the house rustle in the wind and tick against the corrugated iron roof. Once in a while a neighbour calls out a greeting ‘Olailote, how have you slept!’ to which Mae Tibaigana replies from inside the house, often joking back and forth until the neighbour is out of sight. In the back of the house grandchildren go in and out doing their chores. In the midst of this activity we talk quietly. Mae Tibaigana tells me that the daughter of her deceased husband’s brother is seriously ill. She is only three years old and suffering from convulsions. Her parents live in Dar es Salaam, but her mother is visiting the village with the ill child. Two days later, when I come back from Rubya, the local hospital, she tells me that she just received the news that the child had died, and that the father is flying back from Dar es Salaam to attend the burial. The wake will be held the next day. Mae Tibaigana explains that she has not felt well for a day. ‘I don’t know, my body felt weak, I had no strength to get up in the morning, I don’t know. And then I received this news. So maybe it was because of this child dying, after all it is the same blood running in the family’.

When I noted down this event, in the summer of 2002, when I was in Kagera Region in Tanzania, exploring the consequences of AIDS mortality for older people, I was struck by how kinship and care relations in the AIDS era are changing in both obvious and subtle ways, that these bonds are constantly forged and negotiated. Mae Tibaigana’s story drew me to what would become a core

---

1 In Kihaya, the local language, ‘Mae’ is a respectful way to address an older woman; ‘Ta’ is a respectful way to address an older man. In the thesis I use synonyms for older people’s first names, with the adjective Mae or Ta.

2 This was a classificatory brother; a father’s brother’s son. Four generations of this clan family live in this part of the sub-village and the family is divided into two branches of two brothers and their offspring who moved to the area in the late 1890s.
focus in this dissertation, the disjunctures and continuities of practices around family care, and the evolving role of older people in modifying and running these institutions. I was intrigued by Mae Tibai’s flexible way of practising kinship, how relations, property and power dynamics in Kagera Region are shaped by marriage, and shared history, to the extent that Mae Tibai related her own physical weakness to the death of a young child who was biologically not related to her. I had also noticed the physicality of her experiences before, when she discussed the death of her two daughters, who both died within three weeks of each other in October 2000. She always referred to bodily weakness, a head that was not working well, and a rising blood pressure. Her physical problems became acute when she was confronted with emotional events, such as burials - common public ceremonies in today’s Kagera and an important part of social life. As a creative and resourceful woman, she found ways to adapt social obligations to fulfil social expectations.

These modes of speaking about experiences with grief and death are common practice amongst older men and women in this area of Tanzania. The first AIDS case in the region was officially diagnosed in 1983 and since then older men and
women have been confronted with the death of relatives. The challenges and contradictions older people face are intimately bound together with narratives of AIDS in Tanzania, and with the changes in the political landscape that have occurred in their lifetimes, from the colonial period to independence, from nationalism and socialism to neoliberalism. Their stories suggest that some important things have been left out of discussions about AIDS and kinship in East Africa: The challenges of care giving falling on older generations, and the shifting economic and social dynamics for, in particular, older women in this panorama. The embodiment of relations and distortions in those relations, the practices of relating, of creating ‘kinship’, (grand)parenthood, and friendship are what drew me to what would become the main question of this thesis: How do older men and women manage the new care realities that AIDS presents, in combination with out-migration and commoditisation of everyday life, while they are growing older themselves.

The central thread in this thesis is the tension between practices of care and processes of aging in new fields of care. Older people are being involved in more care tasks while at the same time, as a result of their physical aging, it is less easy for them to provide that care. The AIDS epidemic has an effect on the ability of older people to position themselves in intergenerational relations. There are new demands on old age which implies an alteration in older people’s biographies. In this sense AIDS is disruptive; however, it is not the only factor disrupting older people’s biographies; migration and monetisation of their livelihoods also play a role in the changing relations of care. The interaction between the disease and these wider socio-economic processes over time (cf Seeley 2010; Rugalema 2010), make for increasing complexities of these biographies that this thesis will address and explore.

Between the conception and completion of this study, the anthropological attention for older people as caregivers has grown. Older people are mainly studied in their role as caretakers for ill adults and orphans, but in recent years there has also been more attention paid to older people as subjects at risk from HIV/AIDS, mainly as a result of the realisation that patients using Anti-Retroviral Therapy (ART) drugs are aging. In this sense the body of literature on older people in relation to AIDS follows foci of attention in the broader field of AIDS, where the universal access campaigns from the late 1990s and early 2000s changed the face of AIDS forever.

The subsequent ‘pharmaceuticalization of public health’ (Biehl 2008: 12) implied a shift in anthropological attention to those who access medication and live with the drugs. AIDS medicines became available to villagers through Rubya district hospital in December 2004, six months after I left the village. In July
2005 villagers were hardly using the services, but in the second half of 2005 ART became a social reality in the village.

The rapid developments have also fundamentally altered the experience of care giving; whereas AIDS at the time of the study implied an almost certain death, in the years between the end of the fieldwork and the write up of this thesis, AIDS medicines slowly started to keep patients alive. This process is relevant for understanding the ways in which the demands of care giving as provided by older people changed once more. In this sense this study is part of a historical era. This change in the social realities of AIDS in Africa and the fact that this dissertation focuses on the pre-ART era is one of the reasons why the concept of ‘time’ emerged at the forefront of this dissertation leading to an examination of the value of my data. In this thesis I stress the analysis of the relationship between temporal moments of disruption (such as in this case caused by AIDS) and the sharp increase in demand for care placed on the shoulders of older people. I find value in the careful analysis of how relations of older men and women are shaped over time in response to extreme circumstances.

Old age, care and AIDS: Conceptual framework

This study aims at capturing older men and women’s experiences with the AIDS epidemic, giving voice to overwhelming feelings of loss and breakage. It aims at deepening the knowledge on care relations in the context of AIDS, how these have altered over time and under the specific circumstances prevailing in north-west Tanzania. Specifically the thesis looks at how older men and women over 60 years of age shape and maintain their relations of mutual care in the era of AIDS in a rural village. Whereas early analyses of the consequences of AIDS for older people framed this in terms of fracturing family care systems (Ankrah 1993) and livelihood crises (Rugalema 1999; Williams 2003) others point to the continuing support of extended families, albeit under stress and with changes in family care systems (Foster 1995; Kaijage 1997; Nyambedha et al. 2003, Nyambedha 2004).

The conceptual framework of this thesis links to a revival of African kinship literature in the past decade, in which the focus came to be placed on the experience and continuous creation of kinship relations, thereby moving away from culturalist conceptions of kinship and concerns with social structure, biology and continuity (Alber et al. 2008: 3). Kinship and family care in this body of literature is seen as something that might be informed by ideologies but is practised and made in everyday life, hence allowing for a cultural creativity in the way relations can be shaped where they perhaps never existed before, under the influence of situational circumstances (Alber et al. 2008: 3; cf Hastrup 2005).
Particularly relevant are recent debates on relatedness defined as the experiences and practices of relations between generations. Relatedness opens the way to study experience of relations and practice of relations between generations (Carsten 2000), including the way kinship roles are adapting to new forms, and how practices around HIV/AIDS become part of kinship negotiations (Nyambedha & Aagaard-Hansen 2007: 518; Dilger 2008: 207-208). I use the term ‘relating’ instead of relatedness, to emphasise my experiential focus on the way caregivers are able to position themselves in the new realities of care. A relation of kin then becomes such a relation through practice; a grandparent becomes a grandparent when practising that role towards a grandchild.3

This new emphasis on the experiential dimensions of kinship is especially relevant to examine how AIDS distorts relations of care, as it draws attention to the many subtle ways in which older men and women attempt to manage the consequences of AIDS illness and death. These involve prolonged nursing of patients, bereavement, raising of orphaned grandchildren and a disintegration of their own old age security. A focus on AIDS also draws attention to the reverse process: How new relations of care are produced. It is therefore important to not look at AIDS in terms of crisis and disintegration but in terms of the creative ways in which older people re-institute their roles in relations of care. In this sense a focus on AIDS allows us to understand how social transformation takes place as well as how practices of ‘making normalcy’ become relevant. From this perspective we can see how older people have agency in recreating a new level of ‘normality’ of everyday life while living through a disruption that so deeply affects the fundamental relations of sociality.

Older men and women in the rural village in Kagera where this study took place, talk about the era of AIDS in terms of a break with the past. ‘When the condition was still good’, would be an opening when discussing AIDS. The long presence of AIDS in the village has changed narratives and understandings about the illness. When older people say: *Kifo ni kawaida*, death is normal, they refer to the banality of death, and the necessity to find a way to live with the constant threat of death. A longitudinal perspective in this sense is important as it allows for the balancing and evolution of different discourses around AIDS when people’s experience with the epidemic increases.

What is special about the current group of older men and women in the village is that they are the last generation(s) who grew up in the pre-AIDS era. They were confronted with AIDS when they started to grow physically older, when

---

3 There are different schools of thought that are referred to in practice theory. I have mostly been inspired by Bourdieu’s practice theory on looking at practices of making and engaging in relationships, in particular his work on the way people are influenced in their practice by unconscious frameworks of reference (Bourdieu 1977), but do not apply a Bourdieudian analysis. An alternative approach to practice theory is a focus on the senses, a phenomenological approach.
they were 60 and have provided care as they aged into their 70s and above. Younger relatives die at a time when these older people need them, and had counted on their support. The older men and women who are slightly younger and are still physically able to sustain themselves were in their middle ages when AIDS started and have seen different relatives die – siblings and spouses initially, those very people who were out trying to make a life through business and later on their adult children and sometimes grandchildren. Experiences of AIDS are therefore different in certain life phases, also calling for a longitudinal framework to explore these biographies of disruption. A focus on temporality makes it possible to frame experiences of long-term care in old age in broader kinship dynamics over time.

Aging in new fields of care
The increasing care tasks that older men and women in rural Tanzania are faced with coincide with their own process of growing older, physically and socially. In order to understand how older people’s increasing care tasks in the era of AIDS feeds into their experiences of old age, and how these experiences differ amongst older men and women, it is necessary to explore the process of aging further.

There is a rich body of anthropological literature on aging in Africa which in recent years has increasingly concerned itself with the experience of older people, to provide an alternative to positivist modernisation theory. In particular this body of literature focuses on how older people experience old age within a particular socio-cultural context, and the various ways in which older people are able to create the conditions for their own existence, actively shaping this experience (Caplan 1995; Makoni & Stroeken 2002). Makoni & Stroeken identify a shift in thinking about intergenerational tensions and its consequences for old age identity. In early literature old age identity was linked to societal transformations where individual skills and achievement became more important than ‘traditional’ knowledge. In recent analyses a much more dynamic perspective of societies prevails, arguing that it is normal that the ascription of status in a society provokes conflict and contention (2002: 6). Important in this body of literature, they argue, are notions of old age identity as constructed intersubjectively in a social environment (McCall 1990 in Makoni & Stroeken 2002: 7), whereby older people’s roles in continuously creating the social fabric (Devisch 1996 in Makoni & Stroeken 2002: 9) and the social techniques they use

4 In terms of theoretical work, there has been an emphasis on social structure and less on experience of old age until a narrative turn in anthropology emerged in the past decade (Makoni & Stroeken 2002: 4).

5 Here they refer to skills related to older people’s functioning in emerging market economies and capitalism.
to avoid marginalisation (van der Geest 2002; van Dongen 2002)\(^6\) are important foci of attention.

The concept of \textit{aging} is often used to denote the process of growing older, leading to the loss of bodily functions and increasing dependence (von Faber 2002: 36). Aging in this sense is referred to in terms of chronology, increasing biological age and has often been criticised for its negative associations with the stage of old age, where social categories such as widowhood are often more relevant social categories than chronological age (Makoni & Stroeken 2002: 6). Secondly old age is not necessarily a time of dependence (von Faber 2002: 36-37). On the contrary, old age, especially in the era of AIDS is a time of mutual, but shifting interdependencies. Though I concur with these critiques I find value in the concept of aging for its inherent notion of time. There are three relevant notions of time inherent in the concept of aging: Physical changes as older people grow older, the historical time period an older person grew up in, and time spent with others in everyday activities of living together.\(^7\)

Whereas the interplay between aging and the physical body/illness constitutes an important subject in studies on aging in Africa, and especially its effect on the social status of older men and women (Makoni & Stroeken 2002: 6) the role of the body as a site for \textit{experiences} of old age is relatively under-examined. Sagner (2002: 59) argues that in African self-identity the presence, continuity and connectedness of kin relations makes it possible to overcome the negative effects of bodily aging for self-identity in old age. This opens up an understanding of elderliness as constituted mainly by the aging body as a vehicle for constituting relations of care thereby avoiding marginalisation. The notion of physicality then centralises the concept of the \textit{changing} body and the way older people live in and overcome the limits of their older body, in engaging in social action and remaking relations (Shilling 2008).

Old age is a time connected to past and present: Relations have been shaped over a life time and this has shaped the relative positions people have taken up towards one another over time and frames older people’s perspectives of the present. Older men and women were born into a particular set of historical circumstances, a \textit{historical time} that was partly shaped by the previous generations. In each generation social and cultural practices are reshaped. In this sense

\(^6\) Van der Geest argues that there is a disconnection between the younger generation and the older generation, whereby the younger generation merely conducts ‘empty’ performances of respect. Van Dongen in her treatise on South African society argues that in the post-apartheid era there is no social space anymore for the memories of older people. I take both these analyses as inspiration for the question how AIDS creates disconnectedness between generations as it is an illness attributed to younger people or on the other hand connectedness as older men and women play increasingly important roles in society (van der Geest 2004b; van Dongen 2003).

\(^7\) These notions of time parallel those recognised in the life course perspective, biological time, historical time and social time (Aldous 1990: 573).
the term ‘generation’ refers both to the generational roles that are shaped through everyday living together as well as the values that have been shaped in a specific time period (Alber et al. 2008: 5). This shapes notions of identity and feelings of belonging in old age (Sagner 2002; van Dongen 2003; van der Geest 2004a). Current practices of relating in old age are also linked to other events in the life-span of older people, such as widowhood and divorce. Both values and life-events over time influence how older people experience their current practices of relating and are able to engage in relations.

While the concept of aging in this sense connects the present era to the past, we also have to beware not to view historical events as determining social practice in the present. In living everyday life older men and women are mainly concerned with the present – the relations of today (Whyte & Whyte 2004). Haya experience time as a fluid and open process where the past and the future are continually amended by personal and communal narratives and only events in the present moment are fixed. Taking the meaning of social relations for experiences of old age as a central focus, Whyte & Whyte (2004) propose the concept of ‘inter-subjective time’; analysing shared time, and an imagined future embedded in certain kinship relations through living together. This notion of time allows for the understanding of how practices of relating are about situations and adapt as social realities change, but also to how within broader family relations the balance between care giving and receiving care shifts over time.

Aging as a concept linking past and present, natural aging processes and their interplay in everyday practices of relating, allows us to understand how inter-generational relations and roles of older people and family members change over time in response to new challenges, taking seriously the long presence of illness, death, mourning and loss.

Relational care
Care as it is comprised of in discussions on Home-Based Care (HBC) and Community-Based Care (CBC) contains both assistance and support through the extended family and informal social relations as well as care provided by (semi-)trained health professionals to the sick specifically. In this dissertation I focus on...
the former – care provided by the family, taking older men and women and their families as a starting point, rather than any formal or informal structures of home care. Care in this context is defined as broader than care for sick people and is defined as material, emotional and practical assistance (Kleinman & van der Geest 2009) to those who are unable to provide for their own needs. This inability may arise from physical incapacity as a result of aging, infancy or illness. Relational care then comprises the care in and for social relations.

Care in the family context is associated with aid by close relatives and friends, and often, but not solely includes nursing activities, but also emotional attention and affection. In this sense care is material, but is also about presence. Morgan (1996: 97-98 in Marianti 2002: 5) distinguishes caring ‘for’ and caring ‘about’. Care, outside the health care setting, therefore usually comprises a close relationship between the ‘carer’ and the ‘cared for’. A focus on care thus explicitly asks questions about close relations, the aid that flows between carers and the cared for and the biographies that emerge in and through the interaction that care represents.

Care giving is an interaction as well as a process which unfolds over the course of a relationship (Mol 2008). It also is an identity-production as it represents a shift in (social) positions. Relational care is not just about two interlocutors; it is also about those around them looking and commenting. In that sense care is the language of the relation rather than being a transaction. When I use the term relational care I refer to this, embedded, interaction. Practices of care are therefore practices in which relations are forged or strained. Relations are ‘made’ through everyday interaction – daily support, working on the land together, popping in to greet a parent in the morning, and gestures of intimacy, such as hanging on a grandmother’s lap, or being delegated to fetch water or milk (cf Whyte et al. 2004; Whyte & Whyte 2004; Geissler & Prince 2004). In situations of illness, especially AIDS, these practices of relating are magnified and thereby profoundly reshaped.

In the reflections of older people four elements are important in relations of care: Physicality, emotionality, morality and materiality. In terms of physicality, AIDS raises questions around the body and care in multiple ways. Acts of care giving are essentially about bodily contact, touch and intimacy. In this sense, the body as a relational vehicle is important in acts of care giving. Care is about spaces for touching, presence and closeness. Touch, argue Geissler & Prince (2010: 13), is a central practice of relatedness; touch makes relations by closing the physical separation between one and the other. At the same time older peo-
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enuing support systems of friends, spiritual leaders and neighbours (2002: 42). Older women are specifically mentioned as a group at risk of losing social security (Community-Based Care in Resource-Limited Settings, a framework for action. World Health Organization 2002: 27). In the village this form of care is virtually absent.
ple’s bodies are socially and physically aging, constraining their ability to counter the new social realities of care that have emerged as a result of AIDS. Gender is important here – male bodies are able to move differently than female bodies – as social divisions are embodied in the gendered body (Shilling 1993: 14). The majority of caretakers are older women, though older men also play important roles. Here it is important to analyse the difference between female and male bodies and the acts of care giving.

AIDS illness evokes powerful emotions, especially when older caregivers are confronted with the disintegrating bodies of AIDS patients (Henderson 2004; Livingston 2008) and the imminent death of relatives. A focus on emotions draws attention to the concerns of older men and women with broader kinship relations and how emotional practices are responses to challenges of continuity and belonging in kinship relations (Dilger 2008: 211). A focus on emotional practice in relational care opens the door to the subjectivity of older caregivers and the way they experience their old age in the face of their growing responsibilities (Biehl et al. 2005: 5).

Care, as a result of its very close, interpersonal nature brings up questions of what good care entails and when practices can be seen as neglect (Mol 2008). In this sense gender and generation are part of the moral questions around appropriate care. Care giving takes place in a local moral world (Kleinman 2006). As a result of the new social realities of care that emerge as a result of AIDS, gender and generational roles in care practices have to be constantly defined as well. Older people expressed three core values or concepts which run through the ethnographic chapters of the thesis: Kuvumilia, ‘putting up with’ or enduring hardship, huruma, ‘compassion’ as a core quality of relations and providing, as a central element of today’s relations of care.

Care giving also contains material aspects, both in terms of activities that come with care for patients and grandchildren as well as with the labour involved in earning money for care needs for the ill person. A focus on materiality draws attention to the ability of older persons to engage in or mobilise social relations through which they can live up to the material demands of care giving. It also illuminates the diversity in the economic and social capital of older people, and how this is reflected in the care demands that are made of them, as well as the way care practices deplete material assets and hence old-age security. These four elements of relational care are present in each of the new realities of care: Old-age care, bereavement, illness and raising grandchildren, and they intertwine with experiences of aging.
Growing old in the era of AIDS

To situate the analysis of changing care relations as a result of AIDS, as central to the experience of growing old in Kagera it is important to sketch the contemporary lives of older men and women in Kagera Region and Muleba District specifically. Experiences of old age are highly diverse and depend on gender, socio-economic status, personal history and physical capacity, but their common ground is that they lived through and embodied a period without AIDS for most of their lives. In this sense their experiences of contemporary care relations are coloured by this shared history.

The uncertainty of relations in Kagera

The research village is situated in the Nshamba ward of Muleba District, which roughly comprises the Ihangiro Chiefdom, 70 kilometres south of the regional capital Bukoba. The district is divided into five divisions; Kizigo, Muleba, Kamachumu, Nshamba and Kimwani, and has a total of 31 wards and 126 villages. Nshamba town is the main market town of the ward, situated in what is called the ‘business triangle’ between Kamachumu in the north, Muleba in the east, near the Lake Victoria and Nshamba town, 30 kilometres to the west. Nshamba town itself is small, but there are a number of NGOs and schools, including a vocational training centre based in the town. The weekly market in Nshamba town is held on Saturday and is one of the main places for shopping, socialising and trade. Nshamba town hosts a number of shops and repair shops most of which are owned by Muslims. The Muslim population in the district is quite large but dispersed patchily. To the east of the village is the district designated hospital in Rubya, and the Catholic Mission, with a weekly market on Sunday.

The village is built on a plateau, as are most of the older villages in Kagera region, above the rivers where the nights are cool with abundant rainfall. The village comprises six different sub-villages, with a total of 900 households and 3,460 inhabitants in 2001 and an average of 5.6 people per household. Each sub-village (kitongoji, ks) is divided into ten-cells, ten households headed by a ten-cell leader, who reports to the sub-village chairman.

In many ways the village is similar to other villages in Kagera Region: A centre on the roadside followed by vast banana plantations and coffee trees, which surround the homesteads. From a bird’s eye view, villages are dark green patches situated on the plateau, surrounded by grassland running down to the river. From the main road, smaller paths move deep into the sub-village, branching off into a network of narrow footpaths winding through the ebibanja (pl.) – the family farms. Main crops include banana/plantain, primarily for home-use. Coffee is grown as a cash crop. Houses in the village are all built close together, sons build their houses close to their father’s house and often a particular area in
a village will contain houses of one extended family. Most houses are made of mud but usually have corrugated iron roofs, and inside the floors are covered with grass.

Smith & Stevens relate the different economic situation of men and women in Kagera to their respective life courses. Men often had both large farms as well as salaried jobs in the village and could stay away for a long time because their wives were tending to the land. They could therefore build houses, hire labourers, buy more land and invest in cattle and transport. Men developed integrated businesses during their lifetimes, investing in the land the profit earned from tailoring, butchering and furniture making. Women were not supposed to engage in income generating activities such as selling produce or coffee (1988: 559). This social history is visible in the life courses of the current generation of older people. Older men had often engaged in business in addition to developing their farms. Older women had been mainly involved in working the land, though the majority was also involved in small-scale business such as mat making and beer brewing. Most of the older women in the village were living in single headed female households (20 widowed and ten divorced). Women often had smaller plots of land and insecure tenures (Smith & Stevens 1988: 553). Older men were almost always married to younger women. Women in their old age were therefore more dependent on members of the extended family.

The main economic activity of Muleba district is agriculture, especially for older men and women. Other economic activities include running shops selling electronic goods and household necessities as well as mobile phone shops and trading establishments in second-hand clothes, working for the plantain-traders, and transporting goods on bicycles. Other economic activities include fishing, often through seasonal migration to the islands off the coast from Muleba town. The islands were seen as dangerous places: Places where jealousy and hatred were rampant, and witchcraft was common. Despite these stories, quite a number of the village youths would go to the islands seasonally to work and earn money. These were the boys who had finished primary school and could not find a job or men who did not have enough land to support their families. Several older people had children living on the islands.

There are many factors that have been conducive to a greater uncertainty about social relations in the district in recent years. As a result of inheritance practices and population growth, the land has become smaller and it has become more and more difficult to survive off the land. Despite the AIDS epidemic the region experienced a rapid population growth: In 2004 the population living in rural areas measured almost 2 million, an average of 70 per km². Population density
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9 District Development Plan 2001-2021, existing site report.
has increased threefold since 1967,\(^\text{10}\) despite the AIDS epidemic and out-migration. Twenty percent of these two million people lived in a peri-urban area.\(^\text{11}\) The population of Muleba District was 386,328 in 2002.\(^\text{12}\)

In the district itself there is hardly any formal employment outside the government sector (teaching, agricultural officers and health staff) and as a result many of the older people’s children have moved to the major towns in Tanzania: Mwanza, Arusha, and Dar es Salaam. Between 1994 and 2004 the economy improved, mainly as a result of new orientations in business and trade and a stable political situation (Beegle \textit{et al.} 2010), despite a decline in coffee prices. Monetisation of the economy following liberalisation has led to diversification of livelihoods (de Weerdt 2010) but less so amongst older people. At the same time this economic development has increased disparities between families. Commodification and monetisation of the economy also find their way into care relations making it more difficult to provide care, especially for older people (cf van der Geest 1997).

Those older people with adult children who do well in town, receive remittances and luxury goods, such as mobile phones, televisions and video players, and visits once a year, or children invite their parents to the city. Those adult children who do not do well often disappear. Migration has changed care landscapes; older men and women value city life and education, but at the same time fear mobility, both within the region and the city. AIDS illness and death has, despite the decline of the epidemic, been an everyday reality for the past 25 years and the older people of today continue to lose relatives: Adult children and grandchildren, sometimes, the orphaned grandchildren they raised. This everyday uncertainty about social relations makes the experience of growing old one in which care relations have to be reframed and negotiated on a daily basis.

\textit{A heterogeneous epidemic}

The AIDS epidemic in Kagera Region varies remarkably, both in terms of prevalence and incidence rates as well as in terms of historical background (Killewo \textit{et al.} 1994). Historical sources show a history very much tied to the period of rapid political, social and economic change. Kagera Region, already isolated, squeezed between the Lake Victoria in the east and Uganda, Rwanda and Burundi in the north and west, became more isolated after the collapse of the East African Union in 1977. Tanzania’s socialist politics, which included the closing of all


\(^{11}\) Kagera rural CWIQ. Baseline survey on poverty, welfare and services in Kagera Rural Districts. April 2004, Economic Development Initiatives.

major stores, had led to a widespread scarcity of consumer goods and followed by a period of food insecurity after a plague destroyed banana plantations, the main staple crop in the region. Due to decentralisation politics the transport infrastructure declined resulting in a downfall in economic development and educational standard in one of the highest educated regions of Tanzania (Mutembei 2001). This was the period when many of the current generation of people in their late 50s and 60s were busy building their lives and raising families. Villagers developed new mechanisms to survive, which involved a risky illegal bidirectional trans-border trade with neighbouring Uganda. Done under the cover of night and taking days, this work attracted young men. Young women went into commercial sex work in the newly opening markets on the border and in town. Border posts became centres for trafficking, goods, alcohol and commercial sex (Kajjage 1992: 84). In 1978-9 the Uganda-Tanzania war which was fought in Kagera Region, caused social destruction and the soldiers who camped and fought in the region in combination with the already high mobility and commercial sex work\(^{13}\) created a favourable environment for the spread of HIV\(^{14}\) (Iliffe 2006; Mutembei 2001; Kwesigabo 2001; Rugalema 1999). The political change from socialism to a market economy increased mobility and business. This is visible in the life stories of older men in the village, many of whom were involved in business and were highly mobile, only settling in the village in retirement, some living in cities.

By the beginning of the 1980s many adults in Kagera started to become sick. The first people to die of AIDS were the most mobile people. These included young men who had been involved in the illegal cross-border trade, former soldiers of the TPDF\(^{15}\), professional prostitutes, migrant labourers, commercial travellers, and town workers who came home to die (Kajjage 1992: 82). These people sometimes were siblings, spouses and friends of the current generation of older people, sometimes adult children.

The epidemic, in terms of prevalence and incidence\(^{16}\) had already reached a peak around 1987, similar to the patterns in neighbouring Uganda, and have since declined (Kwesigabo 2001; Lugalla 2004). The highest prevalence rates were measured in Kiziba, mainly in an area called Kanyigo, where the main cross-border trafficking took place and in Bukoba town, places with high mo-
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\(^{13}\) The chairman of the village, when reading this chapter, criticised Hooper’s association of commercial sex work and the camps of the soldiers. ‘I was a soldier, Josien, and there was a war going on. When you are a prostitute and the scud rockets are flying around your ears, do you think that you would go to a soldier for 10,000 shillings? No! You run like hell. What happened is that many women were raped in that area.’

\(^{14}\) See also Chapter 2 in which I elaborate on the social history of the HIV epidemic in Kagera Region.

\(^{15}\) Tanzanian People’s Defence Forces.

\(^{16}\) Prevalence: percentage of population found to be HIV positive at a certain moment in time. Incidence: percentage of population newly infected in a period of 12 months.
bility, wealth and high levels of education, where prevalence rates reached 24.2% in 1987. Within the region differences in AIDS prevalence and incidence also presented different dying patterns, indicating slight differences in history though there are hardly any sources about the historical background of the epidemiology of the AIDS epidemic in the southernmost districts of Muleba. The differences in dying patterns between the north and south are important to emphasise: both the scale of the epidemic and its social history have implications for family care patterns in the present. In Kanyigo some older men and women lost all of their children, sometimes up to 11, in a relatively small period of time. Since, orphans have grown up and have resettled the once empty houses of their parents or moved to other areas in Tanzania. Muleba district in the south was traditionally a trading area and with many fishing villages had prevalence rates of 10% in 1987, declining to 4.3% in 1999 (Kwesigabo 2001). Dying patterns here were much more spread over generations. Other districts, such as Karagwe, which are more isolated and Ngara and Birahamulo districts measured hardly any low rates of prevalence.

In popular narratives, northern Kagera is still seen as the most affected area. Data from voluntary blood donors show different results; according to national statistics Muleba district had the highest prevalence of HIV in blood donors (29.3% in 2003) in the region and nationwide (Kessy 2005: 14). The choice for this medium prevalence area, weaker in terms of education levels and wealth and with a more diverse population, from different clans and with histories of resettlement, raised the questions, how in areas where AIDS had not wiped out entire generations, but had affected more than one generation, were family care relations re-created and what role has the older generation been playing in that process? AIDS from this perspective is not framed as an illness or livelihood crisis but as an entry point to look at how relationships of care in old age are reframed and negotiated over time in this particular district.

Methodology

A conceptual framework, which focuses on individual social relationships and how these are formed, consolidated and lost, requires a methodology that allows for fluidity, attention to difference and openness. Doing research on AIDS and its consequences implies making explicit what is often hidden, private and painful:
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17 Many lawyers, doctors and scientists in Tanzania are from the Kiziba area. This region is also less diverse in terms of clans and has since the start of the AIDS epidemic also been highly serviced by NGOs, in particular Partage, a French NGO taking over certain community structures.

18 These are relatives of patients admitted in the hospital. Prevalence rates amongst this group are often higher than in the general population. I do not have recent figures but personal communications with health staff of voluntary counselling and testing sites from 2003-5 suggest prevalence rates similar to what Kwesigabo (2001) found in 1999.
The tiring illness, the grief and anger over the death of loved ones, the fears that result from the implicit knowledge of the habits of one’s adult child and anxieties over the future. These issues are often discussed in surreptitious ways, or not at all. For the researcher, this situation called for tact, sensitivity and self awareness, as well as a flexible methodology. My methodology has adapted to my growing understanding of the situation in which older people find themselves but remains based on two elements: A longitudinal perspective and a focus on storytelling around events, collecting in this way social biographies of older people and those they speak about, which fits the natural way in which older men and women discuss matters on an everyday basis. In this way I have pasted together the social construction of ‘events’ and analyse them in their broader context.

Whilst doing the research I found myself mainly in the company of older women: They constitute the majority of older people over sixty years and provide most of the physical care tasks. Though this thesis focuses mainly on the experience of older women, I explicitly do not intend to engage in a women-centred approach as ignoring older men in care giving dynamics would misrepresent the broader dynamics of family care giving in a patrilineal society.

Data collection

Data collection started in the summer of 2002 when I spent four weeks in the village and interviewed ten older women and men. With the assistance of the village chairman I then selected three households of older women affected by AIDS. Mae Tibaigana, my 65-year-old key informant in the village and the chairman followed these households on a regular basis for eight months and made notes about everyday events. These households, all in the same sub-village, formed the start of the core group of older men and women who I followed, with varying degrees of intensity until the summer of 2005.

The importance of contextualising AIDS in the everyday lives of older people was the main reason for my initial decision to select one sub-village and visit each older person over 60 years, the retirement age in Tanzania. The sub-village comprised 105 households (in 2002), 51 older people, 19 men and 32 women. 13 of the 51 were above 80 years old. I visited these 51 older men and women and collected background information on their demography and death events in the family, and obtained a ‘feel’ for topics worthy of further study. These data provided me with background information on the daily lives of older men and women. From these 51 people four other families were selected to be
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19 Age in Tanzania has more to do with ability than with age in years, and I did not stick closely to the 60-year cut-off line after the initial survey. I purposely chose to not use a cut-off line of 50 years old as is often done in demographic literature as many fifty year olds often are not yet confronted with the physical decline of their bodies.
followed more intensively. Another three families who did not live in the sub-village were added to the people to follow intensively; I was introduced to two families because of the intensity of their problems and the other family was my landlord and his wife and children. The core families differed on the role AIDS played in their lives, their status in the community, religious affiliation and the gender of the household head. Not all of these people were followed with the same intensity. Personal bonds and trust determined the frequency of our visits and often we visited a particular person at the timing of an important event in his or her life. Some of these older people started to take on an educator’s role, alternating between being a subject of study and being a ‘guide’ to events in the village. In particular Mae Tibaigana and the chairman took on these roles, and I have highlighted where they were involved in the actual production of data.

In the first part of the study, which lasted seven months, the focus in the household interviews as well as the longitudinal following of the 12 older men and women, was on AIDS. I spoke at length about the sickness and death of children and siblings, how the same had changed the social position of the older person and observed how villagers spoke about AIDS. Besides this focus I collected informal conversations and observations about the daily lives of older men and women. I participated in village life through sitting at the roadside, visiting, being part of celebrations and attending some funerals. General discussions were recorded in the roadside kiosk where several men would meet in the evenings. Gradually the approach changed to simple note taking of the stories that they told during visits or when we or one of us met them at the roadside, on the land or in Church. We also collected stories that were told about our core families and made notes of major events that we observed happening in their lives.

In the second phase of the research lasting from November 2003 until April 2004, I kept track more systematically of everyday events. I collected some life histories of the people I followed longitudinally, sometimes through conversing, sometimes through walks through the village and sometimes through making kinship diagrams. The longer we stayed in the village, the more we became part of the network of these older people, helping out when they were in trouble and our involvement and how we were accepted and given ‘roles’ became an important learning instrument as well.

Because the village was situated in a ‘medium’ prevalence area I constructed a semi-structured interview guide based on the major themes emerging from the data. I conducted this questionnaire among five older people in the village and then went to the area in the north, Kanyigo Ward, Kiziba, which was historically seen as the most affected area in the region and selected 20 of the most severely affected families. In total I spent two weeks in Kanyigo in two villages, Kiga-
rama and Kashenye (the latter was situated on the infamous smuggling border), having spent a week discussing and travelling through the area first. An anthropology student from the University of Amsterdam who interviewed the children of the same families joined us in Kigarama. In Kashenye we spoke to older men and women who were extremely affected by AIDS to see if some general ideas held ground. Differences between the two regions – Muleba/Inhangiro in the south and Kiziba region in the north – were confirmed during my stay in Kiziba. The comparison between the two places made me more aware of the particular context in the main research village in the south in terms of localised economy, education and migration patterns, and made me aware that family care relations in the southern village have to be situated in a different context than in the northern villages. Towards the end of the fieldwork I invited groups of older men and groups of older women to my house to discuss my preliminary findings. These discussions proved very fruitful and lasted between two and three hours each.

Cases and events
A central approach in the collection of data involved recording and assembling stories, where people recollected personal histories and recounted particular events. Events could include the neglect of an older woman, the impending death of a young man who had returned from the city, the HIV test of an older woman or the running away of a granddaughter. I recorded the discussions around these events from different perspectives and analysed the positions of older people in these events. The events unfolded mainly in the lives of the core group of older men and women whose everyday lives I followed over the period of time that I was living in the village. The living situation of the selected older men and women differed in terms of personal history and education, socio-economic means in old age, gender, physical strength as well as the way they had been affected by AIDS. There were also family connections between several of the older people in the core group.

There were several situations in which data collection in relation to events took place. I started my following of events through the analysis of the three diaries which Mae Tibaigana produced during the months of my absence. In these diaries everyday life was recorded, which I followed up through interviews and kept following. I also started with these notebooks on everyday life for the other households I was following. I collected data mainly in three different situ-
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20 Most of the older men and women I interviewed here had lost almost all of their children. One had lost her child, and raised her grandchild and lost her as well. I interviewed one person who had not lost all her children to provide a contrast.

21 In the dissertation whenever I use quotes from the northern villages I identify them as coming from the north. All other quotes are from the southern village, where the main research took place.
One of the situations was spontaneous storytelling in a household, often during a visit, while chewing coffee beans and often initiated by the passing of a neighbour or a recent event, or a rumour that had spread through the village. Usually these stories were not taped, I often felt a tape recorder would disturb the spontaneity of a conversation. A second situation was in the form of a loosely structured interview during visits with the intention of collecting information on a certain subject. The conversation flowed naturally, but was initiated by me. All these interviews were taped and translated from Kihaya to English. A third situation comprised events such as a funeral or a wedding. In this way I was able to trace how narratives changed in relation to these events, what was expected from social relations and how they worked in relation to events. The combination of methods led to several rich cases, through the analysis of which I have constructed how older people form and consolidate the relationships that they are part of. Case studies are not an illustration of abstract patterns that an anthropologist discerns from the data but are the core of what analysis is about: They serve to illustrate the uncertainty and contradictions, the expectations, and practices that are the reality of everyday life as van Binsbergen argues.

‘Whatever happens concretely in a society – interactions, quarrels, reconciliation, collaboration, between very specific individual members, should not longer merely serve as apt illustrations, just to elucidate an ulterior abstract order of which these concrete cases are merely arbitrary examples. On the contrary, the social order is nothing but the ensemble of all such concrete interactions. It is in concrete cases that the fundamental contradictions and the in-built conflicts of the social texture come to the fore – the abstract structural principles only exist in and through the agency that is acted out in these concrete cases.’ (van Binsbergen 2006: 28)

Both gender and class were important themes that framed the case studies. Gender is central to the ability of women versus men to negotiate their relations of care, both in their access to resources and old age care as well as in nursing tasks and roles in raising grandchildren. In some cases such as in the chapter on emotional care, my informants were nearly all women. Though a gender analysis is not overtly present in each chapter, it does come back in every chapter. In terms of class, the group of older people is also diverse. Haya society is a hierarchical society where clan affiliation, material assets, and most importantly land and education determines the possibility for older people to negotiate certain relations of care. Since a traditional class analysis would be irrelevant to this context, I have conceptualised ‘class’ in terms of social positioning.
Storytelling and anecdotes

Storytelling offers one way to construct social biographies. Orally expressed, experience is conveyed through words, tone of voice, facial expressions and gestures, and often gives a compelling photo of what is at stake in a local world (Kleinman 1998). Through narratives, aspects of experience can be accessed, felt, analysed and assessed (Sagner 2002). The stories of my informants in Kagera typically reflected their position in the village, and offered a rich source of information and insight regarding historical changes, the evolution of the AIDS epidemic, and the adaptations over time of kinship bonds and the family, altering responsibilities, gender roles, and economic development. On a smaller, more personal scale, with storytelling, social relations between a self and others form, or between an individual and a collective, or tensions are created as to motives, accuracy or truth. For the listener and for the anthropologist, this may raise questions about subjectivity and authority, pointing out individual fallibility and the need to match personal narratives with those of other individuals, and with verifiable social documents. As Jackson argues:

‘If, however, (...) stories are neither the pure creations of autonomous individuals nor the unalloyed expressions of subjective views, but rather a result of ongoing dialogue and reaction within fields of intersubjectivity, then the very notions of selfhood and subjectivity that are brought into relief in the European tradition of storytelling are themselves creations of a social relation between self and other, and do not exist outside or prior to the narrative process.’ (Feldman 1991: 13 quoted in Jackson 2002: 22)

What is also important is that a story will not stand on its own, but when written down, is recreated to fit a frame of meaning, and indeed reflects social values in various ways – those of both speakers and the writer may come through, for no text is value-neutral. But in the case of ethnography, committing oral knowledge to text, adds another layer of complexity. Though the speaker is important, often the stories reflect a collective nature: They emerge from and are situated in a particular locality like Kagera, and their narrative and emotional logic are embedded in local relationships. In a context far from Tanzanian villages, Hannah Arendt articulated this communal aspect of stories, reflecting on the importance of the web of human connections in which stories emerge and develop:

‘though every story discloses an agent who initiated and suffered the events recounted, this particular subject never remains the sole author of his or her own life story, for the story comes into being within an “already existing web of human relationships”.’ (Arendt 1958: 184, cited in Jackson 2002: 23)

Also, storytelling is something people do; it is active and performative (Fabian 1990). In my interviews and observations, I noticed how older people occupy different positions towards one other, and in each new situation might fall into another relationship, or assume another role. This did not lead me to question
their sincerity or authenticity, but as I came to know them as individuals, they taught me about local dynamics and convinced me of the value of their individual narratives in the life of this community struggling through disruption. Recording and analysing their stories now, in this format, seems like one way of catching and amplifying their voices from the whirlwind of cultural and historical changes that over the decades of their lives swept through their villages.

In listening to and recording stories, it’s important to recall that people may create a sense of control that they lacked while living the experience. A narrator is also a protagonist, and may determine the stories’ meaning and the roles of particular actors.

‘Story telling reworks and remodels subject-object relations in ways that subtly alter the balance between actor and acted upon, thus allowing us to feel that we actively participate in a world that for a moment seemed to discount, demean and disempower us.’ (Jackson 2002: 16)

Spaces for sharing stories and discussing events often occur in gender-exclusive environments. Many men meet in the evening at the end of a day’s work, on the road or in bars to listen to news on the radio. During the day, many older men work on the land, go to the market or are otherwise busy arranging business or family affairs. At other times, men meet in a neighbour’s home, particularly when beer has just been brewed. Or they meet after religious worship, on Fridays in the Mosque or on Sundays at Church. For older women, daily life tends to be tied to the family and hearth, where they work the land, cook, clean, and manage the household. Some older women may find community while they engage in beer brewing and mat weaving or through involvement in labour groups. Spaces for visiting include each other’s houses between 5pm and 7pm and the roadside where some missing ingredients for dinner are bought. Meetings also occur on the narrow, winding paths through the banana groves and on Fridays and Sundays at church or the mosque. Older men and women alike often look back and reflect on the way their social relations are constituted and remark on how their physical strength is declining.

I collected stories together with Augustina (Gussy), a 33-year-old woman from the northern chieftom of Kiziba who was invaluable to the research. She knew how to approach older people and put them at ease, and possessed an impressive ability to read through the lines of what was said and sort out what was done. She was an expert in collecting gossip and quickly understood what I was after. We soon developed a very close working relationship whereby I watched what people did and she sometimes translated the vernacular Kihaya in Kiswahili. In writing up discussions and events that were not taped, I would provide the structure of the conversation and that triggered her almost endless
memory for quoting verbatim statements. Other interviews, visits and observations were conducted by Gussy alone as in the following entry:

From Gussy’s diary: It was the day I came back from Bukoba. I passed Mae Tibaigana to get the key and we greeted each other and she asked about Bukoba. I told her it was ok and there was rain now. A little bit later two women passed and I heard their voices greeting Mae Tibaigana. When I looked outside I saw Mae Tophista holding a stick, walking with another woman. I was confused because I did not expect this mama to be walking in the road on foot. I asked Mae Tibaigana: ‘Is this Mae Tophista and she can walk?’

Mae Tibaigana: Yes, even the day before yesterday she was here and I gave her tea and coffee beans and she was telling me about her grandson who wants to chase her out of that house. That grandson says she has to go because nothing belongs to her there. She sold all her properties so she has to leave. (…)

Gussy: I feel very sorry for her (…).

The same issues we observed with older people telling stories about events that changed according to their interlocutor and according to their personal situation at that very moment were also valid for Gussy and I as interlocutors. Language was an important factor in this. I did not speak Kihaya, the vernacular, except for some phrases, which was the only language that older women without an education spoke. Gussy consequently often developed a closer connection with these particular women. I spoke reasonable Kiswahili, fluent enough to conduct interviews on my own and participate in discussions, but not fluent enough to follow the details and nuances of rapid discussions between groups of people in bars and gatherings, or to pick up on nuances in expressions and proverbs, though my language proficiency grew over the course of staying in the village. Moreover, for villagers Kiswahili was a second language and they would only speak it to me, not amongst themselves. Those older women who spoke Kiswahili were comfortable speaking Kiswahili with me, but afraid to make language mistakes with Gussy present. Language in this sense was also a way of subtle power plays; I remained in this sense ‘the outsider’ in many of the conversations that we conducted together. Being an outsider was not just negative however; those older people who had some knowledge of Kiswahili, consciously chose which stories they told Gussy and which stories they told me, as Gussy was sometimes too much of an insider. Working in this way with a translator, or as I would call it, co-researcher, might pose questions of representation and interpretation, and hence questions about anthropological knowledge production (Pool 2003). In my analysis I have as much as possible indicated the context in which stories were produced and who was involved in producing them. The quotes I use in the thesis are the literal quotes from the translated interviews and collected stories.
Overview of the dissertation

This dissertation is built around four core chapters (Chapters 3 to 6). In each of these chapters, I single out one new social reality: Care for older people in Chapter 3, bereavement around death in Chapter 4, care for terminal patients in Chapter 5 and care for grandchildren in Chapter 6. In this sense the chapters are organised to first highlight the present concerns of older people in terms of care and well-being as they gradually age and then focus on how in this context, they engage in two specific relations that are under pressure in new realities of care: The relation between older parents and dying children and the relation between grandparents and orphaned grandchildren. In each chapter I focus on how practices of relational care, its physicality, its emotional aspects, moral questions and material aspects intertwine with processes of aging, physically and socially. In doing so I examine how older people actively engage in shaping their old age. In Chapter 3, I argue that in the era of AIDS the social significance of the older body changed, to represent an indispensable capital for practices of relating and securing care and, and in that way a sense of belonging. In Chapter 4, I show how contemporary bereavement practices of older people provide the space for older people to engage in forging relations between kin and community members. In Chapter 5, I argue that a morality of inclusion has evolved around AIDS care, which has led to the smoothening of potential tenuous relations in long-term situations of care giving. In Chapter 6, I argue that while grandparenting over time creates new demands, grandparents in essence remain grandparents, leading to relationships that are marked by both closeness and conflict. The chapters follow Chapter 2 in which I examine how family care relations have transformed in relation to broader socio-political changes. Care practices reflect contentions in contemporary social relations, and, through reflections, a space to act. But care practices are also limited by the historical access of, in particular women, to land and property. The thesis concludes with a chapter in which I discuss how practices of care and processes of aging interplay in response to new challenges in the era of AIDS.
Photo 2.1 Graves of son, daughter-in-law and grandchild of Mae Elesta, in the banana plantation next to the house
Historical transformations: AIDS, land and family relations in Buhaya

Introduction

No-one became an old person without first having been young. But if we had not put in effort so that we could have a nice future life, then our old age would not exist. When we were born and our parents gave us part of the land as is the culture, we put in our effort and worked hard and in that way we obtained more land. And the one who did not do so is the one who you now see is suffering from lack of food (Ta Laurent, 78 years, southern area of Ihangiro).

In this statement, Ta Laurent connects generations to land. Land, according to older people is their pension; without land old age cannot be good. In Kagera Region or Buhaya land represents more than the means to grow food or a place to live. The central argument that runs through this chapter is that experiences of old age in Buhaya are inextricably connected to broader processes of social transformation in the ekibanja (kh) system – the system of landholding which till this day and especially for older people forms the core of existence and reference. In the present, processes of commoditisation, mobility and illness have influenced the possibility of the ekibanja to connect social relations, which is reflected in older people’s concerns about care relations.

---

1 The area known as Buhaya, the area of Buhaya, comprises three of Kagera’s six districts: Bukoba Rural and Bukoba Urban and Muleba District, an area which covers several former chiefdoms. In the remainder of the thesis I use the term Buhaya as this term refers to social institutions specific to the Haya. I also refer to Ihangiro chiefdom rather than Muleba District when I discuss the area in which the main research village was situated

2 I refer to kh when I use a Kihaya term and ks when I use a Kiswahili term.
The *ekibanja* system informs relations of care and connection between generations as well as gender relations. Haya society is in principle patri- and virilocal: Sons inherit land from their fathers and daughters move to their husband’s family upon marriage (Manji 2000: 483-484). A major element of the *ekibanja* system is the endowment of land to sons, so that they are able to start families. When older people refer to land as wealth, they not only refer to its economic value. Wealth lies in the capacity of the *ekibanja* to ‘endow’ and ‘provide’. Fathers can endow their sons with plots, husbands can provide for their wives and land connects the future, present and past of a clan. In short the ‘wealth’ that is embedded in the *ekibanja*, consolidates and generates social relations and is therefore solid and durable (Weiss 1996: 194). Moreover, the dead are buried in the *ekibanja* and in that way the land has a symbolic value in connecting generations through common ancestors buried on the land where other generations live (Weiss 1996: 194; Setel 1999: 30-34).

Mobility is an integral part of the *ekibanja* system as well; villages are built on plateaus and after several generations of inherited land, the plot sizes are not large enough to live off. The *ekibanja* as a focal place ensures the connection of those who migrate to cities from their homeland; many city dwellers own a piece of land in their natal homes. There is another side to mobility however; migration to cities has led to a type of wealth that differs from that associated with land wealth – money and consumer goods such as video sets, televisions and mobile phones. Whereas the wealth embedded in the *ekibanja* represents social stability, older people equate this type of wealth, wealth resulting from mobility, with danger and transformations in family care relations.

In this chapter I explore the broader societal transformations that inform current practices of care amongst the men and women who have aged in this historical period. I provide ample attention to gender, as the position of older men and women is vastly different. In the debate on gender, I do not treat the patriarchal system as a structural system determining the limits and possibilities of women and men, but as a dynamic one, informing underlying principles but with ample room for women and men to position themselves in creative ways in different situations. In particular, I pay attention to a central narrative about gender relations amongst older women: *Kuvumilia (ks)*, ‘putting up with things’, which represents their experience of gender relations over their lifetimes as well as their current experiences of generational authority or the lack thereof.

---

3 Manji (2000: 484-488) argues that a focus on jural matters – the structural ideology present in descent systems – obscures the matrifocality of Haya society and that Haya society contains elements of matrifocality in practices such as female-headed households, buying land and providing for one’s family. An interactionist approach instead focuses on how women negotiate power and position within the ideology of the patrilineal descent system.
The historical transformation of family care took place over three political eras: 1) the colonial period starting around 1905 first under German and then under British rule, 2) the socialist period from independence in 1961 and 3) liberalism from 1985 onwards. In each of these periods there were certain historical transformations which influenced the experienced stability of the ekibanja system, according to older people. I employ these timeframes because they are the frames used by older people when they try to make sense of the messy chaotic present. I therefore intertwine the way they speak about these transformations with my analysis of how family care relations have transformed in these three time periods. Moreover, these periods of time roughly correspond to the life spans of the older men and women of today. As a historical generation, older people of today have certain values regarding social relations, and frame current events as well as the relations with their children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren in the light of the socio-political transformations which occurred during their lives. The older people whose stories feature in this chapter are both from the main research village in the southern chiefdom of Ihangiro and from the northernmost chiefdom of Kiziba. In representing their stories I take into account the different history and epidemiology of the two areas.

One of the aims of this chapter is to argue that AIDS should not be singled out as a cause which transformed family care relations, but to show how AIDS contributed to such transformations which have taken place in a wider socio-economic context. In addition I argue that because AIDS is experienced by those who live daily with its consequences, it is part of a particular history of a certain locality. In this sense, I follow the literature which argues against seeing AIDS as an emergency, and plea for historicising the epidemic and analysing how it feeds on continuities (Fee & Fox 1992: 2-3; Iliffe 2006; Becker & Geissler 2007: 17), in this case continuities that have characterised Haya family care relations during the lives of older men and women.

**Family care in the colonial period**

*Commercialisation of the ekibanja*

To understand the connections between money, mobility and the value of land, we have to go back to the beginning of the twentieth century and examine how

---

4 Fee & Fox (1992) write about the Western epidemic and initial responses in the first decade. Their argument is relevant to the first and second decade of the epidemic in Africa. AIDS has often been portrayed as a public health problem, an emergency and disaster. This lack of historicising has obstructed a solid understanding of the many ways in which AIDS feeds on continuities and reproduces continuities. Only since the introduction of Anti-Retroviral Therapy has a sense of AIDS as chronic disease emerged.
the joint influences of Christianity\(^5\) and colonisation changed the obligations that are attributed to the *ekibanja* system. Whereas the *ekibanja* system and in particular the prescriptions of rights and obligations through the patriliny are often portrayed as given, a historical analysis of the colonial period in *Buhaya* reveals the influence of colonial times on these rules. Before German settlers moved into *Buhaya* in 1890, Haya society had an elaborate system of clans (*oluganda, kh*) and lineage groups (*enda, kh*), some of which could trace their ancestry back to Uganda and Egypt (Stevens 1991: 16). Three types of clans were distinguished: The royal *Hinda* clan, the commoners with royal blood and commoners without royal blood. Haya society was hierarchical: Every clan had specific duties at the court, milkers, herdsmen, hide-makers, furniture makers, etc. (Cory & Hartnoll 1971(1945)). The *Hinda* had a monopoly over cattle, and formed the basis of the current *ekibanja* system; the cattle dung made fertilisation of the soil, required for long-term tending of banana gardens, possible. Clans were not so much political units or ritual entities but economic units with land tenure at their base (Stevens 1991: 16).

At the beginning of colonisation there were eight Haya kingdoms. *Buhaya* comprised roughly the current districts of Bukoba Rural, Bukoba Urban and *Ihangiro*. The southern-most chiefdom, where the village was situated was *Ihangiro*, ruled until 1936 by Chief Ruhinda, a member of a long dynasty of royals. He is still used as a reference point by older women:

I was growing breasts when Chief Ruhinda died, in the time that we were still growing chillies. (Mae Maria, aged ca. 80, southern area of *Ihangiro*)

Haya kings claimed property rights over a part of the land in their kingdom through a system of tribute and tenancy, the *nyarubanja* system (Hyden 1980: 82). Kings were also able to distribute land and several older men in their late 70s had parents who had migrated from the northern kingdoms and were granted land by Chief Ruhinda.

The colonial period, which started with the establishment of Bukoba Port, following the Anglo-German agreement in 1890 coincided with a gradual decrease in influence of the Haya kings. Rinderpest epidemics killed most of the cattle, weakening their power base and the German colonial administration fur-
ther diminished their power by ruling through a system of favouritism (Hyden 1980; Larsson 1991: 19). The White Fathers, who resided in the region in 1892, brought Christianity and some argue that the Haya kings used religious conversion as a political strategy to reclaim power (Larsson 1991: 26). By 1914 most of the Haya kings had become Christians.

One of the most important influences of colonialism was its influence on the commercialisation of agriculture and in particular, coffee. Before the settlement of the White Fathers who introduced the Arabica variant of coffee in 1904 (Hyden 1980: 49; Weiss 1996: 17), Haya grew the indigenous robusta coffee which was used for trading and in its cooked form, akamwani (kh), for ritual purposes (Weiss 2003). Through the German stipulation of 1911, that coffee needed to be grown commercially, coffee changed from a symbolic to an economic substance. As a result of the ‘hut tax’, imposed in 1904, money had already increased in importance (Swantz 1985: 48). The new commercial coffee growth in combination with the need to fulfil tax duties changed the social relations in the villages. As elsewhere in East-Africa, labour migration, especially male labour migration developed as a result of colonial politics (White 1992: 29; Dilger 2002: 49-53; Spronk 2006: 42-43).

In Buhaya men moved away to Uganda to work on the railways or to Rwanda and Burundi to work on the cotton plantations. The position of women changed in this period as their situation had slightly improved under the influence of Christianity. Larsson (1991) argues that Christianity and conversion increased freedom (Ibid). But at the same time, the commercialisation and intensification of coffee growth deteriorated the situation of women as, in addition to their normal duties and strenuous physical work, they were forced to take over work from men who were looking for money or fulfilling duties at court. Women now had to divert time from growing food crops to growing cash crops (Larsson 1991: 92). The commercialisation of social life spurred a debate on morality amongst the White Fathers, who referred to the youth as immoral, lazy, smoking hash and drinking alcohol (Weiss 2003), indicating the felt changes in social relations that resulted from the availability of money.

In the 1920s, under British colonial rule, following the First World War, commercial coffee growth took off, again changing social relations in the village. Coffee was produced on family farms, intercropped with the perennial cultivation of plantains for consumption. The rapid growth of commercial coffee growth in the 1920s meant that by 1929 family households had become dependent on the revenue of the coffee harvest. Land on which coffee was grown, which was mainly in the hands of the ruling elite increased in value, deepening the inequality between different classes (Swantz 1985: 49). At the same time the pressure on women as a result of the growing workload increased, as men had to
increasingly find employment to meet the financial requirements of the hut tax system and, for the *nyarubanya (kh)* tenants, the additional tribute to the chiefs. While men received the income from the coffee harvest, women mainly did the work while continuing to grow food crops (Swantz 1985: 49).

According to Curtis (1992), unique to the history of coffee in *Buhaya* was the free market system, which functioned relatively independently of colonial state control. The basis of this system lay in the family farm production of coffee, which made it difficult for export traders, then mainly Asian merchants, to buy directly from producers. They cooperated with African traders, *wachu nguzi*, mainly Muslims in an otherwise predominantly Christian area. Through these traders an intricate system of credit and loans with high interest rates evolved. A specific form of loans was the *obutura (kh)*, which still exists today – a loan based on next season’s harvests (Curtis 1992: 511).

Another subtle change was that as result of the availability of money, many farmers were now able to hire labour from impoverished areas around them as the story of an 80-year-old migrant from the border with Burundi shows:

Ta Petro: I came from Ngara with my friend and my friend bought a *shamba* here. So I came here and I started to cultivate and eat and drink. I came for casual labour. I was working for that friend. And then the friend advised me to go and get my family and to stay here. He told me he would give me a *shamba* (land, *ks*) and a mattress. So I went to take my wife and children and came back.

Josien: But why did you decide to do casual labour here? Was the condition bad in Ngara?

Ta Petro: At that time there was no food, no bananas, so I left.

Josien: Are there many people from Ngara here?

Ta Petro: Yes, there are many here.

In the same period the world economic recession also hit *Buhaya*, where rapid upscaling of commercial coffee growth without proper attention to quality control had led to a low quality crop. When traders reclaimed their loans from village farmers as a result of the recession a deep societal crisis followed (Curtis 1992: 512). One of the responses to that collapse was to move around in search of new opportunities, which became an integral part of family care.

*The moral economy of prostitution and family care*

The particular history of coffee in *Buhaya* is essential in understanding how gender and generational relations relate to developments in the *ekibanja system*. In the 1920s and 1930s the new cash economy had increased bride wealth and consequently delayed marriages for young men, who needed to first establish a base for living. It also led to more marriages between young women and older men, and more polygamous marriages and consequently more divorces (Larsson
1991: 95). Others argue that the need for cash caused men to divorce in order to reclaim part of the bride wealth (Swantz 1985: 50-51). But this is only part of the story.

At the same time, labour migration and prostitution had also led to an epidemic of sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) in Buhaya, mainly gonorrhoea and syphilis, illnesses which can lead to infertility and infant mortality or stillbirth respectively. Local and governmental concerns around this epidemic are intriguing because they foreshadow the concerns of the 1980s when the region was the first to report deaths on a large scale as a result of HIV. The epidemic of STDs spurred a series of studies between 1930 and 1960, trying to answer the question whether the Haya were a dying people. In 1928 the native authority sent a series of alarming reports to the colonial administration expressing the concern over declining birth rates, which led to several studies, one of which was conducted by a colonial epidemiologist, A.T. Culwick, in the 1930s. The results of this study were inconclusive. Though he confirmed a low birth rate of 19 per 1,000, and a serious epidemic of STDs (Larsson 1991: 101) it was not clear whether this birth rate would actually lead to a decline in the population.

The question about the Haya as a dying population remained urgent throughout the 1930s and 1940s. A second study by MacGregor from 1940-1941 showed that of 1,392 women, 26.3% tested positive for syphilis, often leading to stillbirth and infant mortality. Of 2,200 women 20% tested positive for gonorrhoea, which often leads to miscarriages and infertility (Larsson 1991: 102). A conclusive study in the 1950s as part of the East African Medical Survey showed that fertility rates were indeed low, equalling Western European countries, but this was mainly related to a combination of early cessation of child birth (before 30 years of age) and high infant mortality (Larsson 1991: 103). A comparison of the census of 1948 and 1957 shows an increase in population from 456,396 to 514,431 but this was mainly attributed to immigrants (Larsson 1991: 104).

It is argued by some that the STD epidemic and consequent low birth rates led to higher divorce rates, as women who did not produce children were sent back to their natal homes. Larsson contends that the cause and effect occurred the other way around: Birth rates were low because divorce rates were so high as a consequence of the mistreatment within marriages. A study from the 1950s

---

6 The origins of the epidemic of sexually transmitted diseases were probably linked to labour migration. In the 1890s there was already mention of STDs at the court of the Baganda King in Uganda, allegedly traders from through Karagwe to the Zanzibari coast. Many Haya worked in the cotton fields and mining industry and on the railway from Kampala to Mombasa.

among 2,355 women showed that only 50% of women from 20-29 and 40% of women from 30-39 were still married to their first husband (Larsson 1991: 104).

The combination of low birth rates, divorce and the economic crisis of the first part of the twentieth century led to a specific mobility from the 1920s onwards – the move of divorced women to the major developing East African towns of Kampala, Nairobi and Dar es Salaam to engage in a form of prostitution called umalaya. Specific to this type of prostitution was the connection with home. Women would move to the city and earn money for several years and then return and invest the money in land, a house and provisions for the family. Haya prostitution was highly organised; often family relations extended into the cities and women followed the footsteps of mother’s sisters, sisters or village women.

The profits from Haya prostitution became integral to the maintenance and provision of family care. White (1992) describes prostitution as a form of domestic labour and emphasises the connection with the homeland that Haya prostitutes had. Yet other authors on the subject such as Swantz and Larsson argue that it is more than that; prostitution is a form of socio-economic exchange and is related to increasing numbers of immigrants in the region making women less needed (Larsson 1991: 91-94). Swantz shows how much the increase in female mobility concerned the native authority as well as the African Association, a political organisation, which pleaded with the council of chiefs for equal inheritance rights for women as a way of discouraging prostitution in 1933. They also suggested taxes on the income made from prostitution (1985: 52). These negative associations with prostitution were fed by the Churches. Prostitution during this period should be regarded with some nuance and ambivalence. Though prostitution increased the transmission of STDs, it also empowered women by earning them a relatively decent wage.

Money earned was usually invested in the family at the natal home. Many households depended on remittances sent by daughters or sisters who were working in Dar es Salaam, Nairobi, Kampala and other East African cities. This position, providing remittances, gave these women power in the family. Money was valued over the practical assistance of sons and money was therefore seen as a dangerous agent giving women power and thereby challenging gender norms and expectations of care between older parents and their children in Haya society.

---

8 At present, umalaya is used to refer to promiscuity, making the distinction between promiscuity and prostitution somewhat blurred. With regard to forms of Haya prostitution, White (1992) describes a specific form which was practised in colonial Nairobi, called wazi wazi, after the waziba from the Kiziba area in the north of Buhaya. This form of prostitution was different than that of umalaya, where a woman has one or more long-term lovers. Wazi wazi included casual connections and open practice; Haya women in Nairobi would sit out on the street and call out to potential customers. The term wazi wazi was not used however, by my informants.
The following comment from Ta Vedasto, 78, from the southern village in Ihangiro, points to these ambivalences:

They [parents] were counting on them [girls]. For example you are with two boys and the girl is going there [for prostitution]. The boys are staying at home, maybe helping the parents in this and this. But the daughter! When she is coming back wearing nice clothes, soap, bringing a little money. You will see that apart from the culture of inheritance, where giving land to boys is normal; the father will give the house and everything to the daughter. You will find that the daughter is the child, because of the money she came back with. These things with money (…) that is why you heard money, money from the beginning [of this conversation].

The former prostitutes I interviewed all built houses and bought land, but no one was exceptionally rich. Most of the personal stories relate to investments in family. Mae Nyakato, aged 59, also invested most of what she earned in the family at her natal home:

I reclaimed [nilikomboa, kh] the land of my brother. I got that money from one of my husbands. That man loved me a lot.

In addition to these economic offerings, Mae Nyakato also cared intensively for her older father, making sure that there would be warm water for him to wash and inquiring after his health every moment of the day. As a result, she inherited her father’s house and some land. This strained Mae Nyakato’s relationships with her male siblings. The position of women in relation to land, financial independence and mobility changed social dynamics, and often spurred tensions in the household economy, and family care relations.

Whereas White (1992) links female mobility to the major East African cities to family care, older women themselves mainly associate it with a way out of a situation where women were increasingly involved in men’s work and had to combine household duties as well as agricultural work to keep up with the demands of increased commercial coffee growth. Moreover women were discouraged from earning money or running a business. Stories about this particular aspect of history are made into stories of agency, both by the women who went, or who engaged in prostitution in the village, as well as by the majority of the women who decided not to engage in prostitution.

In the old days we women, we were suffering with our husbands, more than now. The only reason to stay with your husband is for the sake of your children as your children will suffer when you are not there. We women, we suffer for our children, especially in the old days when we could not have our own businesses or land or property. You would have two pairs of kanga (cloth, ks), one for everyday, and one dress and if you had a baby it would change colour on the back. So many women did not see the point in staying with their husbands.

(Mae Elisa, 50 years)

Mae Elisa links care for children to the concept of ‘suffering’. Often older women spoke about their lives and their relations with their husbands in terms of kuvumilia, endurance (ks), or ‘putting up with it’ or suffering for the sake of their
children. Some women even mentioned the verb *kutesa*, torture (*ks*), when they spoke about their maltreatment suffered at the hands of their husbands. Women who went away often remained away for several years and then came back and invested the money in land, as the narrative of Mae Lauriana, an 83-year-old woman from *Kiziba*, the northernmost chiefdom shows:

**Josien:** Did you ever stay outside this region?

**Mae Lauriana:** Yes I stayed in Dar and when I had children I came back. These children I did not get from a husband. I only got one from my husband and it died and after my husband divorced me I went to Dar and there I had children and I came back.

**Gussy:** You were staying there as a woman stayed there as they did usually when they went there?

**Mae Lauriana:** Yes.

**Gussy:** Prostitution?

**Mae Lauriana:** Yes. I stayed for seven years.

**Josien:** Can you tell us why you decided to go to Dar and how you lived there?

**Mae Lauriana:** We went with other women enjoying, eating and drinking. I had children: Three and when they grew older I came back and bought a *shamba* [land, *ks*]. I decided there was no reason to stay there anymore.

The scale of the phenomenon was substantive if we look from a family level. One former *malaya* prostitute estimated that in one in ten families women were going. Half of the older women I interviewed had sisters, daughters, mothers who had been involved in prostitution at some point in their lives. Of the ten divorced older women in the survey, three had a history of prostitution. At the same time, the majority of women choose to remain with their husbands as Mae Sofia from the southern chiefdom argues:

Do you know why the women were going into prostitution a lot? It is because you find yourself being busy in the *ekibanja* with the husband and when he gets money from the *ekibanja* he just puts it in his pocket. (...) It happens you go to visit your home (parents) and you meet your sister or *mama mdogo* [mother’s sister, *ks*] who is going into prostitution and is bringing many things and you tell her your problems, like: I have no body gel, I have no soap. (...) That is when the women start asking themselves. ‘Shall I leave with my aunt or *mama mdogo*. Or shall I stay to care for my children?’ And you find that you have no clothes for your children. So then you decide to tighten the money and to save it to buy clothes for the children and then big fights start in the family between the husband and the wife. So in general we were staying with our husbands to care for our children. We endured (*kuvumilia, ks*). But if we had not endured (*kuvumilia*) we would have gone [to Nairobi, Kampala or Dar]. (Mae Sofia, Ta Stephen’s wife from the southern area of *Ihangiro*)

This statement reveals a lot about a moral economy of household finances and women’s labour, and connects the value of *kuvumilia* to a love for children, which demanded personal sacrifice. These values resonate in current assessments of social relations.

Perhaps due to the ways prostitution empowered women in spite of the structural disadvantages they faced, explains why the institution was often viewed as such a threat. There were several reactions to it from within Haya society such as
a movement which did not allow women to board the steamer or buses to leave the area and discouragements to sell land to prostitutes (Swantz 1985: 77). This conflict in the way of looking at prostitution is still present in the narratives of older people. There is ambivalence in the way prostitution is spoken about; prostitution is rarely mentioned openly while at the same time stories of prostitution are stories of agency.

Vital in understanding the reasons why women had so little opportunities in Buhaya is the way in which the ekibanja system organises access to landholding and inheritance. Women, in the patriarchal and virilocal society had, until 1944, no formal right to inherit land from their husbands or fathers (Weiss 1996: 21). Power in the patriliny is exercised along gender and generational lines (Kaijage 1997: 341-342): fathers exercise authority over their sons through endowing them with land, whereas the position of an older woman is more uncertain in her marital home, as she can exercise power mainly through her adult sons and daughter-in-law, but has no formal access to land. The clan will in many cases decide conflicts around inheritance, or support of widows, and orphans, who belong to the clan (Kaijage 1997). Only in 1946 did widows obtain the right to remarry. Before this time she could be inherited by her husband’s brother (levirate) or move back to her natal home where she also often had a marginal position, except for when she brought in money (Swantz 1985: 68). For divorced women property was a way of gaining respect and a way for women to tie bonds with their male agnates, brothers and especially fathers in the natal home (Manji 2000: 490-491).

The rules and regulations pertaining to landholding and inheritance were written down by two colonial anthropologists, Cory & Hartnoll in 1945, following a series of consultations with Haya chiefs. The book ‘Haya Customary Law’ contains detailed descriptions about inheritance. Interestingly this book is currently the frame of reference in court cases around inheritance claims of orphans, as the true account of ‘traditional law’. Their account reads that inheritance is arranged along the male line. There are three categories of heirs. The first one is the Musika, the primary heir (kh), the second one is the Mainuku, the secondary heir (kh), and the third is the Kyagati, the third heir (kh). The Musika is the eldest son who inherits three parts of the whole of the shamba and the house of the father. The Mainuku is the youngest son who receives two parts of the whole and

---

9 Women in Kagera often marry older men (sometimes the difference in marital age can be 20 years). This means that whereas most older men have a wife, most older women are widowed at a relatively young age.

10 I obtained a hardcopy of the book from the legal office of Wamata, the AIDS counselling organisation advising widows and orphans on inheritance issues, and assisting in the preparation of official court cases.
the Kyagati are the remaining sons who receive each one part of the whole, that is, if the father’s land is big enough.

Land is only inherited upon the death of a father, but can be allocated to the sons before his death. When a son dies, however, before his father, the son cannot inherit and the father decides who will inherit the land, which may leave widows and children in a problematic position (Muchunguzi 2002). A widow would officially be allowed to live on the land for the rest of her life, but she was not allowed to pass it on to anyone but the sons of her husband. A divorced woman would move back to her father’s home but was not allowed to pass the land to her children.11 Weiss argues that there is in fact little evidence that clans were localised in certain places; claims to land are more political claims. Haya clanship is therefore diverse and fluid (1996: 20). In reality the rules and regulations were used in a much more flexible way and issues of favouritism often played a role. When there were no sons a father would divide the house amongst his daughters and when a daughter had provided substantial care for the household, she could also inherit. Moreover fathers assisted their daughters who had not had children as a result of the epidemic of STDs which was still rampant. This became possible when, in 1950, a colonial decree was passed allowing women to inherit. In order to keep land in the patriliney, women could inherit but they could not give it to their children.12 Women were also allowed to do casual labour and were allowed to take out loans, making them more independent in relation to their husbands as it allowed them access to land.13

In the personal histories of women older than 60 these changing regulations become visible. Table 2.1 shows first that there is a tendency for younger women to own land, which fits with the changing regulations in landholding. Whereas this fits the notion of inheritance the table also shows that of 31 women, 22 women owned land. The women who had the least access to land were widowed women.

---

11 Though these inheritance ‘rules’ are generally recognised, Reining’s (1967) account of the Haya towards the end of the 1950s states that land was not divided upon death, and remaining sons moved out of the village.
12 Many women are not aware of the changes to the inheritance laws and some organisations give legal advice such as Wamata Rubya branch (and some other legal organisations).
13 All old men in the sub-village, but two, had land. One of these men was from an impoverished area on the border with Burundi and had come to the village to find casual labour; the other man had been accused of witchcraft in his home village and his possessions had been burned to the ground and he had fled. These two men were not among the most respected in the village. Among the women there were clear differences. One woman I followed intensively had cared for her father and was given the house as a gesture of appreciation upon his death, other women had become prostitutes after divorce and had built their houses themselves, other women had borrowed money from relatives and another woman built her house from pension money. Most of the divorced women owned land, but only 2/3 of the widowed women
Several older women, mainly those who had been widowed, had inherited land from their husband or father; a minority of the divorced women had inherited (Table 2.2). Four of the ten divorced women had bought land, two through money earned from businesses such as brewing local beer and bought land and built a house with the assistance of male family members from their natal home. And indeed two out of the ten had invested the money made from prostitution in land.

Table 2.2 Source of land for women

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of land*</th>
<th>Married (1)</th>
<th>Widowed (20)</th>
<th>Divorced (10)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inheritance of husband</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inheritance of father</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2 of 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bought</td>
<td>1 (brewing gin)</td>
<td>2 (1 through small business)</td>
<td>4 of 10 (two through prostitution)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Most women had obtained land through a combination of the above.

After the 1950s the issue of clan land, which often contained the graves of deceased family members of the patriline, and married women entered the discussion. Weiss argues that ‘clan’ land is a political construct which only emerged in the 1950s and did not exist before. In the account of Reining from 1967 on the Haya agricultural system the term ‘clan land’ does not feature (Reining 1967; Weiss 1996).

When the colonial period drew to a close, the social basis of family care as informed by the ekibanja system had drastically changed. The increasing importance of money, labour migration, and the political economy of prostitution influenced gender relations and changed access to land.
Family care in the socialist period

*Population growth and the availability of land*

The last years of colonialism and the first years of Tanzania as an independent nation were defining years for the current generation of older people – years in which they built their lives. Julius Nyerere shepherded the nation from independence in 1961 through a period of socialism and into the liberal period of the 1980s. Older people recall with nostalgia the hope and pride of this early era, and register disappointment and pessimism as time wore on. It is therefore important to understand how the political and social developments which evolved from the early 1960s onwards influenced the *ekibanja* system. One of the issues in this period was an increase in population growth. As giving birth in the area had been so difficult for a long time, children were highly valued and, when in the 1950s medicines for STDs became available, birth rates increased rapidly. In the census of 1967, five years after independence, the population measured 658,712. The genocide of the 1960s in Burundi led to refugees contributing to the population growth in the census of 1978.14

With the high infant mortality rates of the earlier part of the century, in order to ensure survival, women had many children. But when medicine improved the infant mortality rate, the pregnancy rate did not drop. As a result, the population continued to grow rapidly. Due to this, in combination with inheritance laws, plot sizes gradually decreased. This was also related to the specific nature of Haya villages, being built on plateaus with farms taking years to turn into a functioning plantation. Therefore people tended to stay in a fertile place and to not move to other lands until plots became too small as Mae Tibaigana relates.

In the time of my father we had many diseases, so women did not have many children. If you had two or three children they would think you were a witch [for having many children]. So due to this, people valued children very much. And when the diseases were treated, people gave birth [around the end of the 1950s/60s]. So from then there were many children. And now these children have grown up and have children and the land has become small and not enough to provide families with food.

Parents struggled to school their kids, as education was made difficult by the large number of children in combination with the dominance of a cash economy and a weak national infrastructure (in spite of attempts to modernise). Education had, under the influence of the mission, become very important, and Kagera Region was known for its highly educated people. This had already had its effects on family care relations as children who used to be herders were now in

---

14 The Haya population increased to 1,009,379 in 1978 and 1,313,643 in 1988.
school. Education was considered very important, especially in the northern areas of Kagera, the area which also delivered the first African Bishop.\textsuperscript{15}

Education was also highly valued in response to declining land plots. Many farmers realised that the shortage of land would not enable them to sustain their children and they consequently needed to find a different way of earning a living (Hyden 1980: 91). Yet education also increased the commercialisation of farming, as children contributed financially to the family and in this way facilitated cash crop production and the acceleration of trade (Swantz 1985: 67). Education also changed the basis of clan authority. While the hierarchical social system remained intact, and class remained important, it was no longer necessarily clan affiliation which defined class and social position. It was a combination of wealth, education and clan affiliation. A class of small socially conservative entrepreneurs had developed which were often put forward as village representatives by peasants as they were considered to be able to best manage government development plans to the benefit of the small farmers (Hyden 1980).

The many young people who were not educated and remained in the village, engaged in business at a time when the plantations were affected by a series of pests, leading to decreasing yields, causing food shortages and increasing the necessity for money to buy food (Kajjage 1992: 82). Ironically, under socialism the economy became even more monetised, cash dependant and integrated in the global system. A series of government policies that increased scarcity only accelerated these processes.

\textit{State interventions and the stability of ‘clan’ land}

President Nyerere’s Arusha Declaration of 1967 called for a transformation of Tanzania’s economic system, to create a form of African socialism which emphasised self-reliance and the importance of local village economies. He called this project ‘\textit{Ujamaa}’ (ks), a term that implies the kinship bonds and loyalties of an extended family, but here applied to the entire country, suggesting the nation be re-imagined as a form of family. The programme of \textit{Ujamaa} was also based on principles that were part of African village life, principles such as reciprocity, respect and communality. Hyden argues that these principles were part of family life, not of communities in a wider sense and the application of these principles to everyone in a community did not work (Hyden 1980). Especially in Buhaya, where land symbolised the continuity of generations (Weiss 1996), people did not comply easily with new regulations such as communal land, as was part of the ideology of the \textit{Ujamaa} village, based on a collective self-sufficient model

\textsuperscript{15} Some have argued that Kagera Region, which was, as a result of early missionisation, education and the economic power of coffee, already a wealthy area was purposely neglected during \textit{Ujamaa} as Nyerere focused on other more impoverished areas (Moyer, personal communication).
including communal stores, collective agriculture, and amenities such as water taps and health centres. Moreover, *Ujamaa* went against the principles of an economy of affection based on patron and client relations, based on land and kinships (Hyden 1980; Stevens 1991), which was very much part of the hierarchical Haya society. Haya generally were critical of *Ujamaa*, as the following statements from the southern area of *Ihangiro* attest to.

Ta Stephen: *Ujamaa* was not bad, but it did not work because people do not like to do things equally.

Ta Cypilianus: On my side, under the first president life [Julius Nyerere, nicknamed ‘the teacher’] was difficult. We started and it was difficult. That was the month of *mwalimu* [the teacher, *ks*]. Under the second president [Ali Hassan Mwinyi, nicknamed Mr Permission] people were crazy. We got everything. Everything was available. Soap. In the 1980s [during *Ujamaa*] you went to get sugar and you could only get half a kilo. You waited in the shops. And you would buy *everything* you could get that was *obligatory*: Batteries, everything. When you could you would get it! Under Ruksa (Mr Permission), people could get everything. *Uchumi wa nchi nzuri wananchi* [For the people in the country the economy was great, *ks*]. Mkapa, they were pissed off at him [The third president, Benjamin Mkapa introduced the politics of *kubana*: ‘to tighten the belt’, in an attempt to straighten out the economic crisis in which Tanzania found itself (cf Moyer 2003)].

Ta Laurens: The big change that happened and changed our development, which caused a downfall in development was the changes to the Society [Kagera Coffee Union] since 1950. So the changes [that occurred] in the [Coffee] corporation. We were selling our crops and received money and some time after selling the coffee, they gave you a supplement. But when the government interfered everything was spoiled.

In spite of the programme’s ambitions, *Ujamaa* is mainly remembered as a period of increased state control and scarcity. For farmers who had by then become dependent on coffee as their major cash crop, the way coffee was sold, through the Kagera Coffee Union, *the Society*, as Ta Laurens calls it, changed. Under *Ujamaa* the colonial way of managing coffee through a trading house with small merchants, was abolished, impoverishing the smaller farmers (Curtis 1992). Still, Stevens (1991: 16) argues that no economic change has altered the mode of production in villages substantially – the lineage system as the basis of family care still prevails.

However, *Ujamaa* also led to the development of new social institutions, which have today become important in the way family care works. These social institutions have also strengthened the position of women. These included the development of Women’s Unions, the *Umoja wa Wanawake (ks)*, Unity of Women. These groups provided an addition to clan-based and religious groups, and

---

16 A central part of the *Ujamaa* ideology was the restructuring of rural areas with the intention of moving the Tanzanian population into planned villages, with communal cultivation and cooperative activities. In Kagera region few villages reached the full *Ujamaa* stage (Swantz 1985: 62-63).
were an important influence in relation to the development of security mechanisms in sub-villages (de Weerdt 2001). Under *Ujamaa* the possibilities for women to earn an income became larger when women received more chances to obtain an education. Some older women had leadership roles in their lives, as the story of Florida shows.

Mae Florida’s husband died in 1960 when she was 33; they had been married for 12 years. To avoid being inherited by her husband’s brother, Mae Florida moved to her natal home. ‘So before independence I was already back home’. In her natal village Mae Florida joined three self-support groups, and became a leader of a group of older people who were advising on how to settle quarrels, ‘but the group was broken because the young ones took over leadership and said old people could not guide them’. Through that group she became a ten-cell leader, leader of ten households under the old *Ujamaa*/socialist system and engaged in small businesses like selling fish, buying and selling beans, and *akamwani* (cooked coffee, *kh*), and growing and selling groundnuts.

In the *Ujamaa* villages women had access to land as land was communal thereby improving their position slightly (Swantz 1985). At the same time in traditional villages, which dominated in number, women remained in a subordinate position in families, being still dependent on their own income to secure access to land. Within *Ujamaa* villages collective work mainly placed an extra demand on the strength of women as it did not replace traditional farming (Swantz 1985: 64). Women in the *Ujamaa* ideology were viewed as mothers and nation builders, through the focus on the bounded social unit of the individual household, a vision that largely ignored the often unstable marriage arrangements, high mobility of women and the moving within larger kinship networks (Lal 2010).18

Survival became more difficult after the socialist government enforced politics of decentralisation from 1967 onwards, resulting in a decline of the transport infrastructure. These measures resulted in a downfall in economic development and the educational standard in one of the highest educated regions of Tanzania (Mutembei 2001). The enforcement of *Ujamaa* ideology included the forced formation of communal villages in 1972. Yet this politics cut across local boundaries, particularly land, and though there are remnants of *Ujamaa* in Kagera such as former *Ujamaa* villages, Union buildings and Union stores, the enforced villagisation never took off. Many villages remained traditional villages; newly established villages were mainly occupied by the landless and those without

---

17 As ten-cell leaders: the representatives of ten households in the village. Communal agriculture was to operate through the division of villages into ten-cell units, each composed of ten Kaya; whose representatives were to labour alongside one another on the village’s communal farm (Lal 2010: 3).

18 Lal (2010: 19) argues that both men and women during *Ujamaa* used flexibility and diversification as ways to increase personal security.
work in the traditional villages as a way to enhance their own development (Hyden 1980; Swantz 1985: 62).

When the Ujamaa ideology in Kagera region was enforced, it had dramatic consequences. Part of the strategy was the opening of communal stores. In an attempt to get rid of the petty bourgeois – the Indian and Arab traders who controlled business in Kagera since the colonialist period – shops were closed overnight19 before collective stores were opened. In the context of the declining yields that the ekibania produced, this led to another societal crisis. Mobility was once more a strategy to respond to the difficulties involved in making a life for oneself, thereby repeating the same pattern of male and female mobility as a central part of family care.

Money and the ‘value’ of land
In the early 1970s a series of political changes led to the isolation of Kagera Region. One of the major changes was the abolition of the East African Union in 1971 following the coup of Idi Amin in Uganda. Suddenly it was more difficult for traders in Kagera to connect to trading partners in Kenya and Uganda. Moreover Kagera was now spatially isolated in Tanzania, 48 hours from the commercial capital Dar es Salaam. Border posts became centres of trafficking in goods, alcohol and commercial sex (Kaijage 1992: 84). Empty shops, isolation and the need for money again led to labour migration. Both women and men went into business. Divorce rates were 10% in 1967 and 8% in 1978. Reasons cited for divorce were often lack of support from the husband, cruelty and better opportunities in town (Swantz 1985: 72).

In the middle of this economic crisis and a quickly developing business mentality, Idi Amin invaded Tanzania in 1978 to reclaim the Missenyi area north of the Kagera River, an area which was given to Tanzania in the Anglo-German agreement of 1890. Nyerere’s response was harsh and immediate: The Tanzanian army invaded Uganda from Kagera and the year of war that was partly fought in Kagera region wreaked havoc, particularly in the northern part of Kagera Region. Many of the current older men joined the army and the villagers in the north were suddenly involved in war. Mae Tibaigana, living in Kanyigo, part of Kiziba remembers stories of soldiers raping women:

During the war of Amin, wasn’t it true that the soldiers were spreading everywhere? When they saw a woman going to fetch grass, they would follow her. (...) I will never forget Kashenye20 (...) here was one woman and they followed her home and she ran away but they saw the house she entered and entered as well and when her husband asked what the problem was they tied him up. One man had a gun and told the husband: ‘you look to be jealous, wait

19 Business went underground (Mutembei 2001).
20 The northernmost village of Tanzania, where AIDS allegedly spread into the country but which was at that time called Little Europe due to the enormous wealth from contraband trade.
and look at the work we are doing’ and they grabbed her and one went with her and then the other and then the other. Around here another bad thing happened and they forbade the soldiers to walk in the village. At that time they were staying in nice houses; they would rent them. Now they stay in camps.

In his popular account of AIDS, *The River, a journey to the source of HIV and AIDS*, Edward Hooper suggests that the highest HIV prevalence rates can be mapped around the so-called smuggling zone, the *kikomela* border and around the route of the 207th brigade of the Tanzanian People’s Defence Force (TPDF), the Tanzanian army. This regiment consisted mainly of volunteers from the people’s militia21 who required extra training before marching into Uganda and stayed in one area, bordering the free trade zone in Kagera, for a three-month period. The highest prevalence rates in the region were later measured along the route that the brigade followed into Uganda. The chairman of Kashenye on the *kikomela* border described the beginning of AIDS22 as follows:

I have to start with the story of Idi Amin. Do not write yet, because I want to explain so that you understand. In 1979 Idi Amin entered the country. The Ugandans lacked support, they lacked things and they came to Tanzania to buy things. In 1980 they needed many things because of that war; they needed coffee and sugar and things like that. So they brought business. Many Ugandans came because Idi Amin had ruined all the factories, so they had nothing. So people would buy *Jembe* [hoes, ks], they would buy many other things, and go to Uganda to sell these things and to do business. They would go on Wednesday and come back on Sunday and Monday and on Tuesday they rested. The business was big: *Pombe* [beer, ks], everything. And *Bahati mzuri, mbaya* [good or bad luck, ks], I do not know; both women and men went into business. Many women left their husbands and went into business. Even from Mwanza (...) the women came for the business of *Umalaya* [prostitution, ks] because there was such a big market here [right on the border].

So this disease came and people saw other people having diarrhea, vomiting, and drying up like bones. (...) The sickness came from Zaïre. Ugandans went there to do business. And in the beginning of the 1980s, between 1980 and 1985 every young person [here], like this one (points to our guide who is about 20) owned a motorcycle. They had so much money. And the business went like this: There would be a man who would give me 1,000,000 shillings23 to go to Arusha and buy tyres. And because I knew Kiswahili he would ask me to go. You would go with your brother to Arusha and live there. (...) And then you were in Arusha and would buy beers and get a lover. Or you would go on a boat to Kenya, because you were someone who was not scared to travel across water and there were no barriers then and the life was very good with a very high standard of living. That is history now! But you would have a person like this one [points to a 30-year-old man]. In the 1980s he would have 1,000,000 or he would have 500,000 or 700,000. Ah!! In the beginning we were afraid to carry that amount in our pockets! But we got used to it. And the sickness came in big time [*uliingia sana, ks*] and a person started to vomit and have diarrhea and houses were closed.

---

21 A semi-trained fighting force that provided security at village level in Tanzania (Hooper 1999: 767).
22 The highest prevalence rates were measured in the smuggling zone and in Bukoba town. Ihangiro district, traditionally a business area and an area with many fishing villages was not as highly affected as the smuggling zone but was second after the highly affected areas (Kwesigabo 2001).
23 At the time of the study this amounted to 1,000 USD, a substantial amount of money. I assume here the chairman used current amounts to discuss the wealth of those days.
The era of AIDS, from the 1980s onwards is characterised in popular narratives by the emergence of these new markets. Older people described this period as one in which the desire of wealth overtook (tamaa ya mali, ks) (cf Moyer 2003; Setel 1999). Tamaa, desire, was an equivalent for everything that was dangerous, yet desirable in society. Whereas labour migration in the colonial period had increased gender inequality and patriarchal authority and Ujamaa had led to more possibilities for women, labour migration as a result of scarcity and war led to serious ruptures in family relations.

Family care in the period of neo-liberalism

Gender, AIDS and generational authority

The need to find a life (kutafuta maisha, ks) through business, prostitution or other means took flight when in 1985 Ali Hassan Mwinyi was elected president. Weiss (1996) describes this time as the time of commoditisation. Everything was suddenly available. Businessmen travelling to Dubai imported hoes and panga (cutting knives, ks) as well as kerosene lamps, stereos and TVs from Taiwan and China. There were second-hand clothes and shoes from Europe. During this time, however, many people started to die – the businessmen and women who had gone into prostitution. 1985 was a turning point when the particular Haya form of prostitution to cities decreased in importance, as a conversation between women from the southern area of Ihangiro shows:

Josien: How many years is it since they stopped this [prostitution]?
Fatuma: Yah, yah, even the children of my sibling from Bilabu all died at that time. And in Dar es Salaam they have one place in Manzese, there is a place called Ithongo. It is a house from one son from here and all prostitutes from Ihangiro were there. So that son has died and all the women have died already.
Monica: In 1983, when the disease started, I remember the first woman dying from Dar es Salaam. She died in Bukoba and at that time they called it Juliana24 and the people did not yet know that it was this disease. So in 1985 and 1986 they knew it was Ukimwi and in 1987 many women stopped.

Women, though laws had increased their chances to obtain money, had also experienced the death of many of their sisters and friends. Despite business and education opportunities that resulted from the socialist period, the position of women in their marriages and husband’s family was still subordinate; many women reported abuse and being controlled. Business, in the era of AIDS, was the only way to gain some power in the marriage.

Josien, even our parents cannot tell you that you have to change. Even our mothers had these problems with their husbands; this thing is inherited from generation to generation. If the woman says she is tired of these problems, she can decide to go back home (to the parent’s

24 After a popular cloth that was a primary trade commodity between Kagera and Uganda at the time.
place) but there she has no shamba, she did not inherit, and because of her husband she does not have sufficient money. If she could have an income she could build her own house and live well. Husbands like their wives to stay in poverty. You tell him there are loans for women, but they do not like that; they think that you are going to do business and show off. If women have no income, no shamba, where will they go? That is why you see them staying with their husband and this disease (AIDS) is hindering them from divorcing. (Lydia, mid-30s, southern area of Ihangiro)

A new phrase developed: ‘when the conditions were still good’, referring to the time before ‘that disease entered’ (ugonjwa huu iliingia, ks), a phrase which was contrary to the kutafuta maisha, ‘finding a life’ which had been the rationale for mobility for so long. When old women speak of the possibilities of having a life they refer to the changed position of women as a result of AIDS. All the older women I spoke with who had been engaged in prostitution referred to the AIDS epidemic as the time when this particular form of prostitution stopped and when the opportunities of women to have a life disappeared. In the narratives of the older women whom I interviewed about prostitution a distinction was always made between ‘when the conditions were still good’, referring to the time before AIDS and nowadays, references within which a certain nostalgia was present.

At least in the past women got nafuu (space, relief, ks). In the past women divorced as well, but before this illness came (ugonjwa huu uliingia) a woman had freedom. She went to Dar or to Kenya. The conditions were good – better than the conditions now, after we got that disease and the condition of going there became difficult. It is tightening here. If it is bad at home, where can you go? A woman used to be big inside the house, she used to be big. (married woman, end-forties, southern area of Ihangiro)

AIDS not only changed the opportunity for women to escape their marriages, it also changed the opportunity for their parents, who had often benefited from the money made through prostitution. Women in this period increasingly became dependent on small businesses, which made them more independent within their marriages and marital families. This subtle change had also an effect on generational authority, in particular the power which older women exercised over their daughters-in-law through their sons. This power was essential for older women because daughters-in-law assisted them in their households in old age. The increasing independence of women was what old women saw as both a negative and a positive development. It was positive in the sense that old women realised that women had access to an income, yet older women were also frightened of the increasing freedom of young women who were their daughters-in-law and were the ones they counted on for care in old age. When older women talk about issues like suffering and endurance, kuvumilia, they also refer to the increasing independence of younger women today making it less necessary to endure in the way they did over their lifetimes. And whereas these older women had themselves tried to find a way out of their own situation, they now, for their own
security, needed to perpetuate the same patterns that they had been caught in themselves.

**Conflicts in family care**

In the late 1980s and the early 1990s family care patterns that were implicit in the *ekibanja* system became visible as a result of AIDS, especially the rules and obligations pertaining to the situation of widows and orphans but also divorced women, as they generally had sought a life in town and returned to their parents place when they fell ill. In the northernmost villages, in Kanyigo, on the border with Uganda AIDS caused disaster in a short period of time, as the following story of an older woman from the northernmost village in Kiziba shows:

My first son died 12 years ago (1992) at 32 years old; all his children died as well as his wife. He stayed in Dar and came home sick. I cared for him here for six months. He was a businessman. He died first. I do not know where he got the disease, but he was already sick when he arrived from Dar.

My second son died only a few months after my son. He left five children and the wife died first.

He died when he was 38 years old. He stayed in Dar for business and was already sick when he came. I cared for him for 8 months.

My third son died one year later (1993). He was around 40 years old. He left six children. His wife died in November last year. The children are in my hands.

My fourth son died three years later and his wife drowned when the MV Victoria sank, together with their baby. He was 28 years old. They used to live in Dar.

My fifth son died at 22 years of age. He was not yet married. We were staying here together and were doing *shamba* work.

My daughter was not yet married and was 17 years old. We stayed together.

All my children died of this disease, even my daughters-in-law and everyone. AHHHHH (shouts). I am here, here, just here; the problems are finishing me! Even all my siblings have died – I do not even have one!! And one of my siblings used to be a doctor in Muhumbili University; he became sick and then he died. I do not know if it was this disease. This I do not know.

In this area, new patterns of family care emerged. The people in this area, who had become very wealthy in the business frenzy in the mid-80s and who had been highly educated happened to belong to one clan, the *Waziba*. The many orphans were taken in by relatives in the city, mainly in Dar es Salaam, where educated relatives had found employment, but also by non-relatives belonging to the same clan, strengthening rural-urban connections even further. Dispersal of kinship ties therefore does not necessarily lead to less family care. In the village, an NGO, Partage, stepped into the broken social institutions and built houses for orphans, as well as schools.

In *Inhangiro* the area of the research village, there were many clans. Moreover the area had always focused on business, more than on education, thriving in the

---

25 In the villages in the north people were highly educated and many occupied important positions in Dar es Salaam. In the stories about death Dar es Salaam therefore features often.
business triangle that comprised the major market towns of Kamachumu, Nshamba and Ihangiro. Moreover, AIDS prevalence was not as high as on the border where those who died were those engaged in cross-border trade with Uganda. In the village AIDS was much patchier: Mobile businessmen and women involved in prostitution started to die first and slowly also village people became ill and started to die. In the death histories I recorded that many of the deaths took place around the end of the 1990s, a timeframe that fits the business frenzy that emerged under the rule of the second president from 1985 to 1995. What is interesting is that older people in the village lost not only children but also other relatives as Table 2.3 shows.

Table 2.3  Number of older people who lost the following relatives per relative (n=50)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lost whom?</th>
<th>Older men</th>
<th>Older women</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spouse</td>
<td>- (1 ex)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siblings</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grandchildren</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moreover extreme changes in family care were not that visible in the village because prevalence was lower. Table 2.4 shows the number of deaths of children per women and men.

Table 2.4  Summary of child mortality amongst older men and women aged 58-86 (n=49)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total no. of children</th>
<th>Total no. of children still alive</th>
<th>Total no. of dead as infant</th>
<th>Total no. of dead as adult</th>
<th>Total deaths attributed to AIDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Women (33)</td>
<td>184 (5.6 births per woman)&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average age:</td>
<td></td>
<td>117</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men (16)</td>
<td>159 children</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average age:</td>
<td>(9.9 children per man)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:

a) Of the 34 women four were infertile and four only had one child.

b) The majority of women in the sample did not know their exact age. Only the younger people (above 60) knew the year that they had been born.

c) The higher average number of children per man is due to polygamy: eight of the 17 men had more than one wife.
What AIDS did evoke was a new discussion of certain family care regulations, such as how care for orphans and widows should be organised. Land, already scarce as a result of population growth received a new meaning: It served as an asset to pay for the cost of looking after ill children. The *obutura, kh*, the system of borrowing against future harvests, also became a resource for obtaining needed cash. But land, in particular the notion of ‘home’, in the sense of the natal home, also served to reconnect generations; through burial on the clan land, parents are connected to orphans, and deceased adults remain near their older parents. Politics of belonging are sometimes played out when confronted with the death of those who have given birth without being officially married, when ‘home’ is not established, sometimes leading to conflicts over where deceased bodies belong (Whyte 2005). But belonging is also reproduced through a new focus on clan land and in particular inheritance of orphaned children.\(^{26}\) Whereas ‘home’ in *Buhaya* has always been a focal place, and a core feature of rural-urban connections, the importance of home claims has increased manifold in recent years. For male orphans staying on the father’s land, being fostered with the father’s children to have access to land is especially important for male children, who are then faced with obligations towards their sisters. But questions of inheritance also abound around those who are fostered by maternal relatives and later need to reclaim their access to land. Land grabbing by distant relatives abounds as do court cases against those who unrightfully claimed or disposed of land. More than ever the *ekibanja* became a focal place for connection and power struggles in the family, and more than ever the wealth of land and the volatility of money became an issue of debate.

*New connections to the land*

The political changes in the 1990s when Benjamin Mkapa took office made it increasingly difficult for younger people to make ends meet. ‘Capability’ and more to the point, the lack of it, became the key-word in the stories of both young and old people. Markets for agricultural input and output were gradually liberalised under the influence of Tanzania’s structural adjustment programme\(^{27}\)

---

\(^{26}\) I observed that there are also conflicts in the village office or even in court. Muchunguzi states that there are many women, more than men who have conflicts, though the data he presents does not show this clearly. Most complaints were related to confiscation of farms (37.5\%) and sale of land by relatives (32.5\%). In total he counted 37 cases in 2000 and 40 in 2002 in *Wamata* covering 5,000 households. Problems with land included lack of a will and the hiding of a will – traditions as described above. Some of the problems for which advice is asked include selling land to cover costs or drinking alcohol. Conflicts are also related to the value of land in contemporary *Buhaya*. This is related to population growth without moving to other areas and the cutting up of land. A producing *shamba* can amount to US$ 1,000-2,000 per acre, which is a lot of money in a poor economy (2002).

\(^{27}\) Tanzania’s first structural adjustment programme was launched in 1986 with the support of the IMF and World Bank and was mainly geared towards import liberalisation, adaptations in monetary policy and an active exchange policy (Ferreira 1996: 7).
in the late 1980s (de Weerdt 2010). In the last decade the village was able to profit from major markets which became more and more important in the absence of other employment opportunities and fluctuating world markets.

For those who remained in the village, sometimes working as a seasonal migrant on the fishing islands off the coast of Ihangiro, life in the 1990s was difficult. Means of income were subsistence farming and additional business: Selling surplus, keeping cows, trading of clothes, making beer, running small grocery shops or being a handyman (electricity, carpeting and bicycles). The district has major fishing islands where many young people from the villages go to engage in seasonal labour, selling to the large fish factory in Kemondo Bay and to the markets, or are involved in public transport.

The new tarmac road which has been built between Ihangiro and Bukoba town, has given trade a boost because the travel time has been reduced considerably. Different from the areas to the north, business links in Ihangiro district focus more on trans-regional connections with Mwanza, one of the largest transit ports in Tanzania. As a 25-year-old man explains:

You have two types of young people: The ones without schooling who go into business. Maybe they work for the ones who are bringing the bananas to Mwanza. They cut them and then bring them to the road where you see them lying around. [If they go outside the village] (...) many go to Buganguzi or Kamachumu, on business, or to the island to fish. There are no industries. But a large percent does not work. Have you reached the road around 10am? They are there. Then there are the ones with school [who have had education]. Many will try to get a job here, for example with World Vision or an organisation like that because they do not ask for many more qualifications than secondary school.

This generation of young people is more educated than the current generation of older men and women, despite the long history of education in the region. Education in previous times focused on the northernmost districts. Education influenced the possibilities for care in old age. Older people of today realise that education is a must if children are to care for you. There are however, two sides to education. An educated child can take care of you in terms of money, but many have left the village and migrated out of the region. Where older men and women summarise their current concerns with the state of social relations in Buhaya as being caused by the desire of the younger generation, both young people relate problems to their lack of capability and the lack of possibilities for youths. The growing focus on money has, according to older people shifted generational power, so the roles of older people are changing and the presence of people to deliver care is not certain. This is reflected in narratives over the loss of

---

28 Of the 31 older women above 65 I interviewed, 28 had had no formal education. One of the three remaining women had married into the village but had been born in the northern districts and had worked there with her husband for a large part of her adult life.
control over children and grandchildren. Weiss (1996: 179) argues that money is blamed for the loss of values of the Haya world.

The past three decades has seen the possibility of the ekibanja system to regulate family care change due to the commoditisation of social life, intensification of migration in response to population pressure, fragmented land, increasing need for money and the lack of employment opportunities (Weiss 1996). In Ihangiro, the majority of older people and their families live off the sale of coffee and bananas and small-scale business. Yet the scarcity of land and the increasing need for money in combination with adult death has made land a valuable commodity and hence inheritance conflicts are prominent in families often to the detriment of older widows and orphans (Kaijage 1997: 341-342), as also the many cases in the legal offices testify to.

Economic figures in the village, however, showed fluctuating growth over the mid-90s and early years of the 21st century. Between 1994 and 1997 coffee prices rose and many villagers, especially young adults, but also businessmen from Dar es Salaam invested their money in building houses and setting up small businesses (Kessy 2005). Around 2000 the coffee price started to drop dramatically again until it reached a low point of no more than 40 shillings per kilo in 2002.29 A sack of 80 kilos of coffee thus amounted to no more than 24,000 shillings, not enough to pay for all the investment: Pruning, harvesting and drying the coffee in the middle of the rainy season.

Though the village in Ihangiro generally profited economically in the period between 1990 and 2004 from the markets30 in Ihangiro and Kamachumu, the increasing availability of money also created more societal differences. The overall economic growth in the last decade has contributed little to poverty reduction (de Weerdt 2010). In the hierarchical Haya society differences are growing, also amongst the older men and women. De Weerdt distinguishes three types of farmers: The poor who mainly work as subsistence labourers and perform casual labour, the traders and small businessmen/women and the wealthy and educated class of people, with differing capacities to counter problems (ibid.). In recent years in the village older men and women have noticed that the land is too small and does not produce enough food anymore. Processes of migration have started:

---

29 This amounted to US$ 0.045 in 2002.
30 The opportunities for economic growth within Kagera Region differ according to the area. In some areas like Ihangiro district the major opportunity is market development and trade. In villages along the lakeside, fishing activities are major off-farming ways of generating income, though these activities have been affected by the opening of the fish factories in Mwanza and by government restrictions on certain types of fishing nets. Some fishermen have therefore seen their investments go down the drain; others have been able to step into the new opportunities. The villages around the Ugandan border profit from cross-border trade, especially of coffee as the prices in Uganda are much better than those of the Kagera Coffee Union. Villages along the main tarred roads profit from the decreased travel time (Kessy 2005; de Weerdt, personal communication).
Now to the less fertile and isolated villages in valleys, to the fishing islands in Lake Victoria for seasonal work or to the large East-African cities.

The limited availability of land, the experiences of the possibilities of business under president Ali Hassan Mwinyi and the difficulties under the structural adjustments that followed have contributed to the appeal of the major cities, with the difference that many people, the children of the current generation of older people who migrated to the cities in the 1980s and 1990s, settled there and had children. Some of these grandchildren do not speak the local Haya language anymore and will never return. Other adults may build a house in the village for their old age as a connection to the land of their parents, even though they may never return to actually live there.

Whereas the ekibanja is still able to connect generations, family care has become dispersed and more translocal. The new technologies that have reached the village play a role in creating new forms of connection, however. The most important technology is the introduction of the mobile phone to the village in 2002. In 2008 wealthier older people who had children in Dar es Salaam had mobile phones and regularly communicated with their children. Moreover, recent years have shown a growth of regional airlines, improved roads and an increase in the mass media such as radio, television, and the internet. Whereas older men and women complain about such commodities they also embrace them. Other forms of more distant ‘care’ have emerged in this way. The era of AIDS has strengthened or even created a new morality of family connections, by foregrounding issues of control over reproduction, mobility and land in accounts of older people, in response to the spatial dispersal of kinship relations. Older men and women of today use the above history as a reference to understand the AIDS epidemic. Their concerns with care are about the present but in their explanations they refer to the history that they have lived.

Conclusion

When older people talk about their concerns about care, they are talking about a present which is marked by commoditisation, mobility and illness. Land, the ekibanja, and the stability it represents, is a core orientation in the way older people experience the present era of AIDS. The ekibanja informs gender relations as well as the way different generations can connect to each other in the current era of AIDS. In this respect the concept of historical generation, originally from Mannheim (1952(1927) quoted in Prince 2008: 138), but revived by several authors in contemporary kinship debates (Prince 2008; Alber et al. 2008) is useful because it illuminates how the values of different generations, the habitus of certain age-cohorts, was shaped by the particular social transforma-
tions that took place over their lifetimes, and hence their frames of reference in experiencing the current era of AIDS.

The older people who form the core of this study are the generations who grew up without AIDS as part of their everyday life. They therefore perceive a sharp demarcation between the pre-AIDS era and the current era. AIDS is perceived in terms of the demise of social relations and values for which mainly the increasing importance of money is to blame. Yet if anything, the history of Buhaya shows that this macro social narrative of money is not something that belongs to the present era only. The inherent tension between mobility and locality in family care relations that is embedded in the land system has transformed relations since colonialism. Though older men and women firmly live in the present, they refer to historical periods which were also marked by rapid social transformations. A reference to the dangers of money is a reflection of concerns in the 1930s and 1940s. It is therefore important, in discussions on morality and the change of social institutions such as family care, to understand how AIDS feeds on such continuities (Fee & Fox 1992).

The institution of family care in Buhaya has changed over the past 100 years, under the influence of major political-economic processes. The increasing centrality of money to care relations (cf van der Geest 1997) and mobility over the past century has become a fundamental aspect of family care. This includes mobility in terms of the semi-permanent migration to cities, which led to new forms of care: Closeness in absence through new technologies such as mobile phones but also to distance as caregivers for older people are no longer present on the land. Mobility also refers to the mobility of women, who have gained more access to employment and to land outside the patriarchal and virilocal system of land inheritance. This changed the position of women and generational authority in the family care system. What is important for the current generation of especially older women is how they, over the course of their lives, are able to secure access to land or not. Social status has increasingly become connected to economic wealth and clan-based affiliation has decreased in importance, and access to land represents possibilities for older women to negotiate relations of care. Though older women blame their lack of opportunities in life on a lack of social and spatial mobility, the same mobility now compromises the care provided by a daughter-in-law.

The link between mobility and the notion of home has also been a constant over time. The natal home is where divorced women return and the natal home is an essential part of the rural-urban connection; rural-urban migration in Buhaya has a tendency to be organised around family lines. Home in recent years has taken on a more symbolic function; it is where patients return to be cared for; it is also the place where bodies are buried. At the same time home, and the land that
represents home, is a source of intense and increasing tension in families as inheritance disputes over orphans’ ownership of their father’s land are rife. This becomes more complicated as orphans are fostered by maternal relatives or by relatives in the city, or are sent from the city to grandparents in the village.

Illness and the moral questions which have framed illnesses have been part of the life experiences of older people over time. The current AIDS epidemic and loss of children ties into these concerns for care. The aforementioned influences of money on the *ekibanja* system were the realities that shaped the particular historical values of this generation. In discussing contemporary relations of care, older men and women refer to a morality of care with values such as compassion (*huruma*), endurance/suffering (*kuvumilia*), and providing which is based on their assessments of changing family relations over their lifetimes, in particular in terms of gender and generational authority. Older men and women perceive the disruptions in the possibility of the *ekibanja* to connect generations as deeply disturbing which is reflected in the way they practise care and manage contested values.
PART 2

DOING OLD AGE
Caring and belonging: 
The necessity of physical strength for practices of relating

Introduction

When you are old
And your back is bent
And you have no child
To whom will you belong?

Saida Karoli, popular Haya singer

The worst thing about growing old is losing your strength. You say I look youthful but I am not. Look at that man tending my garden [coffee plantation]. My son had to hire him to do the work. If he had not been able to pay for the man, who would have cut my banana trees? And do you remember that old neighbour? She said if she would lose her strength, she would just sit there and die (...). It is bad.

This fragment is from a conversation with a 65-year-old woman who lost her husband and her daughter to AIDS, and about the blessings and drawbacks of growing old in northwest Tanzania. A recurrent theme in the conversations with older men and women was the issue of strength and health. Growing old comes with a natural decline of strength. Bodies age and tire easily, backs start to hurt, limbs become stiffer, eyes and ears deteriorate and some older people experience chronic diseases. As older men and women are confronted with long-term care for patients dying from AIDS and with the responsibility of raising grandchildren, strength and physical capacity become a focus of concern.

---

1 These lines from a Haya song were quoted by an 86-year-old, childless woman. She used it to discuss the respect and future care for women without children. In her situation she was dependent on her younger brother. After he died in 2005, she died only a few months later.
Photo 3.1  Mae Elesta engaged in labour on the land
In this chapter I examine the role of the aging body in managing the demands that derive from a changed landscape of care in Kagera. The aging body needs to remain strong in the face of demands made on it for everyday living, in particular the material and physical demands that are essential elements in relations of care. The physical body is declining as a result of aging. This makes it harder for older people to live up to these demands, making them increasingly dependent on their remaining relatives for care. The central argument of this chapter is that the older body has become an indispensable capital for engaging in social practices and relationships. This chapter explores how older people employ this capital under insecure, evolving circumstances and a changing moral economy, resulting from HIV and out-migration. As older people face advanced old age, a big anxiety is where and to whom they will belong in their last years, especially if they have no children (or they have died) and no one to care for them as they grow weaker and less capable. Whereas this is a normal aspect of old age, these anxieties are exacerbated in the context of AIDS, as there is more caring to be done by older people, and there are fewer people to take care of them. But older people are not helpless: They may own land and assets and their past achievements might elevate their status. If they’re women, as two-thirds of the women over 60 years of age were, they may be responsible for grand- or great grandchildren. It is in this changed landscape of care that caregivers’ concerns for strength must be understood. As physically challenging and emotionally draining as care giving is for these older people, it also provides a new way for them to belong as they are forced to reconfigure relationships of care in response to disruptions in relations.

Only recently did attention in relation to this essential experience of aging, the physical body, rise in discussions on the impact of AIDS on older people (Seeley et al. 2008; Ssengonzi 2007). At the time of fieldwork the physical consequences of added care demands for older people were unexplored. In this sense this study taps into a body of literature that emerged after data collection. Important contributions of recent debates recognise the challenges of the increased care giving role for older people, (Knodel & Saengtienchai 2005; Knodel et al. 2006; Bohman et al. 2007). Care giving for dying patients and grandchildren, for example, has adverse effects on the health of older people (Dayton & Ainsworth 2002), and creates anxiety for future health and well-being as a major concern of older people (Ssengonzi 2007). AIDS also has an effect beyond the immediate care giving tasks: Stress and material consequences of care giving are mentioned as causes for the disruptions in broader family care giving arrangements (Ankrah 1993). But the body of literature also points to less researched domains: How family care arrangements are affected in the longer term, when older people’s physical strength declines (Ssengonzi 2007: 341; Seeley et al. 2008: 4).
Older people care about their strength, and at the same time are caring to get strength socially. How does the inevitable loss of physical strength as a result of aging influence the ability of older people to maintain or regain their position in a context where relations of care are often disrupted? In my discussion I add to the emerging literature by exploring the older body as an essential form of capital in relations of care. I understand physical capital as the ability of the older body to engage in work, and in activities that will generate income, but also to participate in events that will create relations, that are important for a sense of belonging.

The core of this chapter consists of two parts, each built around an extensive case study. The first part discusses why future loss of strength is a concern in forging new relations of care after AIDS death. The second part highlights how older people who have lost strength engage in forging new relations after AIDS death and explores the question of who will do in terms of providing care in the context of disrupted relationships. The combined sections in this way provide a gradual perspective of changing bodies over time and its effects on relations of care.

Aging, the body and belonging

Aging in Kagera is often experienced in physical terms: Older people describe their difficulty to walk long distances, ailments such as back pain, loss of hearing, decreased eyesight and general body fatigue. Older people are also more susceptible to pneumonia and malaria, especially during the cold nights which accompany the rainy seasons. Health problems are usually solved using local herbs and some over the counter medicines that are available at the many kiosks. Other older people also reported that they were suffering from chronic illness such as high blood pressure, diabetes and heart problems. These general ailments make everyday chores more difficult. Digging on the land does not go as smoothly as before, walking the paths along the hill to the market or the Church takes time and washing clothes, peeling bananas or pruning coffee trees are physically demanding tasks.

The ability of the aging body is a central part of well-being; older people attempt to stay active for as long as possible (Bohman et al. 2007; Sagner 2002). Biophysical changes that come with aging then often have significant social consequences for daily living, social relations and personal identity (Nettleton & Watson 1998: 5). The explicit physical experience of aging and its link to the state of relations of care is reflected in the metaphors which older people use to speak about the time of old age, linking belonging and well-being to the presence

---

2 This chapter does not focus explicitly on the physical demands of nursing patients as this is discussed in Chapter 5.
of children and being ‘stuffed’ with food, and linking a bad old age with metaphors of physical violence. Take the example of the following conversation between two women, aged 58 and 65 about the lack of care of children nowadays:

Mae Nyakato: You know in the whole of my life I have been really relying on my offspring. My children are here, what problems will I have? This one can bring water and this one can bring this, as I have so many children.

Mae Tibaigana laughs: You give birth to animals beating you!

Mae Nyakato laughs and agrees: I tell you the truth Mae Tibaigana, I was a rich person. If I had known I would not have taken my money from the bank to give to my children, I would have left it there. I could have been going [to the bank], taking some and spending it for my needs. But I just gave it to my children.

And the problem is because of education. If I could have been educated I would not have done so. I gave one 50,000 Shilling and the other one 200,000 Shilling.\(^3\) They were going to do business, and when they bring in money I would be stuffing myself [\textit{mbutabute}, \textit{kh}].

Mae Nyakato speaks of a good old age as a period in which she should be ‘stuffing’ herself. And Mae Tibaigana voices her experiences with children as physical beating. These complaints are ways to frame a moral notion of old age care. Sagner reads complaints such as these as ways for older people to reproduce themselves as active members of society (2002: 56). When older people spoke about a good old age, they used metaphors that were physical and had direct connotations with food and eating enough, something that is central to the lives of older people. Weiss describes how food and being full is equated to well-being (Weiss 1996). Food satisfies a body, making it full. Strength, or more importantly the lack of it (\textit{sina nguvu, ks}) was therefore both an explicit physical state as well as a metaphor through which older women and some older men, could discuss worries that kept them awake at night: How to work the land with an aching back, how to cook breakfast for the grandchildren when waking up with a weak body.

The relation between a strong body and the ability to participate in relationships is also visible in the terminology that is used to denote older people in the village. The words for an older person who is independent and able-bodied are \textit{Mkaile} (old woman, \textit{kh}) and \textit{Mzee} (old man, \textit{kh}), which are used to refer to someone who is able-bodied and independent. The other two words, \textit{Mkaikulu} and \textit{Mgurusi}, Haya words for older women and men respectively, are usually used to refer to someone who is very old and dependent on others for care and support. The core of well-being then seems to be the possibility to maintain, build and invest in social relations, to remain in what Sagner calls a relational matrix (2002: 59). Growing physical dependence then immediately lays bare the state of social relationships on which an old person depends.

\(^3\) 200,000 Tanzanian Shilling in 2003 was equivalent to 200 US$. 
In the following sections, I use two cases to explore the changing role of the aging body in a morality of care. Through snippets of diary entries over the course of six months, which make up the first case study, I explore how an older woman, who has strength, uses this strength in everyday living. The personal narrative adds local colour and offers a more immediate lived sense of the landscape of care, but also reflects and takes the reader to the contradictions and contestations that are part of the everyday reality that older people have to navigate.

The second case involves a woman without strength who uses her assets to compensate for the lack of physical strength. As the care landscape changes, new constellations of giving and receiving care are forged and dissolved. These relations are influenced by norms which derive from the *ekibanja* system: Gender roles which structure hidden expectations in the relation between older women and their daughters and daughters-in-law as well as roles of older fathers, brothers and sons. The actual practice of care in everyday life is where relations are forged, where conflict and closeness shape the outcome of care.

The role of the physical body in shaping relational care

In this section I discuss how in contemporary Kagera, the physical strength of older people plays more than ever a key role in daily life. Relational care is built up over years by securing ties between generations over a long period of time. In the current era, this is increasingly difficult as events such as AIDS-related death might rapidly change the constellations of care. Strength is then a central asset and essential in the continuous forging of care relations. The case of Mae Mectrida, an able-bodied widow, which forms the first part of this section, shows how important strength is in the daily shaping of social relations. The diary of Mae Mectrida followed on a period of six months of intensive care for three terminal patients and shows how she is building up her life in a drastically altered situation. The information was collected by Mae Tibaigana (65 in 2002) while visiting Mae Mectrida (66 in 2002). The story of Mae Mectrida represents the situation of many older widows after being confronted with the demanding tasks of nursing patients – the way strength is used to fit in with and participate in a social matrix after relations of care have been ruptured.

*Shaping relations of care after AIDS death: The case of Mae Mectrida*

It is September 2002 and the bean-planting season is about to begin. In Mae Mectrida’s house nobody is home. She is out, doing casual labour with the Union of the Sub-Village group, the main labour group for women in the sub-village. Mae Mectrida, a mother of 12, lives in the western part of the sub-village where the paths start sloping down from the high, cool plateau towards the river in the valley. Her house is a standard modern Haya house, built of mud and sticks with
a corrugated iron roof and an outside kitchen. The house does not belong to Mae Mectrida; she moved in with her two youngest children, a daughter of 13 and a son of 15, and four grandchildren only six months earlier when her husband died of AIDS at the age of 66. Our first encounters with Mae Mectrida, through the diary, show two overarching problems: The housing situation and the gradual loss of strength, issues which increase her anxiety and add pressure to her multiple responsibilities.

13 September 2002

The 13-year-old daughter of Mae Mectrida has fetched water and cleaned the house. She did not wash the clothes because there was no soap. The other children remained at home alone until Mae Mectrida’s daughter came back from fetching water. Mae Mectrida’s married daughter came for a visit. She told Mae Mectrida to go and visit neighbours because that would decrease her worries. Mae Mectrida explained to us that her main problems were that she had no *shamba* and no house. ‘Then there are expenses like medical care for the children and me and school expenses. The children usually go to school till 2pm without eating anything’. Mae Mectrida explained that her other problem was that she was growing old.

My grandchildren are going to leave me and who will care for me? This problem cannot be solved; I only pray to God. When the problems become too much I ask my son to assist me but he can only help a little bit because he is not capable. When the problems become difficult sometimes I leave them as they are, for example when we get ill, we will just be cured without medicine’.

The turning point in the life of Mae Mectrida is the loss of her husband and with him, the loss of what gave her security, her house. Mae Mectrida’s co-wife inherited the marital home and the land, and Mae Mectrida, his first wife, was evicted. Going home to her natal land and her siblings was not an option so Mae Mectrida moved to the house belonging to the widow of her deceased son, who died eight years earlier of AIDS. The widow left two of her children with Mae Mectrida and moved out of the village. Work in this newly formed household is divided amongst the children and Mae Mectrida. As the grandchildren are still young, they mostly play and go to school in the daytime. Most household chores such as fetching water and firewood are done by 13-year-old Asimwe, who does not go to school. Asimwe also washes clothes if soap is available. Deogratius, aged 18, dropped out of school when his father became ill. To obtain cash income he sews clothes with a sewing machine that his brother gave him, which he sells in the market. Mae Mectrida earns money by doing casual labour on other people’s land. If something goes wrong – the failing of the harvest or illness of household members – there is a direct impact on the household’s finances. Mae Mectrida’s support system comprises a mixture of family members: Her married sons who live nearby and daughters who come to visit. She has good relations with neighbouring women, whom she goes to visit and who can advise what to do in case of illness. Yet, financial assistance is limited; her children are not ‘capable’ (financially well-off), and the rainy season brings bouts of illness:
Pneumonia, malaria and hence the need for money. The following entries in the diary over the month of October 2002 also show the problem of income and its relation to strength.

13 October 2002

When we arrive Mae Mectrida is cooking. Nobody has washed clothes as there is no soap. This week Mae Mectrida and her daughter will start planting beans. Two grandchildren from Mae Mectrida’s daughter who is married in a neighbouring village came to visit her. This week there is no money for soap and salt because she suffers from pains in her lower back. The Union group chased her out because she had no strength. Neighbours also refused to give her labour because of her lack of strength. Mae Mectrida commented that youth was good because you have the strength to work yourself. ‘You cannot prevent old age coming but it is a problem, especially for a person who is not capable’ (has no wealth). As far as vegetables are concerned, this week she did not even get beans.

Older women depend more than men on remittances and assistance of children to solve daily events needs such as household expenditure and tablets to cure illness. However, older women cannot ‘over ask’ their children. Mae Mectrida only asks her son for assistance when there are ‘really big problems’. Illness of a household member is especially problematic in certain seasons. The agricultural cycle structures the daily lives of older men and women in the village. The two rainy seasons, from mid-February until the end of June and from mid-September until December are the times to cultivate food for consumption such as beans, which supplement the staple crop bananas that grow throughout the year. The crops generate food and cash income in the harvest season, which means that there is money flowing into the household. In other seasons such as the dry season, money can only flow into the household through casual labour activities for others and through the assistance of others, such as gifts by children.

The case of Mae Mectrida’s attempts to use her body to manoeuvre through everyday life, highlights four interrelated areas in which physical strength is transformed into a capital which older people can use to build relations to be in allegiance with and form an essential part of a community, to be a requisite part of the moral- and actual-economy. Firstly older people need their bodies to care and nurse as a result of AIDS. Secondly older people need their bodies to work, to earn money and cultivate food. Thirdly older people need their bodies to look well, a central asset to maintain their position in relation to others, through appearance. And finally older people need their bodies to be able to socialise, build friendships and in that way maintain their position.

Strength to care for others

As Mae Mectrida’s case showed, episodes of giving and receiving care within families often occur at the same time, especially in the era of AIDS. A patient may become ill and get better and work the land for a little while or engage in
small-scale business, before becoming ill again, and an orphaned grandchild is fostered by a grandparent but will also assist the grandparent in daily chores. A son might bring kerosene to a mother who is caring for his brother, and a daughter may come to stay for some days to wash, clean and assist on the land. As the care landscape changes constantly, new constellations of giving and receiving care are forged and dissolved. These relations are influenced by norms which derive from the *ekibanja* system, gender roles which structure hidden expectations in the relation between older women and their daughters and daughters-in-law as well as roles of older fathers, brothers and sons. The actual practice of care in everyday life is where relations are forged, and where conflict and closeness shape the outcome of care.

Physical care for and by older people mainly takes place in the domestic unit (cf Cliggett 2002). Here gender is important; it is a woman’s role to cook, to clean, to dig the land and to provide physical care to patients or to grandchildren. Older men need their physical strength to work but perform fewer household duties. In the era of AIDS there are more responsibilities that demand something from the aging body – both in the area of direct care as well as in the tasks that older men and women need to do in households. Often shifts in family care arrangements result in conflicts because those who remain become overburdened. The danger of losing strength lies in the inability of the older body to participate easily in daily life, at a time when to remain strong and healthy is a necessity in order not to have to demand too much of children who are dealing with more than they bargained for. Older men and women are then using their body to maintain as much as possible a status quo within shifted family care relations. The physical body is employed here to engage in relations with those who need care.

**Strength to earn an income**

Everyday living in an area in which there is structural poverty and an increasing use of commodities, requires a daily struggle to earn enough income. Money has, increasingly, become more important in the lives of older men and women; it is needed to buy household necessities such as cooking oil, salt, soap and kerosene. But also medical expenses, school and clothes require access to money. Earning income for a household is, as Mae Mectrida’s case shows, often a family affair. Her eldest son is contributing as is she through doing casual labour. Other older people engage in small businesses of repairing bicycles, welding kerosene lamps and weaving mats or beer brewing. But the majority of older people earn money through selling the coffee harvest or surplus from the land. Another, often small, source of income is through support provided by children. Depending on their own economic situation they support their parents in buying everyday necessi-
ties, kerosene, cooking oil, salt and soap or provide cash and luxury items: Televisions, mobile phones and video players.

Two issues are important in relation to the extent to which physical strength is needed to live up to these demands: Gender and assets. The importance of having land is central to the ability to secure everyday living and this means that those who do have land are often in a much less vulnerable position. Both women and men who are landowners can eat from their land and use the surplus food or coffee as a cash crop to generate a regular income. Those older men and women with money or with children who have money can also hire casual labourers to spare their own bodies from having to do the heavy work of maintaining the land, harvesting coffee or bananas (which can weigh up to 70 kg) and dig the land.

Older women in similar situations to Mae Mectrida, who have lost their land, depend mainly on casual labour to earn money. A major problem for older women is the way the ‘kibarua system’ (day labour, ks), is organised. A condition for working in labour groups is physical strength and that is something many older people lack. The loss of strength and illnesses have consequences – sometimes very direct – as was the case when Mae Mectrida was expelled from the women’s group. As an older woman she is not regarded as a valuable asset in the labour groups as the group earns as a joint force. Some older women, especially widows from less wealthy families use their strength to do casual labour, sometimes in groups, though seven of the 14 women I interviewed about being a group member had to leave the group because their strength had gone. A decrease of strength meant an immediate change in household income.

There are differences between the ways men and women need physical strength to ensure their position in everyday practices of relating. Men usually have land and can rely on their able-bodied wives, who are often younger. Having a strong body helps Mae Mectrida to overcome the structural disadvantages that are part of everyday life, especially the disadvantages created by the vulnerable position of widows.

In the current era widows argue that the care of the clan has been limited. Mae Tibaigana, who was 50 when her husband died of AIDS, is still a bit bitter:

When my husband died I was left alone. My father-in-law took in two of my children, but the rest of the family did nothing. Only my brother-in-law gave me these windows (she points at the windows in her brick house). But I had to suffer in order to send the children to school. While they [my in-laws] were wealthy [but did not assist].

The position of an older woman is strongly related to that of her husband, and her sons. In this sense the extended family in contemporary Buhaya, consisting of the brothers of the husband and the broader clan are less involved in providing care to widows than before (Kaijage 1997). When women become widows they either remain on the land of their sons in their marital homes or they return to
their natal home. Financial assistance of members of the extended family then became more important. Materially, Mae Mectrida as a widow does not have access to her own land, neither in her marital home, as her husband preferred the second wife, nor in her natal home where her brothers inherited the land. She is dependent on her adult sons, who live nearby as well as her son who lives in the household. Widows need their physical strength to not to become too dependent on their remaining children for as long as possible. The independent body in this context is an important capital to stabilise and maintain relations with children and others, and represents another kind of ‘currency’ that is equally essential to the contemporary economy.

**Strength to keep up one’s appearance**

So far I have discussed the two tangible fields in which the body is employed: Care and work. A third field in which older people need their physical body as a form of capital is less tangible and includes what the body represents about social position. An indication of a respected social position is looking clean and washed. The following was said by Mae Mectrida about a neighbouring woman:

“I look at Mae Elesta with fear [respect] because she is older than me. But I also look at how she is dressed and how she behaves nicely.”

This shows the importance of Mae Mectrida’s continuous statements about soap. Without soap she cannot wash herself and will smell, without soap she cannot wash her clothes and will look dirty. The actual physical body is key in bringing dignity. In a survey about the impact of monthly income amongst 600 older people in Muleba district, the theme of soap was so prominent that it became part of the report’s title. The ability to wash with soap and to wash clothes radically influences an older person’s position and makes older women confident to go out and socialise (Hoffman et al. 2008).

The ability of the body is related to keeping up a social standing. By being able to socialise, through physical representation the older person is able to show that she is loved by those who care for her, which also reflects positively on her caregivers. In advanced old age the physical body, appearance, is a marker for the state of family relations. A well nurtured and clean body is indicative of one’s health and well-being (see also Weiss 1997a: 343) and hence an older person’s ability to negotiate relations of care. In this sense the temporal aspect of relational care is important; as older people grow older and more dependent, they need to draw more on care relations to ensure dignity. Strength in this context refers to the way that an older person can move in the world. One is judged on one’s appearance, one is judged on the ability to visit and interact socially and one is judged on the ability to invest in others. Dignity is an expression of good relations, a nicely dressed body, with shining skin, being well fed and surrounded
by grandchildren touching. The physical body in that sense represents a capital to maintain one’s position in social relations.

**Strength to relate to others**

Sociality is achieved through investments over time, through the daily interaction of working together, living together, attending religious services and shared personal histories. Socially, being able to earn money allows Mae Mectrida to buy certain foods which she can offer visitors and it allows her to buy soap to wash her clothes. Most older men still work the land on a regular basis and provided for their families and often also for clan relatives. They generate income through the sale of crops like trees, coffee and bananas plus other activities such as repairing bicycles, making lamps and selling them at the large markets which are held almost daily in the surrounding roadside towns. The most important assets for both men and women are land, livestock, and a house. Some men and women brew beer, an occasion to assemble in a house to drink and socialise. Sunday is a day of rest, frequenting the church, and visiting friends and neighbours. Through their bodies older men and women therefore ensure income and maintain relations. The loss of her material possessions has changed Mae Mectrida’s social position.

The people who I thought were my friends are now the friends of my co-wife. They go to visit her, not me. From this I know that no-one loves you if you have nothing.

Through the loss of her land and her house Mae Mectrida had lost several possibilities to maintain her social position. The concept of love in Buhaya is attached to assisting each other and giving each other. The reciprocal aspect of relations of care is not particular to Buhaya – van der Geest shows for Ghana that whereas the basis of care for older people is said to be respect, this respect is often performative; it serves to maintain relationships of the household to the outer world and that the basis of care lies in the relationships that have been built up from before (van der Geest 2002). Yet not all relations from before are equal. While Mae Mectrida’s relations with her children remained the same, without land Mae Mectrida for example could not give as much, and relations like neighbours abandoned her. She bitterly remarked that people whom she saw as friends now went to be friends with her co-wife. It is the older person’s body that can be employed here to regain some position. Through the possibility of her body to earn income Mae Mectrida was able to provide something for those who came to visit, in that way reclaiming her position.

The fact that Mae Mectrida was able to engage in social interaction: Go to the neighbours to chat and socialize, and momentarily decrease her worries about lack of food, insecure housing and her grief as well as being seen in Church, is how she employed her body to continuously strengthen those relations that she
could rely on. In times of need, when her children were ill she could then use these relations to ask for assistance. A functioning body in other words, allows people to relate with others and in that way continuously define their position (cf Caplan 1995).

**Ensuring relational care without strength**

As older people increasingly need physical care, and sometimes become confused as a result of loss of facultative capacity, loss of strength shows cracks in family care relations which are often already under strain as a result of limited financial capacity and adult death. How do older people deal with the fact that they do not have a body to rely on in an era in which care is increasingly insecure? The way older people manage their aging bodies in social action shows how older people’s bodies are never fixed forms (Taylor 2005: 747), bodies naturally age, thereby shifting relations of care, but also become sick, are weak and regain strength on a continuous basis, constantly affecting the way older people can forge relations of care (cf Hastrup 2005). Despite this volatility it is important not to see older people as defined by the limits and possibilities of their bodies in the everyday social practices that consolidate or break relations of care (Mol 2008: 45). As the physical strength as a form of capital declines, new practices are developed to build relations.

The case of Mae Tophista’s eventual death, which forms the first two parts of the section, highlights the importance of land as an asset in relational care when physical strength is gone. Land helps to manage care demands on the aged body, it ties families together and it presents an asset to forge new relations of care. Care giving thus provides new ways for people to belong to each other, and for families and clans to relate to the land.

**The loss of care in advanced old age: The case of Mae Tophista**

‘Wait’, said the village chairman. ‘I just want to go and check on a woman there. Analala kitandani’ [lit: She is sleeping on the bed, meaning she is ill, ks]. We walk around the house and enter into a side room. The room is dark and almost completely filled by a bed. On the bed is an old, fragile woman who lifts herself with difficulty when we enter. We sit and talk with her for a while and when we leave she says, ‘I am not sure whether you will see me alive next time’. It would become her normal greeting in the months we followed her life until her death.

The woman on the bed was 86-year-old Mae Tophista. When we met her for the first time she was ill and lived with a trusted grandson. The young wife of her grandson cared for her, but was struggling to make ends meet. Soon after we first met Mae Tophista she therefore moved to another home in the village, which belonged to Laurent, her youngest grandson. Here she stayed until her death in May 2004.
The living situation of Mae Tophista, staying with adult grandchildren was not how she originally envisioned her old age. She used to live with her only son in her former marital home. In 2000, however, tragedy struck, when her son died from AIDS. At that time Mae Tophista was already elderly, and unexpectedly childless. Her care now depended on her grandchildren, in particular Laurent, who had inherited his father’s house with the agreement that he should take care of his grandmother until her death.

After some time a fight ensued between Laurent and Mae Tophista and she decided to leave her marital home and move back to her siblings in her natal home, 30 kilometres from the village. The decision backfired: Mae Tophista was beaten and abused because her family wanted a share of her wealth. One of her grandsons took pity on her and brought her back to the village where she eventually moved back to the home of Laurent, but the conflict between the two was never resolved. As Laurent summarised it:

This is because of my good heart; any other person would not have done so as she did not love me and never gave me anything. But because my father told me to do so I brought her back. I could also not bring her before as I was staying alone. I was waiting until I got married and that is why I brought her now.

Laurent points to the physicality and intimacy of old age care: This entails washing an older person’s body, but also applying body gel and removing jiggers, sand fleas which lay eggs under the toenails. This is a woman’s job: Usually performed by a daughter-in-law or a wife. Over the months we visited Mae Tophista in the home of Laurent we saw her deteriorate rapidly. She was confused and tried to kill herself, and then ran away to the house of a friend. The feeling she was uncared for resonated in her explanation of why she was running away:

I went outside to look for someone to take the jiggers out of my feet for me and without knowing I reached Mulela, entering into a house I know and suddenly I fell down. It was the house of Evodi. There is something that makes me run away. It makes me want to run away but the people here say I do it purposely.

In the quote her mental confusion also features. Whereas we had been able to talk normally with Mae Tophista for the first few times, she now changed her behaviour every time she saw us. She started to scratch herself, moan and shiver, and often almost dropped to the floor. She also started to wolf down food and tea, her body smelled of urine, her feet were infested with jiggers and her skin was dry. In conversations she accused her caregivers and immediately took it back:

Mae Tophista to wife of Laurent, in a soft voice: But are you going to take out these jiggers? Is your husband not going to kill you?
Gussy to wife of Laurent: Does Laurent not like you to take out the jiggers?
Mae Tophista: Ah! What am I saying now, what am I telling them, being somehow confused. I want to go and sleep’.
Towards the end of her life we heard stories of her going through the village naked and Laurent locked her in a room when he and his wife were working on the land. Here she died a few months later. The above events triggered discussions on how older people should build relations of care and why this failed in Mae Tophista’s case. In the remainder of the case description I present the rationale of three different people: Mae Tophista, her older brother-in-law and a neighbour.

‘Preparing for old age’: Perceptions of Mae Tophista’s loss of old age care
The first perspective comes from Mae Tophista. She related her lack of care to the consequences of the death of her only son from AIDS and the failure of her subsequent investments in her grandchildren. Being old and widowed with no other children, Mae Tophista needed money to care for her son. Her only access to money was her land. Mae Tophista had inherited land from her grandfather, her father and her husband. She decided to sell a piece of her land and a piece of land from her son so she could buy medicines, food and other expenses for her son.

He died from this bad thing that came to us. You know some people think of something, which is not true, have beliefs about bewitching, while the problem is seen. His wife started to die and I cared a lot for my son when he was sick. I even sold my land to care for him; I have land in R. (an area north of the sub-village), which I sold to buy needs. You know when my son saw the first wife die from this disease, he told me: ‘even I am going to die’. So he asked me, ‘As I have a shamba (land, ks), sell the shamba to help me in caring by buying some needs’.

Land is often sold by older women to be able to meet the many expenses that come with the illness and funeral of an adult child. And as Mae Tophista still had both land in her marital home and her natal home she did not lose all her assets as is often the case with widows who own less land, so she did not compromise her old age security. Secondly Mae Tophista strengthened those relations she trusted most: Jovari and Teddy and ‘endowed’ them, which is also a common way to bind relations:

I sold a shamba to pay the bride price of my grandson Jovari, the one who came with me from Kamachumu. That shamba was inherited from my grandparents. I sold three parts of a shamba to care for myself as I am sick and have no strength. I had a bicycle; I bought it when I sold three parts of my shamba but I gave it to my grandson who I stay with. Some (of my grandchildren) love me but some not because of my shamba and my house. Only two grandchildren support me and their wives as well. Those are the one I stay with [Teddy] and the one who stays near Mae Tibaigana [Jovari].

Thirdly, she decided to sell all her land in the village after the argument with Laurent as she did not think that she would return to the village again and need her land, especially since she had land left in her natal home. When we went to
visit her after her return from her natal home she was standing in her former 
*shamba* and looked around saying:

This is the *shamba* which was mine and which I sold. Now nobody cares for me. All are blaming me; that is why I sold my *shamba*. But I sold it when I was going to my home [natal home], thinking I would stay there. But now nobody is caring for me, not even giving me a single cent of money. While before I was rich, giving things to people. *Ninshaba owonaimile nimanya akebwa* [Haya proverb: Now I am asking something of the one I once refused, hoping he has forgotten that I once refused].

Mae Tophista had tried to use her land to strengthen the relationships with her grandchildren whom she trusted but circumstances made her dependent on the one grandson who she was in conflict with.

According to the extended family of Mae Tophista, however, her situation was her own fault because she had created discord in the extended family by openly favouring certain grandsons over others. Especially Ta Vedasto (78), the family patriarch condemned this decision:

You know, that son of Mae Tophista, before he died he asked his mother to stay with Laurent to care for him and him to care for her because Laurent was very young. So at the time of selling the *shamba*, she did not involve Laurent and he did not know anything. The one who knew everything and who was helping to sell and put signatures was her grandson Jovari. From there it is that Laurent is asking her where she has left her wealth and from there he tells her to go to the ones she shared her wealth with before.

A second reason why Ta Vedasto blamed Mae Tophista was that when she sold all her remaining land in the village, she had made the decision to sell what was considered clan-land to outsiders. Ta Vedasto had intervened; his son had eventually bought the piece of land which contained graves. In Haya society selling land which contains graves makes it impossible for generations to connect. This sequence of events had created discord (*fitina, ks*), in the extended family. Vedasto understood why Laurent was angry:

Some bring problems themselves. Like Mae Tophista, she sold all her wealth in disorder creating discord. Then she went to Kamachumu where she took the money and it was eaten by termites. When the money was gone the termites started to eat her. She has two big *shamba* and another *shamba* near their house which was bought by my son. I forgive the grandchildren. She is causing disease to herself!

When Jovari took pity on his grandmother and went to fetch her from her natal home, Ta Vedasto envisioned an escalation of the conflict because none of the grandchildren were financially or practically able to provide the intensive care that Mae Tophista needed and advised against it, but his advice was ignored. Mae Tophista ended up in Laurent’s home because her trusted grandsons had spent her money and had left the village, but in Ta Vedasto’s opinion she had not handled her family relations in a proper way and created the situation herself. She was de facto expelled from the family.
Also Mae Tibaigana, a neighbour and family friend interpreted Mae Tophista’s situation as her own fault. The fact that Mae Tophista demanded care without having anything to give to those who had to give her care had been bad judgment.

You know that if you are not going to keep any property for yourself in later life, you know that when you are old you are going to suffer. If she could have kept a *shamba* or a house or other things, she could be cared for, because even those who would care for her then could get food from the *shamba*. But no-one is going to care for you when they have to do casual labour for food and money for expenditure. It is not easy to get help.

Moreover, Mae Tophista had been wealthy, she was known in the village as a person who could afford beer and cook town food such as *chapati* (pancakes, *ks*) and *sambusa* (fried dough with meat, *ks*) and own land. This history was remembered and her fall from wealth was considered shameful. The shame over this loss is what had made Mae Tophista confused. Mae Tibaigana interpreted Mae Tophista’s confusion, her shivering and the way she constantly showed her hunger as conscious practice. According to Mae Tibaigana Mae Tophista pretended to be ill to trigger pity in people around her and make them forget that she was once wealthy and has now lost everything. This argument portrayed Mae Tophista’s behaviour as her pretending to be a victim of her own actions to consolidate care. In the following three sections I present the different ways older people like Mae Tophista in the era of AIDS employ creative ways to compensate for their loss of strength in old age.

*Linking bodies: Building closeness over time*

Ensuring good care in old age is dependent on social relations that have been built during a lifetime. There is a strong narrative in the village that one has to ‘prepare for old age’ by having a house and land and by investing in relationships/children for the stage of life without strength. As Whyte & Whyte (2004: 85) point out, relatedness between parents and children is about relations of property; fathers endow their sons with land, to provide the necessities for them to establish a life (Weiss 1996). Mothers in *Buhaya* struggle and ‘suffer’ for their children; giving birth first of all and then staying in often volatile marriages in order to not let children suffer under a stepmother and working hard to provide a child with opportunities.

The history that is embedded in the relations between older people and their relatives creates conflict or closeness when older people start aging and become dependent on others for everyday needs as the analysis of a 65-year-old-mother about her 85-year-old mother-in-law shows:

My mother-in-law was making *konyagi* [locally brewed gin, *ks*] to earn money to send these children to school. So she suffered a lot in making *konyagi*. She was going in the village collecting beer bananas, brewing bananas and collecting the money from coffee sales, but
sometimes the money was not enough. But she reached the time to die in good condition. The children, you saw at the closing of the funeral [22nd July] that they respected her, even during the day of burial and in her life: Mama did not lack mboga [a side dish, ks], mama did not lack pombe [beer, ks], even clothes [she did not lack].

Care for older people is intimate and requires effort. In advanced old age older people are not physically able to wash themselves and are sometimes incontinent. Older people often do have enough strength to wash clothes and often not enough money to buy body-lotion to prevent the skin from becoming grey and dirty. In providing care, not every person will be considered an appropriate caregiver (cf Shaibu & Wallhagen 2002). Care for older people in times of illness is performed by specific close persons: Often a daughter or a sister for older women, and a wife or a son for older men. Intimate ‘loving’ care, when someone is ill, weak or very old, is an indication of a good relationship that has been built up over a lifetime. Building closeness over time is an important way for older women in particular to counter the failing of their own strength; it allows them to lean on another person’s strong body. The physicality of these connections is present in the terms that we often use to discuss close relations: ‘leaning on’ and ‘carrying on the back’.

The closeness in kinship ties is related to shared lives (Whyte & Whyte 2004) in which a ‘sense of place’ is central. For older women the natal home is important, especially the bond with sisters even though they often marry outside the natal home. Also the relationship with daughters who have married into their husband’s home is important. But daily support comes from those who live in proximity: Sons and daughters-in-law, but also sisters-in-law and husband’s siblings and often good friends, sometimes friends made through church or mosque or in the women’s groups. Older men often are close to brothers and clan-related family situated in one place. Especially in proximate family relationships conflicts, often about the allocation of resources, goes hand in hand with closeness.

The way kinship relations shape movement and place is also present in the living situation of older women in advanced old age. Amongst the 51 older men and women I interviewed in the sub-village, there were five households where older siblings lived together; in the majority of cases an older woman, either childless or divorced had moved back to their natal home. Most older people had one intimate person on whom they were dependent and who would organise care for them. This could be an older brother making sure that his wife would care for his sister, or a son, making sure that his wife would care for his mother-in-law. But in other cases it would be a female relative with whom an older person was close. Old age care in many ways is also a reflection of the continuity of the family and kinship relations, whereby continuity in kinship relations weakens the negative effects of bodily decline for the identity of older people (Sagner 2002: 59).
When that closeness is not present as was visible in the relationship between Mae Tophista and Laurent, old age care becomes insecure: Mae Tophista requests care from someone with whom no closeness has been built over time. Both are confronted with a situation that arose after the death of Mae Tophista’s son. Mae Tophista’s selling of assets is what could have improved the relationship: Laurent might have wanted to take care of Mae Tophista if he had felt that his grandmother wanted to invest in him as well financially, but her choice to favour Teddy and Jovari, her two other grandsons had a serious impact that she had not anticipated. Mae Tophista’s case was extreme in the sense that it shows how she tries to invest in those relations she trusts, after she has lost her physical strength already, yet her actions to create alternative forms of closeness backfired. The case triggered discussion because it emphasises for other older people that practices of relating might not always work in the era of AIDS.

The narrative on managing old age care when strength has been lost reflects a notion of self-responsibility of older people as well as the importance of land and endowing as central tools in managing to receive care. Land presents security and physically shapes the presence of those relatives of whom daily care is requested: A son and a daughter-in-law for an elderly mother, a brother and his wife for a childless divorced sister, a sister for a sister or a grandchild as the above case presents. In case of illness a daughter may travel from her marital home to stay with her elderly mother. Often, the strength of elderly caregivers becomes an important currency in holding together community and tying the family to the land. Yet owning land, as Mae Tophista did, does not present the security that older people evoke in their narrative. This is the subject of the next section.

Using possessions to bind relations
A third way older people overcome the limits of their physical body is through using property. A core aspect of the ‘preparing for old age’ narrative is having the material assets to ‘bind’ relations through endowing. This is a central Haya practice in which older men exercise authority over their sons, through endowing them with land and a house, and remain with land which will be inherited after their death but which is always sufficient to provide food (although they say it is not enough as a result of land inheritance). In current social practice most of the women had also inherited land. Widowed women who grew older were officially dependent on their husband’s family and sons. In contemporary Buhaya these women are now treated as single men: They are expected to build their relations well, to invest in children, to have assets and land, but have limited possibilities. Some older widows were AIDS widows who had single handedly raised children.
When strength is failing as was the case with around eight older women and two older men I was following, it became clear whether the ‘preparations for old age’, had been sufficient. As these older women grew older, care became more and more uncertain as children moved out of the village to get married or ‘find a life’ in town. Assets gave a person the capital to engage in relationships, as the following statement from Ta Athumani from one of the Northern villages shows:

Josien: We have seen in Nshamba that older people say that you have to prepare for your old age by having *mali* [wealth, *ks*] and a house and a *shamba* in order to get care.

Ta Athumani: This is true. If a man grows there, if you have everything you are not running everywhere for everything, you will see everyone coming because they know everything is there. The food is there, the money to buy [things]. Even in religion it is written that you have to prepare yourself before you go to build a future life.

Those older people who had lost all their children and who were faced with declining strength had to resort to the rebuilding of relations. Subtle practices to ensure care include binding relations by investing in them. An older person can borrow land in exchange for care or promising inheritance in exchange for care. Another practice includes the building of relations with others such as neighbours and friends. A 66-year old woman from the northern district of Kagera who lost six children and lived with her grandchildren said:

When I am sick I sell two bunches of bananas and I go to hospital. In case of care, I cannot miss someone. I can ask anyone to help, children of my neighbours are there, and we are on good terms. They give children who can care. [She has been building relations with neighbours over time; good relations are essential in receiving care].

Mae Tophista overcame the limits of her physical body through endowing her grandsons, and using the money of her land sales for daily expenditure. She, however, sold all her land, making it not interesting for caregivers with whom she had no close connection to care for her. In the current social situation in which relational care is continuously forged, land is in short supply and can be used as a way to bind potential caregivers. At the same time there is quite some aggression against older men and women, stories of blind men who are cheated to sign over land by their sons, and resulting court cases, making this practice also a liability. Whereas the *ekibanja* is still a source of wealth it can, for that very reason, also become a source of violence against older people because it is scarce and claims to clan land are rife as a result of untimely death.

---

According to the older people in the main research village, care for older people in the northern district is much better organised even though AIDS had ravaged villages, because people possess compassion due to education. The economy of these villages seemed much more tied to educated migrants living in Dar es Salaam, who have more economic capacity, but the scale of the AIDS epidemic in the northern villages also seems to have forced new forms of solidarity. This impression is however based on a two-week stay and requires more in-depth investigation.
Complaining

A third practice which older women use within their families is complaining. ‘Complaints’, which I write between brackets because I do not attach a negative meaning to it, can take various forms: Talking about weaknesses and pains, lying down, pitying themselves or accusations, or subtly reminding caregivers of the presence. In Mae Tophista’s case we saw her drawing attention to her weakening body, closing each conversation with the sentence that she was not sure we would see her again, but she also displayed weakness by shivering. Other older women stay in bed when they feel weak, also after emotional situations, and refer to themselves as being ill. Mae Tophista also showed her body to us to accuse her caregivers. Though older people in advanced old age are unable to use strength they use the fact that they have a weak body to accumulate capital in that way attempting to forge relations in the context of insecure family arrangements through explicit bodily displays.

Older people are, according to those taking care of them, not always easy to satisfy. They are ascribed agency and they manipulate the relations to those who care for them in subtle ways out of tamaa, desire (ks). This practice however often evokes irritation and produces the opposite effect:

They are just complaining. The problem is if someone is old, even the mind decreases. Maybe what he is expecting is the child to do for him is not what the child is doing. So the older person complains even though he is being cared for. But he is not satisfied. It is not according to his expectation, which is more than the uwezo [means, wealth, ks] of the child. Take the government for example: We cannot be satisfied that the government has cared for us, so we say it is not enough all the time’

Those older people who are respected are those who do not complain and who do not enforce care through shaming relatives. Complaint discourse, according to Sagner is a form of identity management; it affirms a moral conception of society and positions older people towards other generations (2002: 56). But Sagner also sees complaints as identity management in the sense that they are subtle reminders of kinship obligations and in that sense social action (Sagner 2002: 58-61). In this sense complaints confirm existing but strained relations of care.

There are limits to the way older people can overcome the limits of the physical body in the continuous shaping of relations of care. Older people frame old age care in terms of their accumulated experiences and emphasise the building of relations, the importance of land and a house as well as dignified behaviour as core assets.

Conclusion: The dangers of losing strength

In the continuous shaping of relations of care, there are limits to the way that older people can overcome the bodily restrictions of aging. Older people frame
old age care in terms of their accumulated experiences and emphasise the building of relations, the importance of land and a house as well as dignified behaviour as core assets. In the era of AIDS older bodies are explicitly burdened as a result of extra care tasks, emotional exhaustion and the challenges of living daily life in changed constellations of family care. AIDS has a further effect than the increased care giving role which older women have to fulfill with their aging bodies; it also shifts those relations of which older women but also men are a part. Yet while care giving is physically taxing and emotionally challenging, it does allow a new way for older people to pursue these ends – to forge ways of belonging. Older women experience the insecurities embedded in the social relations in contemporary Buhaya in both physical and emotional terms, emphasising the necessity to remain strong and the value of self-reliance in creating new forms of affiliation, responsibility, and dependence. Ultimately, this configuration also influences gender dynamics and authority in the family as well as the community.

Both cases explored in this chapter show how much older people and those around them construct their old age as a period of time for which they are responsible themselves, through the establishment or deepening of relations requiring strength, and through building relations of care. Old age as a life stage almost unconsciously leads to a different praxis: As bodies age and change older people’s activities change as well. Relational care in advanced old age is about closeness and physical touch. This has the implication that not all caregivers will do and that not all care is sufficient. These established links of intimacy that are an integral part of care giving have become a central part of the morality of care. At the same time relations that have been built up over time through shared living can be suddenly broken. Loss of strength makes it difficult to navigate new relations when care constellations shift. Possessing land and a house provides stability, and the possibility to ‘buy’ care, by promising inheritance, or endowing, which both reclaims authority and re-insinuates older people in the family and the community, making them feel needed and integrated, their role essential to daily life and to the future.
Caring through forgetting: Emotion, remembrance and bereavement

Introduction

When I pass the house of Mae Adventina, I hear crying. The crying comes from inside the house. (...) Mae Adventina, (ca 75) is sitting against the bed inside the house.

Gussy: Mama why are you crying?

Mae Adventina: I cry because of all the problems, what do you think?!

Gussy: Pole sana [I am very sorry, ks] mama. But do not cry. Crying makes problems like yours increase even more. Your blood pressure increases and that is what causes the problems you have. Try to tolerate it. Do not cry. (Excerpt from the notes of Gussy)

Mae Adventina had lost several children to AIDS over the past years. Another child was ill and died just before Gussy and I left the village in the spring of 2004. Mae Adventina had had a stroke and was partly paralysed. Gussy first met her at a funeral in the sub-village where we were conducting our research, visiting all the people above 60 of that particular sub-village. She asked us when we could come to visit her, referring to the funeral and the pain of loosing children. When we went to her home, a few days later, she surprised us by refusing to answer our questions about her children and siblings. We first asked how many siblings she had and whether they were still present and she answered: ‘I have two’. We asked whether there had been more siblings and she replied angrily: ‘what is the use of writing them. Are they here? They are not here anymore. Are they going to help me? It is best to leave them, but if you want to write a number, write two’. Questions about her children she dismissed by saying: ‘that is what I do not want to talk about’.
Photo 4.1  Child hanging onto a gravestone, where laundry is drying in the son, in northern village on the border of Uganda
At the time of that visit, in July 2003, only two months after I had arrived in the village, I thought that Mae Adventina had expected to be enlisted for NGO support and stopped talking when she realised we would not do so. We left the interview and Mae Adventina’s home at that point. We would greet her when we passed her house, but we never really came back to talk with her or grasped the implications of her silence until some three months later, when, by chance, passing her house, Gussy heard her crying. An outsider, Gussy approached her door, and spoke quietly, offering consolation and advice. Mae Adventina invited her in. While sympathetic, Gussy urged her not to cry, arguing that weeping would debilitate her and would eventually lead to health problems like high blood pressure and even stroke. Holding it together, being emotionally strong was practical advice. Only much later did I realise how much of a breakpoint Mae Adventina’s refusal to talk had been for my understanding of loss in the village.

One strategy for coping with the monumental losses older women face involves an active forgetting or a willingness to consciously suppress traumatic memories. While this may ease emotional duress, it is also strategic and pragmatic, as Gussy pointed out, because it allows one to focus on the present, and to attend to the daily challenges presented by providing care, and the ordinary necessities of living. Moreover, ‘forgetting’ is an essential Haya practice with regard to death; untying the bonds between the living and the dead, in that way allowing for the continuity of kinship relations (Weiss 2007). But this practice has some unexpected consequences, too. Not only does putting this emotional baggage aside help older people to manage their emotions, it allows for more flexibility in the present, and allows older people to engage in relations.

Mourning experiences are often physical: Within the body the loss, sorrow and the broken connection between the body of the deceased and the bereaved is manifested (Klaits 2005: 48). Death and bereavement, as Goody argues, throw light on relations between members of a social group, living or dead (1974: 452). The physical presence of a deceased body in the land around the homestead connects generations to a specific place (Weiss 1996), but in an era with increasing dispersal of kinship relations, with many marriages that are not official, with children not officially belonging to their father’s clan, there are increasingly uncertainties as to where bodies belong (Whyte 2005) or where children belong, visible in inheritance discussions.

Mourning and bereavement can either be analysed from individual grief or from the mechanisms to redress this grief (Beatty 2005). In this chapter I am less concerned with analysing the specific emotional states of older men and women as a result of adult death, than I am with emotional practice (Beatty 2005), following Klaits’ argument that there is no clear distinction between bereavement
as a private emotion or as a public ritual, because through remembering the emotional and bodily condition of the bereaved is shaped in public acts. Remembering, he argues, is an act as well as a feeling as it allows survivors to re-evaluate ongoing relationships (2005: 49). Equally, forgetting is the active not-thinking about the deceased is an act of memory ‘work’ (Fabian 2003: 491). Lambek argues that both remembering and forgetting are part of moral practice and are in that sense identity building acts (Lambek 1996: 249).

Remembering can be dangerous, as is visible in the advice Gussy gives Mae Adventina: It can affect the physical health of older people and brings out the tensions in the relationships that remain. Klaits argues that remembering in Botswana, is a style of behaviour; by remembering people ‘think about the past in such a way that the act of recollection affects their sentiments, conduct and physical well-being’ and can therefore be dangerous (2005: 48). This brings up the question how within the context of increased death, and the excessive costs and time involved in funerary rites which affect the spaces for bereavement (Kilonzo & Hogan 1999), older men and women maintain their physical and emotional well-being, while being continuously confronted with memories of their deceased relatives.

This chapter focuses on the way older people experience and handle emotions about the death and memories of their children in such a way that they are able to re-institute themselves as social persons within their networks of social relations after bereavement. In this respect it is important to focus on processes of aging, both physically and socially, and how bereavement reflects what is at stake for older people.

The consequences of bereavement for older people’s ability to forge relations of support are a forgotten element in the literature on older caregivers. There are references in existing literature that indicate the presence of psychological problems following the death of relatives, stating that older people experience stress, anxiety, inability to sleep and health problems (Akinsola 2000; Ssengonzi 2007; Seeley et al. 2008), but how these psycho-social consequences affect older people’s physical and mental ability to engage in relations is relatively unexplored. Moreover local practices to express and contain emotions in response to grief are often framed in the literature by resilience or coping, thereby employing a western style psychosocial paradigm, with too little attention to what local resources and mechanisms for support are present (Igreja 2003).

The core of the chapter comprises an examination of a common expression that was used to advise bereaved older people. This term was kwegumisirisa, a Haya term which stemmed from the verb kuguma and can be roughly translated as: Being healthy, being hard. In the village kwegumisirisa was translated as tolerating and, for that reason, this term will be used in this chapter, but the
English meaning of the term is closer to ‘putting up with’. How old people put up with the pain of loss, and why putting up with is central to survival, is the subject of this chapter.

**Older people’s conceptions of AIDS death**

In the village death has, in the past 25 years, become a frequent part of the lives of older men and women, to the extent that older men and women address death as ‘normal’, referring to the constant confrontation with death.

‘We are all going to be finished’, Ta Stephen said to me when the news of yet another funeral reached him, reflecting a notion of a societal shift that is seen as irreversible. Another saying some older men and women used was a Kiswahili proverb. *Kifo cha wengi ni harusi*: The death of many is a wedding, which referred to the constant presence of people at funerals, to the extent that funerals often were social occasions at which people met and exchanged news.

Also at the village kiosk, where the men of the village gathered in the evening to listen to the BBC news, death was a common topic for discussion especially in December when the short rain season has stopped and the hot season is beginning. The shopkeeper, keeping track of the general topic of discussion on two nights related two conversations about death. ‘There is a lot of death nowadays’, one older man said in December 2003. ‘I think God just wants to finish his list for the year’, another replied, ‘he saw he had not yet finished all and that is why death has increased so much’. ‘But why is there such a problem with older people and small children nowadays’, a third man asked. ‘It is malnourishment. In this month there is not sufficient food. So when the bodies get a simple disease they cannot resist’. A week later, the discussion focused on the accidents in the period of December. ‘Some of the people are sinners and God does not want them to enter into the New Year with their sins’, the group of older men argued. ‘But accidents also happen because everyone is travelling home for Christmas and the drivers are speeding’. God’s will, sin, weak bodies and the dangers of mobility, and its associations with death show the dangers embedded and felt in present society.

Death in the village does not just occur due to AIDS. Mortality rates show that malaria is the number one cause of death, especially for young children (Tubeti 2007, quoted in Rugalema & Mathieson 2009). In 1999 El Nino, and the rains that came with it, caused a malaria epidemic of such a scale that emergency relief organisations set up camp in Rubya hospital. The increase of tarmac roads and the busy travel between villages and cities is the cause of many road accidents. In the rainy season many older people become sick with flu and common colds.

‘Death is normal nowadays’, both young and older villagers told me. When I asked older men and women specifically why people said this, they replied that it
was a phrase that was usually uttered by young men and women, who were already infected but that it was ‘just the mouth talking’. ‘Death is normal’ referred to the inevitability and the frequency of death. What changed in the past 25 years is that death among young adults has increased. ‘Death was always there’, Ta Cyriacus says, ‘but before they were small children or the older people. Nowadays it is the young adults’. Twenty-two of the 47 older people in the village had lost children to AIDS and two people had lost all their children to AIDS.

Older men and women have been and are repeatedly confronted with death. Mae Tibaigana a 65-year-old woman who had lost her husband and daughter to AIDS in 1987 and 2002, lost her daughter-in-law (sudden illness), and her son-in-law (plane crash), the son of a befriended family (AIDS), her mother-in-law (old age), a child of a sister-in-law (convulsion), a member of her parental family, and she attended eight funerals in the first year of this research. The constant presence of bereavement in each family has changed the narratives of blame as became apparent during a conversation with our neighbour:

Mae Sofia (55): You know, in the past you knew that everyone came to look at you, to see your misfortune and they would laugh at you. But now that has changed; everyone has the same misfortune. Now the people just come and comfort you.

These deaths often had serious effects on the social position of older people. Especially when a woman lost her husband her social position often seriously changed, even more than when an older person lost a child. The current climate of land scarcity and economic difficulty often provoke serious disputes in families over inheritance of land, and court cases around land grabbing abound. When older women do not have access to land or possessions their possibility to engage in relations is seriously diminished.

Despite the seriousness of losing a husband, older women are particularly concerned about losing their children. In Haya culture, a person continues to live after death through remembrance. Losing your children means that no-one will remember you. Mutembei (2001) explains this meaning of death in relation to Haya concepts of death and time. In Haya culture when a person dies of old age he or she becomes an ancestor. Death and life are a process which you start even before your birth and which continues after death. You live through your children. If you haven’t had children, as is the case for many young adults who die, you become extinct. Older people refer to their children: ‘It’s finished, she has gone’. What is at stake for older people is therefore remembrance as an ancestor, an enduring legacy to the community (Mutembei 2001). The phrase ‘who will bury me’ was often used in reference to the death of adult children.

Mae Maria, from Kiziba explains why:
Josien: We have heard many older people ask: Who will bury me. Do you know why they say this?

Mae Maria: Those who say this do not know if those children will be left at the time the parents died. So you find that the parents bury all the children and the parents become young again [without children], and when they die there are no children left.

In this sense adult children and their success ‘makes’ the older person. Children are extensions of their parents. This was mainly visible in the highly affected northern area amongst older people who had lost all their children as the story of Ta Athumani shows:

Josien: Is your position in the community different? Like did the respect decrease?
Ta Athumani: This can happen. They see you stay like this. They scold you. My respect has decreased because I lost my children.

Josien: When did this happen?
Ta Athumani: Since I stay alone, the respect is not the same anymore as it was before. They know that there is no child to come and fight with them. Young people pass without greeting; they know there is no one to fight for the father. If they knew there was a child to fight for they would not do so.

The death of adult children has a meaning beyond the physical death; it represents the disruption of a normal aging process in which the children’s accomplishments reflect on older men and women, robbing them of the possibility to ‘die a parent’. To die a parent is to die when your children surround you, to have the drums playing and the grandchildren dancing on your grave\(^1\), not to die as Mae Maria says: ‘as if you never had a child’. For many this ideal is unattainable; children die before their time, grandchildren are raised by their parents and older people perceive care in contemporary Buhaya as uncertain: ‘You give birth to children who beat you like animals; it is better to be chased out by your children than to be beaten’. Mae Maria (76) who lives alone states in a conversation with Mae Elesta (78) about dying a good death, how to make sure to gain respect after death:

You have to be sure to be with a mkeka [woven mat, ks], so that when you die they can lay you on it and bed sheets so that they can wrap you in it and blankets because this can even help when you are sick. These things are very good to be with so that at the time that you die they can help you get respect, because your body is covered well.

The increase of death then threatens the core elements of what is considered a good old age: Care, remembrance and to some extent old age identity. The death of children in Buyaha has an added layer of tragedy because of the meaning of

---

\(^1\) This is a particular Haya practice where grandchildren, the alternative generation, invoke the memory and authority of the deceased grandparent during the funeral by dressing in his or her clothes and dancing the Ngoma drums. This practice has often been abandoned in the era of AIDS as the grandchildren are raised by their grandparents and resemble the ascending generation too much (Mutembei 2001). I witnessed one such event when a family matriarch of a wealthy large extended family died at an advanced age (over 80 years of age), dying what is considered a ‘good death’.
death and death’s legacies. Following on from Sagner’s notion of a relational self as a core element of old-age identity (2002), I argue that the loss of children provokes extreme anxiety, not just in terms of old-age care but also in terms of old-age identity. In the village there were elaborate mechanisms to manage the consequences of the loss of relatives. This included formal mechanisms to manage funerals as well as adaptations in bereavement practices. These adaptations make it possible for older people to contain both their anxiety and be able to socialise and engage in relations.

Spaces for emotions: Formal bereavement practices in Buhaya

Biehl et al. argue that the key to understanding a social drama is by explaining what they call ‘key emotional and inter-subjective constructs’ (2005: 10). For older men and women, the social drama in their lives refers to the loss of images of a ‘good old age’, remembrance, care, but also what they see as the institutionalisation of relations of care at funerals, the amendments to mourning practices that are inevitable and necessary in response to death but that are also less spontaneous. Sociality in mourning is achieved through sharing, encapsulated in the term comforting – showing compassion, sharing stories of loss, wailing and touching the bereaved person. At the same time this practice is taxing on older people’s health as it reminds them of their own emotions, which are considered detrimental to physical and mental health.

In the village the increase in funerals and the associated costs have led to dramatic changes in mourning practices to allow for the increase of death and to allow people to attend many funerals in a row. These are practices such as the duration of the funeral, which decreased from 6-7 days to 3-4 days. One older woman explained that she had saved the funerals of three people that were not very close to her for Sunday. Taboos on doing work changed as well. Family members, close friends and neighbours used to sleep in the house of the deceased and spend the entire six days there, but nowadays family members often sleep at the funeral but travel to work in the daytime as Mae Tibaigana, 65, explains:

It is impossible to be away all the time; you will lose your job, so he compromises and sleeps at the funeral just like Korokora (Mae Tibaigana’s son).

Whereas death used to bring a halt to activities of all villagers, as a result of the increase in death it became localised. News of a death would not reach the entire village and had become an affair of the extended family, immediate neighbours and the members of the self-help groups. Visible markers of grief, such as practices of women shaving their heads or wearing black clothes for a year have been largely abandoned.
Another practice has changed as well: The functioning of the burial groups. Funerals are expensive and labour intensive occasions; all the people who come to ‘say pole’; to offer their condolences, need to be seated, received and fed. Food needs to be cooked, water needs to be carried, firewood needs to be collected and a grave needs to be dug. These are all tasks that the bereaved cannot possibly perform on their own. In the village funeral assistance is provided through the burial group. When a household member of a group member dies, the household receives assistance from all the groups of which the group member is part. The group members dig graves, and contribute money, food, firewood, grass to sit on and sheeting to protect the mourners against the rain. The group also accompanies a member to the funeral of a close relative even if the funeral is in another village. The type of contribution depends on the status of the different groups. Women’s groups also cook for four days for the bereaved. Besides, practical support groups also provide social support such as accompanying the father or mother to the actual place of burial. When a married daughter dies, she is usually buried in the village of her husband and the burial can therefore be held far away from an older person’s home village. Group membership is central in the village and every older man and woman in the village is at least a member of one burial group.

There are several types of burial associations in the village. The main one is the bujuni (funeral association of men, kh) (Dercon et al. 2006). In the sub-village where I worked mainly this was Tweyambe, with 198 members, which covered most of the sub-village but also included members from other sub-villages. Membership was open to men and single women (divorced, widowed or unmarried). That meant that most households in the sub-village (in 2002 I counted 105 households) were represented in the bujuni. It is also possible to be part of a bujuni when you live in Dar es Salaam. Many young men who have migrated are still part of the bujuni and contribute money so that when their older parents experience a death, the household is covered. The following fragment shows the functioning of the main burial group in the sub-village for single women and men, Tweyambe. This included all the older widows and divorced women and their households.

4th October 2002: House of Mae Elesta’s son

Burial of Vedasto. Many people have been present since morning. The burial was held at three in the afternoon. Most of the people showed their sadness. Present are the leaders of the Women’s Group, the Unity of the Sub-Village group and the organisation which assists dur-

---

2 Haram (2010) refers to a WorldBank study from Kagera Region in the late 1990s, which estimated that households spend an average of US$ 104 on death, US$ 40 on the illness and USD60 on the funeral (though unevenly distributed according to the economic capacity of the household).

3 The regulation of Tweyambe was that men and single women could become members. The group is not for married women. The group pays towards the funerals of direct relatives (partner, children)
The contribution of the Women’s group was grass for people to sleep on at night, and they prepared food for after the burial. They arranged work shifts for cooking for the duration of seven days. The women of the sub-village contributed ten fingers of banana [one finger is one plantain], money and beans each. All the sub-villagers, every household contributed firewood and money for the funeral. The Union Group: Muungano [including some households in other villages] contributed bananas and money for the bereaved, and they contributed pots, pans, plates, lamps and large sheets to shelter the people from rain during the funeral.

Apart from burial organisations that are solely focused on assistance upon death, other support groups, such as religious groups, women’s groups and clan groups often assist during funerals, as well as a women’s bank. The coverage of these groups can be extremely local (on sub-village level) or can cover several villages. Some groups are formed in response to a certain problem, for example during El Niño. Besides more or less formalised large groups, there are many small informal groups. Many of these voluntary groups are of a recent date.

The interesting aspect of the burial groups is their level of organisation. Dercon et al. (2006), writing about Tanzania and Ethiopia, argue that these types of risk-insurance associations are fundamentally different from loosely organised informal risk-insurance. All funeral groups have common elements. First of all there is a group-membership for which one has to apply, and which is restricted and very formal. Insurance schedules are based on certain conditions, for example only when a household member dies. The form of payout is organised in cash, goods and labour. There are rules and regulations, which are often written down and fines when contributions are not met. Groups have a governance structure in the form of a chairman or a committee and lastly groups have a large spread. Often there are many groups in small communities and members are part of several groups.5

A historical timeframe is necessary to understand the development of groups. Dercon et al. (2006) argue that burial groups are neither informal, because there are strict rules, nor traditional (because their emergence is recent). In Tanzania the self-help groups evolved as independent institutions after a period of intensive state-rule with forced group-forming under Nyerere’s presidency in the 1980s (Dercon et al. 2006).6 This is visible in Table 4.1, where the only group that started before 1980 is Tweyambe, the bujuni of the sub-village. Before 1975,

4 Especially Islamic support groups were seen as highly organised ‘cooperating nicely’, mainly by Christian villagers.
5 For more information on the difference between Ethiopian and Tanzanian funeral groups, see Dercon et al. (2006)
6 De Weerdt, in a historical analysis of the Union Group in one community in Kagera, shows how the creation of the Union group was part of the socialist politics of Nyerere to establish newly formed administrative villages. The group had an economic function and later on became a political movement (2001: 5).
Table 4.1  Types of group assistance for funerals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of self-help groups that help in funerals</th>
<th>Examples of names</th>
<th>Example regulations</th>
<th>Example of contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Special burial groups</td>
<td>‘Tweyambe’ (let us help ourselves, kh)</td>
<td>Men and unmarried women.</td>
<td>2 hands of banana or 1 kg of ugali, or 200 shillings and an additional 100 shillings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Otangalana’ (do not worry, kh)</td>
<td>When a member loses a partner, children, father or mother, they contribute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Tumwambembele’ (let’s first help her, kh)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Twambangawe’ (we help each other, kh)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clan-based groups</td>
<td>Abayango clan-group, for all the members of this clan</td>
<td>They go to the house of the deceased and contribute the same day; the next day</td>
<td>200 shillings, 20 fingers of banana, 4 pcs of firewood, 1 bowl of beans, 1 basin of water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Muungano takes over</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious groups</td>
<td>Catholic, Lutheran, Muslim</td>
<td>They come to the house of the deceased and help organise the funeral and contribute</td>
<td>Varies per group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women’s groups</td>
<td>‘Poa Tupo’ (Rest/calm, we are here, ks), Muungano</td>
<td>Contributes when a member loses a husband, children, father or mother and organise the funeral and perform all home activities</td>
<td>Bringing water, food, grass, beans and 3,000 Tsh. They have a basket fund for funerals in which they contribute 200 shillings every month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The united women’s group, umbrella of 7 smaller groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

when the ruling TANU party of Nyerere created pressure on women to unite in *Umoja ya Wanawake* (Union of the Women, *ks*), group assistance was largely informal. Co-operation existed between households in case of death, sickness or calamities, but there were no fixed rules or contributions. The experience of formal arrangements through the UWT group made women realise the strength of formal institutions. The women then used the experience to unite on the level of their ‘felt’ community rather than the administrative ‘imposed’ community (de Weerdt 2001).

The form of practical assistance during funerals in *Buhaya* has therefore responded to the increase in death and political and economic change over the past 25 years and self-help groups have rapidly developed. When I asked the chairmen/women of the self-support groups why the groups had been formed,
food shortage was an issue that was mentioned mostly. Food shortage meant that funerals could not be easily organised anymore and it also meant that the voluntary assistance of neighbours had decreased. In a context of increased sickness and economic deprivation, it makes sense to organise formally. Group evolution is thus related to what is needed in the community and this explains why burial societies are so strong. New groups are also constantly formed in response to urgent issues. The chairman of Otakangalana, ‘do not worry’, a group developed in response to a malaria outbreak in 1999 explains:

During el Niño there was a great hunger in this area and outbreaks of many diseases such as malaria, so this group started as a redeemer/liberator. During that period so many people left other groups because of hunger, lack of money and many sicknesses. For example in my household I had four children sick and when I took them to Rubya (hospital) they had malaria. So, in this group, when we started, we allowed the people to bring anything they had (rather than having fixed contributions): Cassava flour, maize flour and potatoes, so this helped in that period. This group was very strong from the beginning and until now it is very strong and many people want to be part of it.

Over the more than 20 years of existence self-help groups have developed into well functioning social security mechanisms to such an extent that no person dares to not be in a group. A funeral without a group is impossible. If a community member were to lose a relative but not be in a group, or did not perform his or her group duties properly, sanctions would be undertaken. Community members would, for example, dig a grave of 20 cm deep or a women’s group would not give food, which left the humiliating task to the bereaved family of performing heavy work alone or going out in search for food for the visitors in the midst of severe grief (de Weerdt, personal communication). But also not giving contributions is penalised, which leaves some group members searching frantically for money to contribute when a relative of a group member has died.

The above quotes show however, that though groups are perceived as indispensable, they can also be a burden. Some older people, especially older women have left in recent years because of weakness and their inability to pay the contributions. Other older women leave the group as soon as their son marries and the daughter-in-law takes their place in the group instead. A few older people leave the group when all their close relatives have died because they ‘did not see the point of being a group member anymore’. The leaders of the groups emphasise the importance of the groups compared to the past but also acknowledge that it was more and more difficult to pay contributions due to the food shortages and shamba sizes. Despite these problems they maintain that there is no life without groups.

One important aspect to this discussion involves the organisational level of social assistance around funerals, an example of how moralities of care are adapting. New social configurations mobilise resources, and alter the spaces of
participation in familiar rituals, changes which older people view with ambivalence, perhaps in part because it is death, loss, and a bleak outlook that is driving the change. It is a social obligation of group members to assist, both practically as well as in comforting the bereaved. The organisation of comforting is something which has changed, according to older men and women; whereas in the past neighbours would assist each other voluntarily in food and kind, nowadays this voluntary assistance is impossible to give as death has increased too much. Hence groups were formed.

The older men and women in the village often spoke about group-assistance both in terms of pride as well as in terms of loss. Pride because everything was now well-organised; loss because ‘voluntary’ assistance and ‘compassion’ in relations of care had decreased.

Forgetting the dead: Emotions and remembrance

What the amendments to funerals have not changed is the experience of loss, nor the norms and rituals in relation to how to show feelings of loss. Mae Sofia, the wife of Ta Stephen makes this very clear:

A death is still a death. The loss of a child or someone near leaves a scar on your heart and you can never forget that – not after 50 years, not until the day you die. What has changed is the way we deal with death.

Though this may be true in practice, as the previous section showed, norms about proper bereavement mean that those older people who do not observe the norms are scorned and gossiped about. As Haram argues, mourning is gendered: It is a woman’s social role to make sure that the deceased are properly mourned (Haram 2010). If a mother is too active at a funeral or does not show that she is sad, neighbours will talk for days about her improper behaviour. Over the months of research I jotted down some comments of village friends and of Gussy relating to funerals. ‘She did not look very sad; she was even laughing when she received the gifts’. ‘The neighbours complained that the mother was helping to cook and running around’. ‘When I arrived at the funeral the mother had gone to the market to buy konyagi! (locally brewed gin, kq). She even changed her clothes so that the neighbours would not recognise her as the one who had lost a child. That shows how people do not care about death anymore!’ The concerns which are voiced are concerns related to treating death too normally.

When someone dies, even in the middle of the night, the women of the household start to wail, a sign for everyone that someone has died. Before the actual burial the mother sits next to the body of the deceased. The body is wrapped in white cloth and placed in the backroom of the house. Visitors wail outside and then enter inside and kneel next to the body. Whilst crying the mother will show the face of the deceased person, often touching the body. After
burial the mother is not supposed, nor able to do anything; everything is taken care of by the groups and by friends. Other women advise the bereaved mother, support her, bring her something to eat and force her gently to eat. When new visitors, especially good friends come, there are often bouts of crying followed by comforting. Usually a bereaved mother should wear the same clothes until the beer ceremony in which the ‘black clothes’ are traditionally taken off; six months to a year later and she cannot engage in leisure activities for at least a few months. Acute bereavement and sadness should be shown, and is expected to be seen. The mother is expected to share her worries, to feel numb, whereas later, after the bereavement period is over, she will be expected to control herself and her emotions, to forget the deceased.

Both Weiss and Mutembei discuss forgetting as a central element of mourning, as this allows the deceased’s authority to be invested in ascending generations (Weiss 2007: 169); forgetting in this way makes remembering possible (Mutembei 2001). In the mortuary rituals disconnecting the dead from the living is a central element (Weiss 2007: 169). The funeral usually begins with wailing and the wake around the body of the deceased who is covered in a white shroud, followed by the actual burial and the funeral which can last between 4 to 7 days. On the final day when the funeral is officially ‘finished’, only very close relatives remain. On the 40th day the inheritance is settled. During these days the practical issues related to the death of the person are arranged. A major issue is inheritance, often a source for family feuds, in particular when the deceased left children who are to inherit his land. A year after the death the mourning is officially closed off with a beer ceremony: The ‘taking off the black clothes’.

I feel happy like now when we are talking here. I am happy, I am always happy but I was sad when my brother died in December. I was thinking, who will bury me, my siblings are all dying. Who will help me? But now I am happy; I have forgotten. (Ta Athumani, northern area of Kiziba)

It is important not to situate forgetting in a frame of denial. Forgetting is closely associated with remembrance and is a way to allow the living to continue their lives independently of the deceased while remembering the intentions of the dead for those who remain (Weiss 1997a). Forgetting as a practice is a normal response in Buhaya to situate death within broader kinship relations, and connect the living and the dead.

In the current situation of increased death, bereavement is however continuous: Older people are constantly confronted with death because they are not just bereaved themselves but also have to fulfil different social roles in bereavement practices as members of the community – roles that are increasingly prescribed, as I argued in the previous section. These roles depend on the relationship that they have with those who mourn and what is at stake for them in that relation-
ship. An older person may have lost a child two weeks ago but, as a member of the burial group is required to attend a funeral of a neighbour. Mourning in this sense is about affirming the relationship with those who remain. For older women mourning rituals are particularly visible, because they require physical expression. As a mother losing a child, an older woman is expected to wail and cry at death and for the duration of the funeral, other older women touch her, sympathise with her and tell similar stories to show her that she is not alone or tell jokes to make her laugh. After the funeral she is urged to push her grief away, though the official mourning period usually ends with the commemoration service, one year after the death. In the role of a neighbour an older woman is supposed to visit the bereaved and comfort them. In the role of a sibling an older woman is supposed to go and stay with her bereaved sister for a month. In these different roles there is a constant negotiation between wanting to forget memories of loss and social obligations to comfort, a practice in which older people tell each other to ‘forget’, but in that process are reminded of their own loss. Bereavement then is an emotional practice in different social spaces through time, not just practices related to actual funeral rites and not just isolated events. This requires a constant moving between different roles and obligations. The factor of time, the fact that older people have different roles in the mourning process or are at different stages of mourning which are not yet finished when they have to engage in different roles, makes it however, hard to forget and remember the deceased in a healthy way, as older people are constantly reminded of their emotions. In the next section I present the case of one woman who navigates between different social roles and in that process explores a core narrative in the village: Tolerating death.

Tolerating to avoid memories of death:
The different roles of Mae Tibaigana

Everyday reminders
Mae Tibaigana usually was a cheerful woman, always joking. She had told me already that she had lost her husband and her two daughters, and had shown me their graves in the plantation next to the house. That information was given in a rather matter-of-fact manner, so I was slightly unprepared when one day I found her sitting on the sofa with a photo of her daughter in her hand, dressed in a black and red cloth which I had not seen before. ‘Today it is two years since Rosa died. I remembered her today’. I sat down and asked whether I could look at the photos. Together we went through them and Mae Tibaigana told me how Rosa came to visit and fell ill with malaria, how she took her to the hospital and how she was discharged but died of the complications. She then points to the cloth
around her shoulders and explains that it used to belong to Faustina, her eldest daughter.

She came for the burial of Rosa but she was already sick and she did not go home again. She died just three weeks after Rosa. She was my eldest daughter. Two daughters in one month (...) It is three years now since they died and I am a bit better. After the death of my daughters, my brain was down (I was unable to think). I do not know (...) I could not talk for a year, but after a year I had to move on. I had such a pain in my head that I thought my brains were out of my head so I went to the doctor to have an X-ray and he told me that it was because I could not sleep because of the worries. He told me to drink some alcohol before sleeping so that I can sleep. So since then I take a little bit of konyagi (locally brewed gin) at night. My medicine!

Memories about death of a loved person can cause problems in functioning in daily life. As long as Mae Tibaigana talked about her daughters in general terms she was able to tell stories. But when I asked more detailed questions, the memories became painful. Several times, an event that reminded her of her own children made her go out of the room to cry. Memories also prevent Mae Tibaigana from sleeping. Memories of grief and worries were often a physical experience. ‘I feel weak, my pressure is rising, Mae Tibaigana would often say when an event reminded her of her loss.’

Other older men and women complained of strokes and of high blood pressure and all these physical complaints were directly associated with grief. Several times I have heard older people say that it was possible to die from grief. Worries caused insomnia and all sorts of illnesses related to high blood pressure and heart failure. Old people often directly connected these problems with emotions. ‘Look at Mae Erenesta. She is a strong woman; she lost so many children, but she has heart problems because of the grief’. Memories and the emotions associated with them are threatening the continuation of life and survival. They cause health problems, sleeplessness and ultimately loss of hope. The best way to deal with memories is to temporarily move the memories aside. Mae Elesta 72 just focused on food, a symbol for daily survival:

Nowadays the problems have increased much in people’s heads. We have said it all and we have finished talking about it. You tend to think about where your life is going to and how it is going to end. But you have nothing to add. The mind is empty. And we others, we no longer are with any mind [we lost the ability to think about the future]. The mind is finished and we are only left to eat. When you get food it is ok.

Memories of deceased loved ones are an everyday presence in the lives of older men and women. Graves are next to the houses and often an older woman would point outside to the graves and say ‘the one over there’, or ‘the one who is buried there’ when they were speaking about their deceased children. Graves trigger memories, but daily events do as well. The story of neglect of the children of an AIDS-patient reminds Mae Tibaigana of her worries about her own grandchildren. Other women, especially those who depended on their own failing
strength for survival, often started crying as soon as we talked about how deceased children had assisted them. Especially in Kiziba the area where AIDS hit hardest in Kagera Region, older women’s stories would often focus on a particular child, as the following story of an 82-year-old woman shows:

One died here in this house, one died in Kanyigo and one died in Kihanjo, Bukoba Rural. I had bought a shamba there. The first one was staying in Bukoba rural where I had bought a shamba. When he became sick he went to this house and when the condition became worse I brought him to his father’s home in Kanyigo where he died. The second one was already buying a car; he brought it here; he has gone; what can I do? He was a businessman, so he studied a lot and attended courses and then he went into business. He has gone. My child. What can you do? He was sick from here and I decided to take him to Bukoba rural where he died. He died. ‘mimi ni mama bure’ [Proverb: I am a mother of nothing/no-one, ks]. The third one was not yet married and he was 37 years. He stayed here. (…) What I pray for is not to give myself poison (…) to find that you get something (children) and then you lose it …

The anniversary of a death is also an occasion on which memories thoroughly upset the daily living and well-being of older people.

The conflict between different roles as comforter, community member and being a parent becomes especially apparent in the case of Mae Tibaigana. Through her narrative we see how she is moving between different roles. First of all she is a mother; she had lost two daughters within one month in the fall of 2000. It took her a year to resume her life. She is afraid of losing more relatives, a threat that became reality in the year I followed her life. Forgetting is the best remedy against painful memories. Trying to push the thoughts about a deceased person to the back of your mind is of central concern to older women and men. Such need could provoke conflict between their different roles. At the same time, the experiences of death and grieving have drawn out a critical, reflexive perspective in Mae Tibaigana. More than personal resilience and ingenuity brought about by necessity, these challenges and personal traumas seem to have opened a space to criticise a loss of values such as huruma (compassion, ks) as an intricate part of the morality of care or suffering as a part of parenthood, and as such open a possibility to engage in shaping relations.

Making yourself tolerate: Avoiding, praying and socialising

‘Shall I take you to the funeral of shangazi [father’s sister]?’ I ask Mae Tibaigana. It is a bright and cold May morning in the middle of the long rain season and the road is covered in mud and wet pools. Shangazi [an aunt from father’s side in Kiswahili], a senior member of the clan, died a week ago and today the funeral period which lasted six days will be officially closed. ‘No, I will stay here; I do not feel well today. Florida’s brother died today: The same father, the same mother. The burial is today and that house is close to the house of Shangazi so if I attend the closing ceremony I would have to go there as well’. Florida is one of Mae Tibaigana’s closest friends and Mae Tibaigana is a family friend. ‘No, I will not go’, Mae Tibaigana repeats with determination. ‘If I do not like to attend funerals of young people. They make me remember my own children and instead of crying for the deceased I find myself
crying for my own children’. She points to the two graves near the house, both covered with pink flowers in which her daughters are buried. ‘So these kinds of things I do not like to go to. I will go tomorrow’.

Later that day I paid Mae Tibaigana another visit and while we were talking, Grace, her daughter-in-law came in. She had just come from the actual burial of Henry and elaborated extensively on how the orphans were crying above the grave of their father asking their father to take greetings to their mother, who had died two weeks earlier from AIDS. Mae Tibaigana stood up and silenced Grace with one dismissive wave of her hand. She then walked away into the side-room and when I followed her I saw her sitting on the bed crying.

In order to tolerate her loss Mae Tibaigana tries to avoid being confronted with sickness and death in a direct way. Mae Tibaigana had a vivid way of expressing how she dealt with the death of her daughters. She portrayed it as a box in which she ‘stored’ memories and that box was not to be opened. During the time I spent with her, she refused to go to actual burials or to visit sick patients. It reminded her of the children she had buried and it caused her grief. Only when the deceased was an old person or a child, and only when she was directly related, would she go to the actual burial. Even for one of her best friend’s brothers, she refused to go to the actual burial – she went a day later. ‘I find myself crying for my children, instead’, she said.

Another way to continue living was to try to stop thinking. The death of her daughters had caused her to develop high blood pressure, she told me, and thinking about them she felt her blood pressure rise. On those occasions I found her in bed. On the advice of the doctor she drank a glass of alcohol every night, without which she was not able to sleep. To tolerate the loss she not only avoided occasions that reminded her of her deceased children, praying was also extremely important to her. She always quoted passages from the bible and when I phoned her in the summer of 2004 to offer my condolences after her son-in-law died in a plane crash, she literally said: ‘I try to tolerate. I pray for God to put my worries at ease, but so far it has not happened’. Moving out of the room when her daughter-in-law was talking about Henry’s death was such a tactic.

But also visiting neighbours ‘for normal talks’ was an often used tactic. Avoidance has therefore to be seen as an active tactic in a situation where death is repetitive and where old people live with the anxiety that they cannot be sure whether remaining children and close relatives will survive. Avoidance is therefore not equivalent to denial; it is an active focusing on the here and now, the relations that are there.

Making others tolerate: Comforting and being comforted

‘We have become Kiziba’. Mae Zulia, a Muslim neighbour and friend of Mae Tibaigana, is sitting in the front room of her house. Outside is a fresh grave; ten days earlier Rhamadani,
Mae Zulia’s son was buried after an exhausting sickness. He died only a month after Mae Zulia’s husband died. The two women are sitting close to each other on a woven mat that is rolled out for the guest. Mae Tibaigana takes Mae Zulia’s hand in hers in response to the comment about Kiziba, the district in Kagera Region which is known as the place most affected by AIDS. ‘Even when I am in bed I cannot sleep’, Mae Zulia continues. Mae Tibaigana comforts Mae Zulia by telling her that it is normal not to be able to sleep: ‘It is true: It is still early; at first, right now, you will not have many thoughts – you will get more thoughts when these people go home and you are alone. The sleep will fail totally’. Mae Zulia responds to Mae Tibaigana’s comments about sleepless nights and worries by telling her that she will manage the loss of her son better later on, and that fortunately he did not leave her with small grandchildren. ‘I will forget, like I was able to forget my brother. This one, I will also forget, especially since the child he left me with is already big’, Mae Zulia answers. She is silent for a while. ‘Because you see, before this son, his older brother died and also his younger one, the one who follows him. They are in the same line. We parents will have tears all the time. I do not know whether I will stay with the rest or whether they are in the same way.’ We parents, Mae Tibaigana, are in problems. I had ten pregnancies and I am left with only four children. Three died younger, but these others were adults’.

The two women sit together and talk some more about Ramadhani and then a young woman arrives to pay her respect and the discussion quickly moves to another subject. Towards the end all women, including Mae Zulia, are laughing and Mae Tibaigana leaves the house. The worries of Mae Zulia have been discussed and she is comforted, but on the road back home Mae Tibaigana discusses the precarious situation in which Mae Zulia finds herself. ‘You know these Muslims, they have tough hearts they got from God. Kuvumilia, to tolerate. This woman has so many problems. You see that she does not look sad – she was just laughing but she has many problems: She lost her children and her husband even if he was an older man. You see that the house is falling down. Where do you think she is going to live in future life? She does not get sleep (…).’

The above event, registered by Gussy, as she happened to bump into Mae Tibaigana just when she was leaving to go and say pole, followed upon Ramadhani’s death. In the weeks before his death, the family had been subject to much discussion; Ramadhani was suffering immensely, apparently covered in sores and had tried to kill himself twice, succeeding the second time. We had already noticed his death because of the group of Muslim men coming from the house on the day of his death; according to Islamic custom he was buried on the day of his death. His widow, from another tribe, had left the village immediately after the burial, taking all her and Ramadhani’s belongings with her. Mae Tibaigana went to give condolences to his mother on the day of the funeral but also went to visit several days later, and Gussy decided to accompany her.

The account above is a typical example of how comforting works. A central aspect of comforting in the village is sharing mawazo – thoughts or worries (ks), with friends and neighbours during the four to six days of the funeral rituals. Family, friends and neighbours gather in the house of the deceased in order to pay their respect and comfort the bereaved. A funeral is a space where loss is shared. It is shared by crying together and by sharing experiences of loss, all with

---

7 Here Mae Zulia implies that she is afraid that her other children have AIDS as well.
the aim of reminding the bereaved mother or father that experiences of death are not a personal misfortune, but that everyone in the village has experienced the same thing. The stories are often about other losses as was related in response to my question about comforting to a group of four older women in the village:

A woman will tell you a story about how she lost six children, and you look at her and you see that she is nicely dressed and she tolerated the pain while taking care of herself and it makes you decide to tolerate the loss as well. And another mama will tell a funny story so everyone is laughing.

It is both looking at others who are in the same position and who also manage to endure loss, as well as the realisation that it is not specifically you on whom misfortune has befall that makes comforting by sharing stories of loss important.

Though the funeral is the site to talk about death and loss, it is also the site at which parents, in their role of neighbours and friends, cannot avoid thinking about their own losses. Gussy notices this in her description of Mae Tibaigana at the funeral of Mae Zulia’s son: ‘sitting with a bent head as if she is having many thoughts’. Funerals are therefore a source of conflict. The comforter gives advice to make the bereaved tolerate but is herself or himself confronted with memories about loss.

Well-being and relating after death

‘Tolerating’ was the word English speaking Haya used to translate the Kiswahili word *kuvulimia*, but which usually suggests less ‘openness and acceptance of difference’ and more ‘putting up with’. Tanzanians use the verb *kuvumilia* generally to discuss the challenges of everyday life, but the verb is not specific to the region or to older people. As discussed in Chapter 2, however, older women in particular use the value for implicit criticism of the demise of social relations. In relation to death and personal loss *kuvumulia* has taken on a second meaning, and refers to pushing grief and other emotions away to the back of the mind in order to be able to continue with daily life. The Haya equivalent of *kuvumilia* conveys this meaning even better than the Kiswahili word. *Kwegumisirisa* stems from the verb *kugumu*, which literally means ‘to be strong/healthy’, but which others translate as ‘being hard’. *Ugumire*, a Haya greeting, stems from the same word and literally means ‘are you strong/healthy?’ *Kwegumisirisa* is said to a person who has encountered a big problem and means: ‘try to view this problem as small, try to control yourself, be strong’. The Haya word thus conveys the importance of shielding and comforting yourself against grief and loss. In the north of Kagera the Kiswahili verb *kusahau*, ‘to forget’ is more often used. Tolerating is not only mentioned in relation to the death of children, it is also the most common way in which older people deal with other misfortunes such as lack of care, lack of food and health problems. Tolerating is a way of dealing
with grief based on notions of self-control, preventing a person from acting rashly and threatening remaining relationships (cf Bhagilishya 2000) and is an essential element of bereavement practices.

The emotions that loss provokes are potentially dangerous, because they often are about underlying tensions in kinship relations. Anger of older people was often related to *shamba* conflicts, inheritance quarrels, thievery or misconduct, loneliness was often connected to the absence of people in the house and disappointment about care, and grief was related to loss of remembrance, and failed expectations, or in other words the social disconnectedness of older people as a result of death, whereas older people referred to the presence of people to speak with or visits of children when they mentioned happiness. The emotions around death seriously affect the well-being of older people as Mae Maria from northern *Kiziba* states during an interview about the loss of her children:

Mae Maria: The person himself can become a mad person. It is an amazing thing to see you have four or five children and they die and you look at the place where they were and you find it is open. It is shocking.

The defined social spaces for bereavement as outlined in the case of Mae Tibaigana make it difficult to voice these feelings outside those spaces and could be detrimental to social relations as the continuation of the conversation with Mae Maria shows:

Josien: Did your respect decrease?
Mae Maria: At that time people said: ‘ah, are you going to that family? You will find that she is going to talk to you about her problems. So the people will not talk with you’.

After death and after the funeral, older parents say that they are not able to speak with anyone because everyone has the same problems. People say, ‘It is better to keep problems to yourself.’ In the villages in *Kiziba*, the comparative site, the inability to speak about problems was expressed even more strongly. A number of older women stated that they would be socially isolated if they were to speak about their worries. In the village I observed reactions to uncontrolled behaviour which also show the importance of self-control: A woman who ran through the village, upon hearing about the death of her two children, shouting that she would question God about his behaviour, was said to be a mad woman; it clearly was not good behaviour.

The practices around good care in relation to bereavement such as comforting and the underlying values such as compassion and endurance/tolerating, place a high demand on the physical and mental health of older people. Most older women complain about sleepless nights, like Mae Tibaigana or lose all interest in living as Mae Elesta’s statement about the finished mind shows. Physical problems such as strokes are attributed to grief and anxiety around death as are
heart conditions, high blood pressure and general bodily weakness. Loss in this sense is embodied, expressed in the potential weakening potential on already aging bodies (cf Schep\-er-Hughes 1992).

As the previous chapter argued, good health and related independence is central to survival in a climate of uncertainty, life itself depending on the ability of an older person to keep on engaging in relations. Endurance and tolerating, if done properly, can counter the detrimental effects of emotions on the health of aging bodies and minds. Countering the bodily aspect of emotions is, as the dialogue between Mae Adventina and Gussy which opened this chapter indicates, vital for the survival of older people.

A focus on emotional practice in new situations of care, in this case, mourning and bereavement opens the way to how older people experience their old age in the face of their growing responsibilities. Emotional practice in the form of tolerating and forgetting makes sense in the context of the continuous insecurity and bereavement that is part of a long-term epidemic. Older people become more dependent on remaining relatives and on their social standing in the community for engaging in relations. In this context of shared mourning, to keep on engaging in the social relations that remain, it is only possible to share individual mourning in regulated spaces. Zarowsky argues that personal suffering has the potential to disintegrate and fragment moral webs and have adverse effects on the emotional health of individuals ‘(…) narratives which were considered salient were those that indicate-and thus help to create and maintain- an individual’s position within the community’ (Zarowsky 2000: 399).

The narratives in the village are somehow along these lines. ‘Bear the pain, endure, tolerate’ are all narratives that point to the importance of continuing life, of pushing pain towards the back of your mind, in order to live, in order to forget the dead in the sense of making sure the living are disconnected from the dead in order to continue living with those who remain.

**Conclusion: Being hard, being healthy**

Old people in northwest Tanzania handle grief about deceased children by enduring it, trying to move on. The death of young people is an event for public discussion in which all issues that are at stake in the lives of older people come to the forefront. Grief and anger are logical emotions when confronted with the death of an adult child. But the discussions around the loss of a young adult in the community point to more than grief. AIDS death represents the disruption of the lives of older people: Through loss of remembrance but also sometimes loss of position as a result of death. For older women in particular the loss of a husband and the loss of a child who had supported them extensively could mean an enormous change in living conditions which affected their social contacts and
standing. The latter loss is not just material as older people also see their children as extensions of themselves. Emotions around death contain all these insecurities: Grief over the loss of a loved person, anxiety over future living conditions, food and care, worry over the fate of other children and over decreasing strength as a result of aging and the physical effects that are attributed to grief, and are in this sense responses to challenges of belonging in kinship relations.

Emotions around death have the potential to create conflict in remaining relationships, within the family when older people are confronted with the loss of possessions and support or inheritance conflicts around clan land. But they also have the potential to create conflict in the community, especially when older people talk about problems that everyone has. In a context where death is present in each family, a space to discuss and accuse has been lost. Older people mention that they cannot discuss their worries with anyone; they only seek distraction from worries by talking about everyday life with neighbours or by having a drink in order to sleep. Worries can only be discussed with close family and friends, mainly daughters.

In the village handling emotions is encapsulated in the concept tolerating, or putting up with death, which refers to being healthy and being hard which can be reached by actively not thinking about death. In this respect older people use the Kiswahili verb *kusahau*, to ‘forget’. Grieving is largely restricted to the private sphere, except for on certain set occasions, like funerals. Not showing emotions is seen as healthy; it prevents older people from becoming literally ill from emotions and it maintains their social position; personal control in every sense is highly valued. Through practices of self-control, older people can fulfil the different roles that bereavement practices demand of them, and be a mourner and a comforter at the same time, roles that trigger memories of personal loss, but roles that have become more and more institutionalised and rigid in response to the increase in deaths.

Sociality in mourning is made through sharing, encapsulated in the term ‘comforting’: Showing compassion, sharing stories of loss, wailing and touching the bereaved person – in short, proper mourning. These practices which are gendered and part of a morality of care which reflects older women’s concerns about contemporary social relations. Proper mourning practices are, however, also taxing on older people’s health as it reminds them of their own emotions, which are considered detrimental to physical and mental health.

The concept of tolerating, as well as the notions of concealment in the following chapter highlight the importance of self-control in the face of chaos and highlight the role of older people in creating cohesion in new constellations of care, but also show the consequences for individual experiences of loss. The control of emotions and the attempts to normalise death make it possible to connect
with those who remain, but also to face the changes in life after the loss of relatives: Not relying too much on those who remain, maintaining physical health, caring for other relatives who become ill and raising orphaned grandchildren. Practices around death and bereavement have the potential to restore social cohesion and the possibility of older men and women to continuously engage in relations of care by their focus on survival. This is the subject of the next two chapters where I show how older people, within the context of these physical and emotional aspects of the experience of aging in the era of AIDS, engage in practices of relating in two completely changed ‘fields of care’: Care for dying relatives and care for grandchildren without parents.

---

8 Zarowsky (2000) in writing about Somali Ethiopians and emotions in relation to trauma has been influential in redirecting my thoughts toward trying to see what the overriding concern in a society is. As was the case for Ethiopia, survival seemed to be the primary issue for older people in the village. The experience of war, argues Zarowsky, is ‘an attack on webs of relationships through which individuals, families and groups have immediate or potential access to the material, social and political resources which allow survival’ (Zarowsky 2000: 398).
Caring through concealing:
Older caregivers and dying patients

Introduction

Scène one: Sleeping patients, exposed illness

It is a hot afternoon in July, the long rainy season has finished and the paths winding through the banana groves are dusty. I have just come home from a walk to the roadside with my 25-year-old neighbour. It has been four months since my arrival in the village and I have been feeling a bit uncertain lately. Though death has been present in many conversations, AIDS illness has, so far, been invisible to me. It is this invisibility that triggered the question I asked my neighbour: ‘Do you know who has a patient in their house right now? I never met anybody, it seems as if AIDS is not present at all.’ My neighbour points to a house not far away. ‘In that house there is a patient, but she is not yet sleeping’. She uses the word ‘sleeping’ as many people do when they want to indicate that a patient is close to dying. ‘And the daughter of Ta Stephen, she is in Rwantege (dispensary) now; they brought her this morning.’ I am surprised; even though I have known Ta Stephen for four months and have seen him almost every day, I had no idea he had a patient in his house. My neighbour was surprised as well because I did not know what everyone knows. ‘He has not told me anything about it’, I said to her, and she answered; ‘He can’t, he can’t. It is very difficult to say that and it is also very painful.’ ‘But is it certain that it is AIDS?’ I asked. My neighbour is certain. ‘Yes, she was admitted in Rwantege dispensary and it is serious. The mother slept there last night (implying the patient is close to dying).’

In northwest Tanzania, those who suspect that they may be infected with HIV and their close relatives usually keep their suspicion to themselves. Even when the terminal stage has been reached, silence around AIDS illness is generally maintained. Results of tests are not always told to patients, and when a villager meets someone in whose house a patient is dying, there will be respectful enquiries after the condition of the patient, without references to what is wrong with the ill person. At funerals the cause of death is also hidden, or phrased as ‘ill
for a long time’. Because of this silence, AIDS is at first sight invisible, but for villagers who are ill or who might be ill is a subject of public speculation.

When patients reach their terminal stage both silence and speculation increase. Someone who is very ill sometimes hides or is hidden by the family. Visitors are told that the patient is sleeping. But public discussions in such a phase intensify and often include the caretakers as well. Intimate feelings and emotions, relations between parents and children, the social status of the family – all these private issues are made the subject of public scrutiny when a patient becomes seriously ill (cf Mutembei 2001).

The discussions take place in bars, on the road, in houses and on the paths through the banana groves where villagers meet. News is exchanged and stories from different sources are evaluated. Often these discussions do not have malicious intent; it is the usual way to discuss everyday events. The stories around the terminal stage of AIDS illness expose what for a long period of time has been concealed, and in that way provide an entry point to understanding the rationale for silence and concealment within care giving relationships from the perspective of caregivers.

I became intrigued by these different modes of communication when I realised that I was excluded from an intricate knowledge in the village. People knew who
was ill and discussed their situation but in concealed ways. When I asked older caregivers, they shared their painful stories of losing patients, even indicating that their relatives had died of ‘this disease of ours’. By living in the village I had to adhere to its unwritten codes; there were limits on the social spaces I had access to, and to the questions I could ask.

In this chapter I examine how tactical silences employed by older caretakers, patients and those outside the family over the course of a dying process, relate to notions of good care. In providing care older men and women are, while growing physically older, constantly confronted with expectations about good care, expectations that are physically taxing and that they cannot always fulfil, but that have always been paramount in how they view ‘normal’ relations. How this balancing act works out in practices of care is the subject of this chapter. In this chapter I focus on both older men and women and their respective caring role in AIDS illness, as the role of men in care giving is often denied (Knodel & Ofstedal 2005). This denial obscures the broader family dynamics in patient care.

Giving care to dying patients is often framed in discussions as to whether the extended family is able to cope with the increased demands on its resources (Ankrah 1993; Seeley 1998). What is as yet unexamined is how care and ‘good care’ are enforced by the community and shape the way that caregivers and those around them deal with the increasing demands. The element of relationality poses new questions, the main one being: What is at stake in certain relationships because of AIDS illness and how does silence or concealment ‘work’ herein. Relations of care are negotiated within a certain local moral world, where things that really matter are at stake (Kleinman 2006; Yang et al. 2007). To understand how AIDS illness might create distortions in the relations of caregivers, current analyses around stigma and how stigma is embedded in social relations give some directions.

Posel argues that an analysis of emotions around sex, death and embodiment are central in any analysis of stigma (2004: 5). The terminal stage of AIDS illness, implies a slow degeneration of the physical body (Henderson 2004), often leading to feelings of disgust and shame (Posel 2004: 8).1 AIDS illness then often leads to a social death that precedes the actual biological death (Niehaus 2007). This social death that is related to feelings of shame and disgust can damage relations of AIDS patients and their caregivers. Secrecy and silence are then seen as responses to shame and disgust (Posel 2004: 8) as a mechanism to protect patients (Emlett 2008: 712).

---

1 Posel (2004) argues that shame is in essence a social emotion related to judgments of value, in the eyes of others. Also Schwartz (1988: 23) argues that shame is necessarily related to social life; it is an actor’s response to wrongdoing.
In this chapter I build on these arguments by analysing how tactics of silence and concealment contribute to what is considered good care. This is a somewhat reverse angle: I do not take the patient, or stigma as such, as a point of departure but the caregiver and their care giving activities. I see illness events as moments which open up debates about morality and praxis, in this case in care. Tactical silences and concealing, then, can be framed as responses to such moral breakdowns (cf Zigon 2007). Following Iliffe (2005: 363) I argue that concealing in relation to AIDS illness functions as a core praxis to protect the honour of individuals, an honour which frames what good care is. Notions of masculinity and femininity are tied in with good care. Concealment then, contrary to what public health literature frames as denial, is central to practices of relating in a local moral world.

Experiences of caring for dying AIDS patients were not easy to articulate for those whom I interviewed. The more I became familiar with certain older people the more they preferred silence. Talking about those who were gone was too painful and only came up when patients in neighbouring houses were about to die or when death could not be avoided at a funeral. Talk about loss had its space but silence prevailed. As such I base this chapter on a combination of sources: Conversations with older people who had lost and cared for relatives dying of AIDS; observations of what was said and not said; four case studies of patients in their terminal phase; gossip about patients and caregivers; and responses to direct questions about AIDS and the issue of silence. Analysis of this material shows the nature of intimate relations between older parents and their dying children, as well as the paradoxically supportive and conflicting relations between families and the community. In two follow-up one-week visits in 2005 and 2008 I traced the events in the ten families and observed the manner of speech around AIDS. These brief observations indicated that older men and women were still losing relatives to AIDS after the introduction of ART and that general modes of discussion around AIDS had not changed.

---

2 Zigon (2007: 140), in suggesting an analytical framework to study morality, argues that the key to understand local notions of morality is to look at the moment of moral breakdown, when people are forced to step away from the unreflective, embodied everydayness of morality. In these moments an ethical demand is placed on persons to return to the everydayness of moral dispositions. In return local conceptions of morality become visible.

3 These observations parallel those of Kastelijns (2009) – patients generally went to hospital only in a very advanced state of illness and hence often died, despite treatment.
‘This disease of ours’: Silence in an advanced epidemic

‘Bantaho olugambo’: They have put words on me.

(Haya metaphor: Aldin Mutembei 2001: 71)

‘They have put words on me’. This sentence quoted by Aldin Mutembei conveys the action present in speech and the dangers in that related to AIDS. Putting words onto someone means that someone is positioned into a certain being, an ill person (Mutembei 2001: 71). Despite its long presence, there is a sense of danger surrounding AIDS illness in the village. Amongst older men and women there is a general sense that AIDS is inevitable. Long illnesses are attributed to AIDS, and older men and women have become adept in recognising the signs and symptoms of AIDS:

My son died from this Mugendelanwa [going together: That the thing came to you and you have to go with it, kh]. Nowadays you do not have to ask what someone died of. He was married and left one child, but even the wife had already died. Their child stays with the uncle of the wife in Mwanza. My son and his wife stayed in Dar. He arrived already sick, stayed two weeks and died. We took him to Rubya hospital where he died. I cared for him in his house, then in Rubya hospital. About seven years passed since he died. (Berina, aged 78, is left with one unmarried son)

Older men and women see AIDS as a disease of sexuality, something that belongs to ‘those who go in those ways’. Though there are some cases of AIDS associated death amongst older people, like the husband of a 60-year-old woman who died at the age of 66, in general older men and women do not associate themselves with the illness. This is also related to the history of responses to AIDS.

Messages about AIDS in Kagera have come from a variety of sources. Whereas the Catholic Church emphasises the importance of abstinence until marriage and faithfulness within marriage, the Lutheran Church also promotes condoms and has active HIV prevention programmes. Other sources of information about AIDS include workshops and training which village leaders attend as well as resident AIDS counsellors from World Vision and Wamata and messages from radio and television, oral poetry (Mutembei 2001) and popular music. Older people, however, are often excluded from prevention messages and are not seen as possessing relevant knowledge, even though some attend training seminars. Their ways of caring and advising when AIDS is concerned is often not appreciated by younger relatives. However the death of relatives close to them has shaped their understanding of AIDS. ‘I am not infected myself, but I am infected through the death of my children’ a statement of a 72-year-old woman which

---

4 These counsellors are chosen by the organisations that they work for and usually have to cover an extensive area. The counsellor of Wamata for example had not been paid in a year and two other counsellors had stopped. The village has around 900 households. She was responsible for six villages. She also had 16 children, a business of beer making and a household to attend to.
conveys the deeply felt presence of AIDS in the everyday lives of older men and women.

In their references to AIDS, older people often refer to a moral punishment; ‘gharika’ (Noah’s flood), referring to the history of commercial sex work in the region, mobility and the often shady business deals with which the first AIDS victims were associated. Other narratives voiced defeat and too many deaths, too often. In stories about AIDS illness of relatives AIDS is referred to as ‘the man which came to finish us’, or ‘rumala’, (the disaster). Or as a 78-year-old man put it: ‘watu wote tumedudulika’, literally meaning ‘all of us are insectised’(ks), using the metaphor of an insect to indicate the inevitability of infection. In some ways AIDS has become a disease of everyone in the three decades of its presence. The concept of time, the fact that this is an advanced epidemic, is therefore central to an analysis of secrecy and silence, and how these forms of communication have evolved through experiences with the epidemic.

In the village there was some openness about AIDS. AIDS is usually referred to as ‘this disease’ to which often the adjective ‘of ours’ is added. Villagers state that AIDS has become accepted to some extent and that overt exclusion or gossip about the family of a patient has decreased.

You can’t talk about anything; nowadays you don’t ask anything to your friend. When you find your friend s/he will tell you that s/he is in the same situation as you. She will tell you that maybe two children of his/hers have already died. Others tell you that four children have already died; you find another one telling you that her children are sick. Nowadays we are no longer talking about it because nowadays we are all in trouble due to this disease. (Elesta, aged 70, lost three children and a grandson and is left with four children)

Yet personal experiences with AIDS are often met with an uneasy silence. Let’s consider a conversation in nyakitaba (kh), the business centre of the village. The village chairman, aged 43, and I, sitting on a wooden bench in front of the village office are watching the bustling street life and I bring up attitudes towards AIDS in the village. ‘Nowadays we are open about ukimwi (AIDS); we can speak about it’, states the chairman. I decide to make it personal: ‘so if your brother dies of ukimwi, can you say that to the people at the burial?’ The chairman shakes his head vigorously: ‘Oh no no no, it would cause many problems in my family, no, it is impossible (…).’ He thinks for a moment and then laughs at me. ‘There you’ve got me’. There are spaces for silence and spaces for public discussion.

AIDS patients themselves often refer to experiences of both covert and overt exclusion. A 59-year-old woman with a history of umalaya (commercial sex work, ks) was thought to have AIDS and narrated how her family members with whom she had a conflict over land had shouted at her. ‘You, your head is full of virus! You are a dead (person)’ and referred to her own experiences of isolation as well as those of other patients in the village.
Yes, I was isolated. Take the daughter of Ta Stephen. She wanted to sell mandazi [doughnuts] but people were afraid to buy from her. (...) Some older people think that the patient was asking too much. One old man said, when his son came back from Bukoba with AIDS: ‘do not disturb me; you went yourself to Bukoba to find this disease’.

The broader framework of silence, the sense that AIDS is there and inescapable, and that accusations are pointless, combined with association between AIDS, sexuality and inevitable death, shape the practices around care for AIDS patients in the village. I started to see the different ways of being silent and the different social spaces in which silence was required. Older caregivers talked about the difficulties of care giving in a circuitous way. Families hide the patient in the house and look away and to the ground when talking about the strain of care giving. Stories about families who were giving care also reflected concealment: The stories were told only to particular persons and the story tellers often used secretive modes of speaking: Whispers, heads close together, and reflective pauses. To understand these practices of silence and concealment around AIDS illness I propose a framework of relationality: What does silence protect in the context of interpersonal relationships of older caregivers?

There is no compassion nowadays: Generations and care in the era of AIDS

‘It would be better if God let him rest. Where will I get the money? I am tired’. With tears in her eyes Mae Elesta, a 72-year-old mother discusses the intense care demands during the final stages of her son’s illness. It is September 2002, her 48-year-old son has been ‘sleeping’ since April 2002 and his mother moved to his house to take on his daily care. I read the story in the diary Mae Tibaigana kept for me in my absence on her visits to caregivers on a weekly basis. In the dairy there are sober notes on everyday life: The house has become dirty; there is no time and energy for cleaning. There are also notes on how the older mother is involved in doing casual labour on the farms of others and therefore has no energy to sow her own beans, leading to food insecurity. And lastly the diary sheds some light on how care giving is shared in households: How the eight-year-old son of the patient is spoon-feeding his dying father and is scared to be alone, while his grandmother is out working.

The above sketch points to a reality of intergenerational care that brings up questions of meaning amongst older men and women; what is happening to the world that demands situations such as these, what has happened to children, to relations between parents and children, relations between women and their family members? Older men and women are extremely concerned with relationships of today. Stories of conflict, of witchcraft and use of herbs, of jealousy, of rape and theft, and of young people ‘running around in the village’, are rife. The
AIDS epidemic triggered new questions, mainly questions of control and connection. Older men and women have lost many relatives but only the village has become a place where it can be ‘known’ whether a person is likely to have died of AIDS. In the death histories the knowledge of the sexual networks of the deceased and the attempts to control by checking for bodily signs is visible.

Her husband died away from here, so you cannot know. But did you see the black spots on her hand? I wonder …

The statement voices a lack of control amongst older people, an attempt to make sense, through commentaries, of the felt chaos of contemporary social relations. In particular, commentaries are directed against the current generations of young people who, following their desire for wealth, tamaa ya mali, brought back a disease, causing anguish and an extra burden. As a result, in the eyes of older people ‘compassion’, huruma, was lost in contemporary Buhaya. As is often argued in recent literature on AIDS in Africa, narratives around AIDS in the village point to chaos and distortion in social relations within Haya society and in that sense trigger actions to restore social cohesion (Dilger 2010: 10). Huruma, a core value of social relations is part of ustaaraabu (ks) – proper, dignified, honourable behavior. Huruma in intergenerational relations pertains to a sense of closeness, a good roho (ks), ‘nature’. Huruma is about care and caring relationships. Daughters and women are said to have huruma, but sons often lack huruma. Daughters are the ones who, not out of obligation, but out of love assist their elderly parents. These values are also reflected in messages of Churches and Mosques. In Church congregants are urged to take care of each other, to not denounce the ill. In every service those who are ill are named and prayed for. There are special services in the village for those who are too old to walk to the church or too ill. This morality of care is reflected in older people’s care practices around AIDS in which values like huruma are emphasised, thereby reflecting values that they thought had been lost in the current generation of young people.

This concern with relations has everything to do with the way the epidemic demands care roles that are unexpected, and hence stretches the relations of older men and women over prolonged periods of time, due to taking care of different relatives. Older people have occupied different roles in care giving often involving wider family members. Mae Tibaigana’s husband, for example, fell ill in 1987 when she was working in a nearby city. She earned money for his care but her parents-in-law took on the physical care for him in the village.

He went to the mines near Geita. He did not want to be a schoolteacher anymore. I went to work in Muleba at the district and I took five of the seven children with me. I raised them alone. Then he came back and I took one look at him and I thought: ‘ehheh’. We went to the village and we got out of the dalla dalla (minibus, ks) and his father did not recognise him.

---

5 Moyer, personal communication.
So he stayed there while I worked during the week to earn money and he died and he was buried near his father’s house.

When her daughter became ill in 2000 Mae Tibaigana nursed her herself. The presence of AIDS for 25 years has affected different historical generations. In the table below we see that most of the older men and women have cared for their children, but that a substantial part of the men have also cared for their siblings and that some older women have cared for their spouses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Women (13)</th>
<th>Men (8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Partner</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibling</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siblings children</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Adult) grandchild</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-laws</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* In this table only the deaths in which older people mentioned that they gave active care are mentioned.
** One childless woman lost three children of her sibling.

The physical experiences of care giving might be similar, but the material consequences of losing a husband versus losing an adult child working in the city can be quite different. Patients who return from the city are the patients of whom older caregivers had hopes and expectations of financial support, which is emotionally challenging for older caregivers. At the same time patients who become ill at home in the village are often cared for over a longer period of time, demanding more from their older caregivers, materially and physically than patients who return from the city in an advanced stage of illness and were also often those who provided practical support.

Mobility is important in more than simply the return of patients from the city. Often caregivers also travel to the marital homes of their daughters or sisters. In this sense family care is not bound to a specific locality: It contains the rural-urban relations between older people who remain in the villages and expect and hope for support from their kin in the city, but also the home-marital connections between women of different generations in a family that transcend one locality. Mobility then is not just responsible for distortions in relations of care; it is also a core aspect of continuity in family care relations.

The relationship between caregiver also matters in terms of how older people experience the impending death of a patient. Though older people do not only
take care of their dying children, the experience of caring for a dying child is the most disruptive:

I lost my father-in-law: Normal. I lost my husband [to AIDS]; somewhat normal. But to lose your child [to AIDS] at the age of 43? Not normal. (Mae Tibaigana, aged 65, lost her husband and daughter to AIDS)

AIDS illness therefore poses fundamental questions about Haya motherhood and fatherhood and about the role of an adult man in the broader extended family. Older men and women bring up a story about a divorced widow returning home from the city to die, to discuss a shift in time between ‘when conditions were still good’ and the time when the world changed. There are implicit judgements in stories about an adult grandchild, dying because of ‘running around’, representing a generation out of control. Whyte et al. (2008: 16) refer to these concerns as generationcentrism: To bring out how morality and virtue are spoken about in different generations. These conflicts play out in the everyday practice of care and support.

In the village the question is not whether families can cope with increased care demands. The issue is ‘how’. How are everyday practices of relating: Visiting, touch, feeding information while maintaining enclosure, and ways of eating and of assisting shaped by long-term care of ill patients? In this capacity care demands bring up not only assessments of current relations and relating but also questions of morality. Who should care for a specific relative? What is ‘good care’? How are new moralities around care giving relations formed in a village affected by death? These questions feature in the next three sections where I return to the day on which I found out that the daughter of my neighbour was close to dying to explore two ‘social spaces’: The relation between caretaker and patient and the relation between caretaker and visitors, to understand what is deemed good care and how this shapes practices of silence and concealment in the terminal phase of AIDS. I specifically single out the relation between older parents and dying children, because it is a relation which is rife with mutual expectations about care.

The morality of silence: Concealing to create spaces for compassionate care

Care giving for prolonged periods of time, can strain relations of caregivers within families. Previous tensions and conflicts in families come to the fore when older women become worn out and tired, when resources are sold and when

---

6 Dilger (2010b: 108-109) distinguishes four verbs that comprise the experience of caring in the era of AIDS: kutunza/ kuhudumia, to guard, protect and keep safe; kujali, to give honour to, referring to the quality of care; kutenga, to separate, referring to dissolution of kinship relations.
demands are made of relatives who are struggling themselves (cf Kastelijns 2009). Over time, as the process of care unravels it makes visible what is normal and abnormal care and how relationships between caregivers and patients work out. Acts of care giving also often interplay and have to be balanced with other demands of care such as burials in the village, taking care of orphans and periods of sickness or weakness of the older person him or herself. To understand concealment and what it protects in relationships between caregivers and patients, I start by examining the shifting power balances in families when a patient reaches the terminal stage.

Scene 2: A father’s duty

The same evening that we heard about the illness of our neighbour’s daughter and her admittance to the hospital, we went to pay a visit. When we arrived in his house around 7 pm we found him sitting in his living room; he had just returned from the hospital and his wife was still there. Ta Stephen was glad to see us and invited us to sit down and a conversation ensued:

Ta Stephen: Thank you; it is really a problem. Right now, I have just come back, but her condition is not good.

Gussy: We got the news – a woman who came to our house told us the news, but we did not know that her condition was this bad and my fellow [Josien] was not there; she came yesterday. We were planning to go and visit her tomorrow.

Ta Stephen: Her condition changed yesterday noon. Her condition is not good at all, because her entire body has become swollen. They say that if you swell up, it is because of a problem with the kidneys. Therefore her condition is not good.

Gussy: But is she conscious? Can she talk?

Ta Stephen: Very little.

We: And can she eat and drink a little?

Ta Stephen: Very little.

We: Since when has she been ill?

Ta Stephen: She started to be ill from last year, in the eight month [August]. She used to live in Bukoba, but we took her to Rubya Hospital. There she got some relief but she did not return to Bukoba. She started to live in a house behind this one. But her condition was so so. Now she has returned to be ill again. Her condition is not good at all and now you see that I cannot leave from here because we are awaiting any news from there [the dispensary]. Every three hours we receive news from the dispensary and right now a boy will come to bring news from there.

We: But have they checked what is wrong with her? What are they saying is wrong with her in Rwantege?

Ta Stephen: You know her problem is her kidneys. But if you look at her, if you investigate her, you will see that together with the problem with her kidneys she has HIV [he pronounces each letter carefully, bending forward, looking at us].

We: Pole sana, pole sana [we are very sorry, ks].

Ta Stephen: Yes. HIV is dangerous, but what can you do?

We: Since when have you known that it is HIV?

Ta Stephen: Since she returned the first time. That is the reason why I prevented her from going back to Bukoba.
Somehow this moment of illness marked a change in our relationship and from that moment onwards Ta Stephen was remarkably open. He explained how his daughter, Elida, who is 36 years old, was married in another region. After her divorce from her husband due to ‘grave misunderstandings’ she went to Bukoba, the regional capital, leaving her young son with her husband’s family. In Bukoba she had another child, from an ‘unknown father’. A year earlier in 2002 she came home to the village and was admitted in Rubya hospital. He immediately ‘knew’ that she was suffering from HIV, which he related to her stay in Bukoba:

You know, there is something else that is very difficult to explain but it is obligatory [lazima, ks] that I tell you; there is no other way [hakuna jinsi, ks]: You know if a person leaves from here, and goes to Bukoba, she goes to do work. And at that time she does not have a specific job, so it is a problem. It is dangerous.

It is dark now and Ta Stephen switches on the light. He has one of the few houses with electricity in the village. The atmosphere is intimate and what I hear Ta Stephen talk about, in subtle terms, are failed expectations: His daughter divorcing, leaving him with the burden of her two children. We don’t discuss AIDS; we discuss how subtle expectations within care and support relations have changed. Ta Stephen, as a relatively wealthy man and a clan elder, relates how he keeps on caring for sick relatives, providing financial means, taking care of transport to hospital, buying medicines and food, arranging for funerals and making decisions about the fostering of orphans. Ta Stephen has been doing this since his first son died in 1996.

You know my other child has died already, the one who was born from my first wife. He was born in 1963 and died in 1996 and his wife followed, and he left a child, who disturbed me very much. He died last year in the tenth month. Because he had no father and no mother and his grandmother was ill, I was the one who cared for him. I took him to Rubya, Ndolage, Rwantege [hospitals, between three and 30 km away]. In Rubya he stayed for two months for TB treatment. And I was the only one looking after that child. No-one else assisted me; sometimes I had to beg someone else to help care for the child.

An important aspect of the care of ill relatives is that care is mainly organised in the immediate family, in this case (grand)parents and siblings and that there is one decision maker (cf Janzen 1978). When Elida came home with suspected HIV, Ta Stephen as head of the family made the decisions and instructed the other family members what to do. What is also visible in the above story of family care is that care is a reflection of close relations. Often in caretaking previous tensions play out as is clearly visible in Elida’s mother’s refusal to take care of the grandchild of her co-wife. Also in the story Ta Stephen tells about Elida: Indirectly he blames her for divorcing, coming home with an illness and leaving her parents with the care of two grandsons who need schooling. Moreover, the length of illness, with bouts of illness and periods of good health, in Elida’s case over a year, is taxing on close relationships. This issue of time, in
the sense of prolonged illness is important as care for an AIDS patient often interplays with the other obligations which older people face. Especially older men, as heads of clan families, have many responsibilities. Besides the care for sick relatives Ta Stephen is also responsible for his elderly parents, who are still alive at 86 and 92 years of age and need full-time care and he needs to provide for the schooling of his children and grandchildren. These burdens of care differ from those of Elida’s mother who is present at her daughter’s side, sleeping with her, cooking for her and cleaning her, providing all the physical care tasks needed when a patient becomes confined to bed or admitted to hospital. These multiple obligations over prolonged periods of time make care giving a strenuous affair.

**Being a good parent: Care giving in the terminal stage of AIDS illness**

In the care giving stories such as Ta Stephen’s story what is striking is the way the relation between caregiver and patient is as much as possible maintained throughout the process of the different illness stages until finally the terminal stage has been reached. In the above case Ta Stephen evokes a sense of duty towards his family; he provides and arranges where his daughter will live, and he cares for his small grandson. In taking up this care there are implicit assumptions in relation to how to act as a caregiver.

As discussed in the previous chapter, social relations in Haya society are deeply informed by the *ekibanja* system, the system of clan land, which structures generational and gender power (Setel 1999; Weiss 1996). Relations between parents and children are relations of provision and authority (Whyte 2004: 85). Whereas parents are supposed to provide for their children by schooling them, providing them with land and opportunities, and good behaviour, children are not ‘obliged’, *lazima*, to provide for their parents in later life. This is considered *wajibu*, out of respect and gratitude for mothers who suffered for their children.

These relations are also visible in how care for AIDS patients is organised. Within care giving others are always involved, mostly immediate household members or close kin, but caring for patients is almost always a family affair. There are clear gender roles in care giving (cf Dilger 2010b), both in terms of work division and in terms of what is ‘good’ care. Older women are expected to provide the physical care for patients whereas men are expected to provide financial and practical support. When a widow is caring for a dying relative she either sells assets, works where possible as a casual labourer or receives assistance from male relatives, sons, or brothers.

Care responsibilities for older men therefore extend to more kinship relations than just children and grandchildren, but also vertically to sisters and sisters’
children as the story from Ta Athumani, aged 59, who provided active care for two sisters (who died at the ages of 62 and 54), two children of sisters (who died as young adults) and two of his sisters’ grandchildren (who died as young children):

The first one who died was called Alida; she was 54 years old. She was married and divorced and had one daughter. After divorcing she went to Musoma and Arusha to enter prostitution. Then she came back with the money and bought a shamba nearby and built a house and stayed there. She became ill when she was here. She was ill for about two years. She was ill and then became better and then became ill again, for about two years. I cared for her until she died. I cared by buying household goods, kerosene, salt, milk and mboga (a side dish, ks) because you know that when someone is ill they are in need of good food to eat. So I was buying that for her.

What about caring like cooking, bathing, washing clothes and helping her to go outside to the toilet, you were doing that yourself?

That was done by her daughter and our mother. When her condition became worse I brought her to my home.

This ‘duty’ of men to provide is also visible in the story of Ta Stephen who occupies a central role in arranging the practicalities and making decisions on care, whereas his mother is in the hospital sitting vigil with her daughter.

Caring for AIDS patients is a lengthy process taking place over a period of time, with patients becoming better and ill all the time. Both patients, primary caregivers and the close family care circle attempt to maintain the relationship of mutual care for as long as possible. Elida for example attempted to set up a business; in other cases a daughter would still bring her mother beans a month before her death. A son would tell his mother: ‘Let me tend to the shamba while I still have strength’; a daughter would give her mother 100,000 shillings (100 US$), without mentioning her illness. These references indicate that there is a certain amount of communication between caregivers and patients about the illness.

Strains on parent-child relationships

AIDS illness changes experiences of parenthood. In Buhaya parenthood is about provision in both ways. Parents are good parents when they make sure that their children have a good life, by providing them with an education and with land to build a house. And when children grow up and go to the city, buy a car, become employed and have children, parents are proud. When parents discuss the death of their children they often focus on one child. Invariably this was the child with the best opportunities for making a better life or the child they felt closest to.

AIDS illness subtly changes the relationships between caregivers and patients. Personal experiences of patients and their caregivers often reflect ambivalence, a search for a redefinition of positions and emotions, from anger to grief to shame. Expectations of relations have, in essence not changed, nor have practices of
parenting and consolidating relations. Yet care giving demands extraordinary efforts of older people. This dualism – a search for maintaining relationships as they ‘should be’ in a new situation – is what creates pressure on older people. Caring for dying AIDS patients should be understood in this context; it is a period where all the expectations, the hopes and the investments in relations become an entangled mess, and patient and caretakers have to negotiate their relationship again and uphold the standards concerning good care in the community. Silence is about this negotiation: It is to ensure that parents maintain the humanity of their dying children.

Elida’s father revealed her illness to us in an intimate setting, when we all expected the news of her death, but in later conversations AIDS was never mentioned again. Elida knew that she was dying but never spoke about it; her mother did not speak about it either and only mentioned her loss after Elida had already died. In this way they not only protected their dignity as caregivers but also the dignity of the patients. Villagers assessed the behaviour of both parents in the different stages of illness which exposed the relationship between Elida and her parents. They commented on what they did not consider to be huruma, compassion, where they thought a parent’s duty failed. In these assessments notions of female and male honour were core.

Creating ‘loving’ care
In the previous section I showed how patients and caregivers, through everyday living together, attempt to maintain their relationship. Fathers and mothers perform their parenthood through providing and suffering for their children. Children suffering from AIDS provide for their parents within their possibilities. Concealment makes this generational care possible. Yet this relation subtly shifts when the patient becomes more ill and confined to bed. Other elements of relational care also explain why concealment is considered an element of compassionate care. One of these is the emotional relationship that often exists between caregivers and patients. To ask for care, i.e. to become totally dependent is often the outcome of a shared personal history of patients with their caregivers.

Whereas care is sometimes given out of obligation, because there is simply nobody else present, in most cases those who provide care often share a long history with the patient and care deeply for the patient. This is the reason why an elderly childless aunt takes in three of her favourite nephew’s dying children: She had raised them since childhood. This is also the reason why an elderly grandmother moves to the newly established home of her grandson and his wife to take care of him during his illness. She raised her grandson, bought him land, and will continue to support his widow and the small great-grandchildren. The loss of someone with whom one had a close connection often creates emotional
tension. Caregivers can be angry at patients for bringing home a disease: Behind that are anxieties over lost expectations. The presence of AIDS has profoundly changed the experience of being an older person and a parent.

When the terminal stage has been reached and the strains of care giving increase relationships change into total dependency on the older caregiver. The symptoms of AIDS in the terminal phase are extremely painful to witness and can also lead to feelings of disgust (Livingston 2008). Henderson (2004: 3) argues that a body’s disintegration interweaves with a disintegration of social relations. Bodies decay, are covered in sores, patients often have continuous diarrhoea and some lose so much weight that their entire physical appearance changes. The state of a relationship, how intimate the caregiver is with the patient, is a way to overcome these feelings of disgust (Livingston 2008). Acts of care giving are therefore not isolated from broader family biographies and kinship dynamics. On the contrary these biographies are embedded in the way care is provided (Dilger 2010b: 110).

For older women good care involves intimacy and closeness – showing love to a patient. In doing so, touch and physical presence are essential, such as washing and feeding a patient or braiding hair. To show love requires hard physical work, in particular in the terminal phase. Patients often have terrible symptoms: Continuous diarrhoea, open sores and are physically unable to walk. As toilets in the houses are outside and patients are usually cared for on a mattress on the grass floor, these symptoms require the older person to use an enormous amount of physical effort. To cook the food a patient needs, older women need to collect firewood, buy eggs or milk and sometimes work on the land to buy necessities. And then there is the strain of living with a terminally ill patient who may die at any time. It involves sitting up at night, spoon feeding a patient. As Mae Tibagana, aged 65 said about the care for her daughter:

It is hard. You know where you are sitting now (on the sofa, with a cup of tea in front of me) – if the patient is terminal she cannot even reach for that cup of tea. You have to place it in her hands. And then the patient wants an egg, so you go to the neighbours and buy an egg and send a child to collect firewood and light the stove and cook the egg, and then she says, no, I am sorry I am not hungry, maybe some milk, so you go to the neighbours to buy milk. It is very tiring (…) and sometimes you get angry but you excuse the patient as she is ill.

This physicality of care is particularly taxing on older women as they are simultaneously confronted with aging bodies which become worn out from care giving. The emotions of losing a loved person adds to older people’s wariness. The certainty of death and the intense physical experience of care leading to anxiety, stress and sleepless nights leads to feelings of grief and anger. The association of AIDS with imminent death is often unbearable, especially in a parent-child relationship such as Ta Stephen describes. This bodily experience of care triggers concerns about the prospect of physically aging while having to
manage failed expectations of children who are dying. These concerns are particu-
larly rife in the terminal phase of illness.

The danger of emotions
A second trigger for conflict between patients and caregivers is the association of
patients with immoral behaviour, and the disappointment of older parents in pa-
tients coming home with an illness from which parents tried to protect them, as is
clear from the case of Elida. Ta Stephen for example is explicit: He only dis-
cusses the illness with family members and only when in the context of problems
that need to be solved.

I told my family members. I made a small meeting and explained the problem and how we
should handle it. And maybe I can tell a good friend. He will ask ‘how is the condition’ and I
will say ‘it is so and so’. But to say it is AIDS is not possible, for the following reasons. First
of all if you say she is suffering from AIDS, she now knows that she is going to die, she is
already dead and she can kill herself. And secondly, it is shameful, because it comes from
prostitution. So to speak about it you are gossiping about your own child and when she hears
she will leave the house and not speak to you.

The moral thing to do in response to an ill child is to protect a patient from
gossip and from losing hope. Ta Stephen indicates that the only reason to talk
about AIDS is to make practical arrangements. Concealing protects the relation-
ship between the caregiver and the patient: Open discussion can potentially
culminate in accusations between parents and their dying children. During my
stay in the village, one man killed himself by taking an overdose of malaria
tablets and panadol, after a heated argument with his mother. I asked his mother,
about a month after his death, what had happened. She explained how she, as a
caregiver, was seeing all the problems, the end of future security and having to
support those who will be left behind, the grandchildren. She answered:

No, it is true. You feel angry because you find that the disease enters the head of the sick
person and all the time he will force you to say something that is not there because his mind
is not well. He will force you to sell the shamba [land]. Like Athumani. He wanted me to sell
the shamba so I could bring him to the traditional healer. And when a patient is sick he does
not remember his children. (…) God sent us this disease but it is really paining us (…) Now-
adays mostly there is this disease. Normally when a child was growing up you were sure that
he was not going to die and now you see the child growing up, growing up for death (…).

To lose a sense of continuity was defining for the experience of older care-
givers and could, in the care giving period cause explosive situations. One old
man, who had lost nine of his 11 children started to shout when I asked him
whether he had been angry as well as sad:

Angry?! Of course I was angry! You come home. You are ill. You did not listen. Now it is
your problem!!

Through concealing, these emotions are contained, hidden and a relationship
of inclusion is made possible whereby the illness does not become a concrete
reality. Concealment serves an important function in maintaining a sense of closeness in an extremely emotional experience.

Concealment here ensures that parents maintain the humanity of their dying children. Elida’s father revealed her illness to us in an intimate setting, when we all expected the news of her death, but in later conversations AIDS was never mentioned again. Elida knew that she was dying but never spoke about it; her mother did not speak about it either and only mentioned her loss after Elida had already died. In this way they not only protected their dignity as caregivers but also the dignity of the patients.

Whispered morals: Concealing to enforce compassionate care

In the previous section I argued that whereas tactile silences and active concealment make possible the inclusion of patients in the family, they at the same time contain emotions, and add psychological and physical strain to caregivers. In this section, I show how caregivers and in particular mothers, are observed and judged constantly, sometimes explicitly, sometimes implicitly. Caregivers as well as patients have close relationships with friends and neighbours, relationships that extend the family and in which trust is a key-word. In these relations they also constantly shift between containment and sharing. Tactical silences play a role in maintaining the dignity and position of the caregiver and the family, but also create intense feelings of loneliness amongst caregivers.

Scene 3: A mother’s lack of love?
The next morning Gussy and I decided to go to Rwantege to visit Elida. We were curious to see her situation because there seemed to be a paradoxical difference between the way Ta Stephen discusses the care for his daughter and the stories Gussy has overheard in the village. She told me:

They were speaking about it all the way down to Maria. Maria said that she had heard that the daughter of Ta Stephen was seriously sick and I told her: ‘Yes, I got that information from her mother yesterday’. Maria said that the people were laughing at the mother, because she did not care at all for her daughter, that she neglected her. They were speaking bad words about the mother. I asked why and Maria said: ‘I do not know but she did not care for her at all. She went there yesterday when the condition became worse’.

This comment, I realise, is a serious allegation. The care of a mother in Buhaya, is the best and most important form of care. Without that care a patient will suffer. To indicate that a mother has not slept next to her daughter in the hospital, implies a lack of love.

When we visited Elida that morning in the dispensary we found Sofia, her mother and several siblings gathered around her bed. Elida was looking ill and was lying down; her mother was sitting on the bed drinking tea and eating bread,
and was happy to see us. She related how Elida was confused in the night and wanted to get out of bed and laughed when she explained this. She also said that she had not slept the whole night and that she failed to take a planned trip to Dar es Salaam on account of the patient. The main point of discussion was where to take Elida. The clinical staff of the dispensary had said that they could not help her anymore and referred her to Rubya, but Elida knew that she was dying and just wanted to go home. When we left a priest came in to deliver the last sacraments. Gussy, who trained with one of the nurses at the clinic walked with her outside the clinic and the nurse shared her doubts about the sincerity of the care of the family.

The siblings are crying, but it seems that they do not really show love to her.

I am intrigued by these words. What exactly do people mean by showing love? According to my observations Elida had hospital care, food, family around and later when she returned home and we visited her I saw a mattress, cups with something resembling milk porridge and *mandazi* (fried bread rolls, *ks*) on a plate. Elida herself seemed to have improved after the hospital admittance and we joked and invited her to visit us at home as soon as she is better. We also saw her nine-year-old son who was sleeping on the sofa in the adjoining room. He had lived with the family for a few years. Elida explained how she would really like to see her firstborn. He was two years old when she left him at his father’s family and he was now 15 years old, but she had never seen him again. He lived far away in another region and it was not likely that he could arrive on time. When we left, Gussy remarked:

She will improve, but many times you see that people neglect the patient because they do not want to spend money all the time, when they know they are going to die.

When I came to visit a week later, it was clear that Elida was dying. She was unable to sit up straight but she was happy to see us. We talked about the concert of Saida Karoli, a popular singer, who performed in Bukoba a week earlier. While I talked of drumming, dancing and songs, Elida lifted herself and asked me to tell stories of Bukoba and we left with her promise: ‘I will come to your house when I feel better’. She died a few days later.

*Concealing not to expose the inside*

Conversations around care giving in the village are tied to events, like the news that a patient is bedridden or hospitalised. Conversations are held in specific places and always when family members of the patient are not present. It is mainly women who engage in storytelling, especially stories on social relations and conflicts in other families (Stadler 2003). Older women hold discussions on the roadside and during funerals, watching the behaviour of mainly mothers, or
in houses visiting each other. A hospital nurse assesses the way a family cares for the patient and talks to a befriended nurse. Through the practice of sharing information neighbours, nurses and community members evaluate how the illness is handled by the family. In these evaluations important elements of care emerge. From the story of Elida it is clear that there is more to care than acts; it is the intention behind the acts that is evaluated.

The comments around Elida’s care contain references to what constitutes compassionate care. A mother is supposed to show love. Gender is important here; whereas Elida is in the hospital surrounded with siblings and her mother, and her father is at home, the criticism of neighbours is geared towards her mother. What is interesting is that those commenting observe something subtle: Elida’s mother cares but does not show true affection. These evaluations of care might strain relations between caregivers and visitors. The following conversation shows how an older mother uses silence to maintain her dignity as an older woman, who ‘just keeps quiet’, instead of picking a fight when she overhears visitors speaking ‘bad words’.

We: When the people were coming here to see the sick, what did they say about your family and the sick?
Mae Elesta: Did they come?! Could they come everyday to visit you?! [rhetorical: Meaning no-one came]
We: It didn’t happen that you heard that people were talking about your family?
Mae Elesta: That you cannot listen to. If you listen to these words you find that you are fighting with these people.
We: But there were some talks?
Mae Elesta: Ehemmmm, they said. You know the people, when they see someone that is sick, when they see someone that is in bed, they talk, but you do not mind. If you find that the people are talking, you let them talk. Even if they ask you, you don't explain anything to them.
We: Did they ask you in terms of a joke?
Mae Elesta: Yes. Some come to laugh at you; some just come to investigate, to see which stage you have reached, but as we are older we just let it go.
We: There were bad reactions, but were there good reactions as well?
Mae Elesta: There were some people who came with good reactions, but you cannot know what is inside the people.

Important in this conversation is the way Mae Elesta protects the patient through silence, but also that she as an old woman, knows better than to fight with people. In the community, the role of older women is to counsel younger women and men about fights, jealousy and conflicts, and their general advise is to ignore gossip and to keep quiet at all times. This is what dignified behaviour of older women is about.

These notions of dignity are related to a core orientation in Haya society: That of enclosure (Weiss 1996). Weiss argues that this orientation is visible in everyday practice: from wrapping/enclosing baskets and bunches of banana to closing the doors when eating, and opening only certain spaces for visitors (Ibid.).
Elida’s mother was not quiet. She laughingly told me, her visitor, about the confused state of her daughter, about not being able to go to Dar es Salaam, even though she never mentioned the illness of her daughter. Visitors reacted to this by analysing the amount of ‘real love’. Concealment is therefore normal practice, a disposition, in Buhaya and the way older caregivers in relation to AIDS function and what they consider ‘good behaviour’ very much fit what is virtuous as older women: Being quiet and contained, suffering for your children.

Having visitors is therefore dangerous. Mae Elesta, in the quote above, wants visitors to come, but at the same time states that you never ‘know what is inside people’. There was a general sense amongst older people that in contemporary Buhaya society trust had disappeared. Old people related the increase of suspicion to poverty and a struggle over resources, especially land and an increase in fitina (envy) between people. The lack of trust was related to the roho, the ‘inside’ of people living in contemporary Buhaya. As Mae Nyakato, aged 59 said while I asked her to reflect on the core problems of old people nowadays:

The true problem of this village is that people do not want to help each other: Their roho [inside/nature] is bad.

In two lengthy discussions with a group of older men and a group of older women, mistrust emerged as an important element of social life.

Before, they were trusting. If you could go and tell someone your secret, they kept it. Now when you tell someone your secret and ask him not to tell anybody, after leaving there she is going to tell it to everyone. Within three days you find your secret has spread all over the village, so there are no secrets anymore. If you say your secret you allow it to be spread yourself. (Mae Fatuma, aged 78, married with a rich son in Dar)

Mae Fatuma makes an important statement in the above narrative: Even close relations or friends can no longer be trusted with a secret, as secrets spread as soon as the person who hears the secret leaves the house. In later discussions the older women related the lack of trust to fitina (envy) and related to that an increase in witchcraft in the last few years. Patients often stated they had been bewitched, out of jealousy and also within families, within close relations, mistrust was highly present and there were some older women accused of witchcraft, or they accused their daughters-in-law of claiming their sons. Caregivers therefore only trust selected people with their secrets even within families. In the next section I look at how caregivers employ tactical silences to find, on the one hand support from visitors and on the other hand protect their social position and the dignity of the patient.

*What is the use of telling them? Concealing to protect the position of caregivers*

In times of illness it is essential for caregivers to receive company, friends and neighbours who come to visit, and who, by sitting in the front room even without
saying much, provide solace. Neighbours, visitors and friends also often lend assistance by bringing some small gifts such as eggs. In the experience of caregiving again, this visiting is essential to comfort caregivers, especially older women when they are confined to the house. As Kastelijns (2009) shows for Uganda, in times of illness the social life of caregivers diminishes greatly. Yet as the above sections show, receiving company is potentially dangerous for the social position of caregivers.

To prevent people from spreading information about HIV, caregivers therefore employ different ways to conceal the situation. Sometimes patients are hidden in a side-room or hide themselves and caregivers invite the visitor, stating that the patient has ‘just gone to rest’. At other times the patient is present but silence is maintained: Almost all older caregivers said something along the lines of:

The signs and symptoms were seen, so there was no need to say anything. The people could see for themselves.

In this way older caregivers can share some problems without speaking about it and visitors can observe the state of a household. With other trusted neighbours and friends caregivers do share personal stories of the strains of caregiving. Trust is an essential element in these assessments.

Amongst older men and women there is a strong sense that talking about problems means asking for pity and assistance and this might affect one’s respect in the community. Especially in the current market economy, older people more and more need to engage in work to earn money, employing already worn out bodies to be able to provide care (cf Kastelijns 2009; Ssengonzi 2007). The increased care demands take place in a situation of fragmented land due to inheritance problems and little to no formal employment opportunities in the area, which adds an additional strain to intergenerational relationships. Many young people do not consider themselves very ‘capable’ financially and hence have trouble living up to older people’s expectations. Kaijage (1992) has argued that a reorientation is taking place in Haya society towards the nuclear family. Many older men and women struggle with anxiety over their future situation because adult sons and daughters move away to the cities and the fishing islands, or start a life elsewhere in the area.

There are modes to discuss issues with visitors, specific visitors and specific phrasings. With others older people merely seek distraction and go for ‘normal talks’. And as care is strictly related to the family domain, especially in the areas of food and money (two areas which indicate the social standing of a household), it is not useful to discuss problems. ‘Will they help me in anything?’ was an answer I heard many times. Older caregivers therefore often remain alone in their caregiving. ‘In Buhaya you die with your worries in your heart’, was an often dismissive end to a conversation on support. Concealment in this sense serves to
navigate a social situation where care givers cannot lean on family relations per se and personal relations of trust are scant and have to have been built over a longer time. Concealing in care giving then serves to maintain a family’s dignity to the outer world (cf Iliffe 2005). It protects the family’s affairs and especially their social-economic status from public scrutiny.

As the above two sections show, the ‘inside’ is also an ambiguous domain, making it possible for visitors to enter. In the next section I show how visitors enforce concealment in care giving through their observations of the ‘inside’.

Silent discourse: The ambiguity of the ‘inside’

‘When bad news hits the village, people have a lot to say’ is a Haya proverb paraphrased by Mutembei (2001). The death of Elida shows how visitors and community members discuss matters to make sense of what happened with her care. These discussions do not take place out of the blue. Those who enter into the homes of families with patients are often good friends of one of the people in the family – be it the patient or the caretaker. Neighbours for example, often know details about the life of caretakers. The Haya word for neighbour is omu-taani, ‘those who enter with each other’ (Weiss 1996: 47).

Inside and outside should not be equated to the anthropological public-private dichotomy. Each relationship contains an inside and outside – concealment. Haya therefore actively conceal and reveal at every moment, towards each person, including family members. Social relations are surrounded by secrecy, and trust within relations is slowly built by giving small pieces of unimportant information and checking how that information is handled. Conversations that take place around AIDS in the village are therefore often framed in an intricate social knowledge about the family history of the caretaker and the patient. Because the people commenting on practices of care giving often have specific relations of friendship with either patient or caregiver or are a long-term neighbour, which allows them inside the household, stories also become very much personal stories of the storyteller. Zeitlyn (2003: 620) argues that ‘talk’ functions to manage interpersonal relations; visitors have a role in that they observe what is ongoing in the privacy of a household.

Older men and women in the village can also have different roles at the same time. They can be an active caregiver going to visit a friend who is also involved in care giving or may have lost a relative not long ago. These positions shape the stories that are told. The stories often change slightly over time or are triggered and reframed by other events. This is visible in Gussy’s comments on Elida’s care: ‘Often you will find that a family does not want to spend resources’, based on her observations of care as a nurse and an individual who has experience with losing friends and relatives.
The importance of personal histories in dissecting stories became even more apparent in a series of conversations I had with two older women whose life history I knew. They started to comment on the care for a patient in a neighbouring house. Over the course of two weeks, from the moment the patient had attempted suicide until his death two weeks later, two narratives emerged. One woman, the friend of the patient’s mother discussed the extraordinary effort of care; keeping vigil all night, taking the patient to the hospital, and having to cope with his anger and shouting. The other woman was a friend of the patient’s first wife. At the moment of our discussion about care, she was specifically concerned about care for patients as she was coming to terms with having been ostracised by her own family because she, as an older person, with a history of umalaya, was suspected to be HIV positive. This process shaped how she looked at and talked about certain events. She ranted about the quality of care that the patient’s mother provided.

His mother? Ah, that one is a jambazi kabisa [total thug, ks]. She uses money for pombe [local beer, ks]. She did not care for him at all. I went there and he had the electricity [shingles] and I said: ‘get him some medicine!’ And she said: ‘medicines for AIDS?’ You do NOT say that when the patient is in the other room!! (...) so as not to cut his tamaa [desire/hope for living, ks].

It is therefore very difficult to maintain an inside, especially when different family members have different relations of trust and when there are conflicts within the family as in the above case. For caregivers it is difficult to assess how visitors might frame information. In the intersection between caregivers and others there is therefore a concealed discourse; people speak, but there is no overt reference to the illness. Concealment is therefore never complete silence. Van der Port calls this the eloquence of silence. Drawing on Taussig’s (2000: 229-230) concept of implicit social knowledge he argues that silence is not necessarily the absence of speaking. References to AIDS are present. If a close friend asks a parent: ‘how is the condition?’ and the reply is: ‘we were up all night’, the neighbour knows enough. The core of concealment between visitors and families is uncertainty about how information will be used and whether people would link promiscuity, adultery or prostitution to their patients, or comment on their practices of care and how this might shift the power balance between families and the community.

The discussions around illness events in this sense have a moral activity: The core elements of compassionate care were voiced. This compassion between patients and especially their mothers is visible in tactility, presence and kindness. Compassionate care requires concealment and silence from both parents and patients in order to hide emotions that could compromise the relationship. A second element is about giving hope to a patient, by concealing the possibility that a patient might die. Visitors not only discuss but sometimes enforce norms
around compassionate care, exposing caregivers who do not care properly to the community.

Whereas concealing within the relation of caregiver-patient functions as an inclusion mechanism to safeguard against the potentially destructive emotions resulting from failed expectations, in the relation between caregivers and others around them it functions as a way to normalise an extraordinary situation: Older people continuously switch between their role as caregiver and their role as older person within a network of kin relations who will remain when the patient has passed away. In this sense the network of kin represents a sense of continuity and these relations have to be carefully maintained.

Conclusion: Enclosed patients, disclosed values

In this chapter I have explored how tactical silences make possible ‘good care’ for patients dying of AIDS in northwest Tanzania. In the advanced epidemic of northwest Tanzania, AIDS illness exposes social relationships in families and brings out moral concerns. Not whether care is given, but how care is given to patients is the issue that occupies the minds of visitors. Illness events trigger questions that go beyond the specific illness of a patient but also pertain to the own experiences of visitors and to general evaluations of practices of relating. Compassion, huruma, is an element of social relations that is at stake in contemporary Buhaya according to older parents. Compassion in relation to caregiving for terminal patients is geared towards the inclusion of patients and maintaining dignity.

Compassionate care is a moral construct which is made and remade constantly in response to illness events. In the village there are strong notions as to what is considered to be ‘good care’. Practices of good care include tactility, closeness, love, duty and suffering. These are values that are ingrained in the generation of older men and women and that they feel are lacking in the younger generation. It is therefore important for older caregivers to continuously enforce these values through visits and through discussions about illness events. Emotions form an essential element of caregiving: There are often close and loving relationships between patients and caregivers.

A core element of compassionate care is concealment. Concealment is neither denial nor completely explicable by stigma theories, but is a ‘core orientation’ or a ‘language’ in a society with a strong focus on enclosure and concerns about trust and social position, and concealing is therefore ingrained in everyday practice – it is honourable to not expose internal affairs. In relation to AIDS illness, concealment creates spaces for compassionate care. AIDS illness reconfigures care relations within families, and with that exposes a family and its internal affairs to the broader community, because of its visibility. Concealment
prevents the potential harmful exposure of conflicts and emotions between caregivers and patients and hence protects the social position of caregivers. Visitors, in a way, ‘stimulate’ compassionate care, in the sense that they gossip about caregivers when these caregivers discuss the illness of patients and hence deny them hope. In this way concealment enforces compassionate care.

At the same time concealment has another side where it hides the interpersonal tensions that AIDS illness brings into families. Illness serves as a trigger that enlarges already existing social conflicts, including witchcraft fears and allegations. By concealing anxiety, stress and anger are contained but not gone. Concealment in this way hides the broader power plays in family and community, leading to dignity of the family but loneliness amongst caregivers. The ‘morality’ of care giving in this advanced epidemic is geared towards inclusion of patients; silence is a protection mechanism against exclusion. This stance contradicts recent discussions on openness and disclosure in debates on AIDS, in particular discussions on the relationship of disclosure with social support. Strategies of silence and secrecy have often been described in reference to stigmatising conditions such as infectious diseases. AIDS is no exception, but the fact that it often leads to death has made the condition extra stigmatised. Stigma in much of the disclosure literature is often seen as an obstacle to health promotion and treatment. An assumption in this literature is that disclosure leads to better social support.

In this chapter, I use the perspective of caretakers to explore this assumption, building on anthropological examinations of what ‘stigma’ entails in social relations. Building on ideas around stigma as resulting from emotions in social relations, I looked at how the event of a patient entering the terminal stage presents a moral breakdown. Care is often the expression of relations that have been built over time (Livingston 2008: 290). It usually takes place within intimate, long-standing relationships. In this chapter I focus on the parent-child relationship between older parents and their dying children. This relationship, which is about providing in dual ways the balance of give and take, is kept for as long as possible. When patients reach their terminal stage the relation shifts towards dependency on older parents who are themselves providing care with aging bodies and can barely manage the care tasks. In this care giving relation the older body is not a given; it is a constant reminder of a potentially insecure future. Older people have to manoeuvre between different identities: That of a caring parent and that of an aging person expecting care. These dual roles often evoke conflicts which are dangerous to kin relations. Concealment as a core praxis of the morality of care is employed to consolidate relations or to enforce the containment of emotions. Values are exposed but patients and caregivers are enclosed. Silence and concealment in this capacity not only protect patients from
exclusion but make inclusion possible and consolidates the position of older caregivers towards those who remain.
Photo 6.1 A proud grandfather
Caring through providing: (Grand)parenting in the era of AIDS

Introduction

February 2004. Mae Elesta, a 72-year-old woman and Gussy are talking inside the house of Mae Elesta’s deceased son when Mae Elesta’s daughter-in-law enters the house. The two women start talking in riddles, but to Gussy it is clear that they are discussing the granddaughter of Mae Elesta who ran away to Bukoba town with a friend. Mae Elesta relates how Aurelia, the granddaughter, scolded her a few days earlier when she wanted to take some corrugated iron sheets out of the storage room.

I think they have gone to Bukoba or to look for men because a few days past I went there and opened the house and checked on her belongings and only her bedding and one skirt were left; she took the rest. And a few days ago I went to look for my corrugated iron sheet because I wanted to dry my beans on it and I met her along the way with that lady friend of hers; I asked her to open the house for me and give me my iron sheet, and she said: ‘you Mkaikuru [old woman, kh], what are you after me [wewe mkaikuru unanitakisha na nini, ks]’. That is when her friend told her to go and open the house for me and give me the iron sheet, and she turned back while saying bad words but in a low voice. (….) She will know herself, I do not care.

Mae Elesta has raised Aurelia and her 19-year-old sister since they were toddlers. Both girls lost their mother in 1992 from AIDS. Their mother had married in a nearby village but the two girls ‘had no father’ – they were not the children of their mother’s husband. For that reason they could not stay in the home of their stepfather, so their mother’s mother took them into her care. Now, in adolescence, the girls were giving Mae Elesta trouble. Aurelia’s sister had already gone to Dar-es-Salaam in 2002 because, as Mae Elesta put it, ‘I cannot manage to give her the money for clothes, soap and body lotion’. It was only a year later when stories about Aurelia began to circulate in the village – stories
about how she was a beautiful girl but had bad manners and how she was walking with boys late at night.

Since the illness of Mae Elesta’s son in April 2002, Aurelia had been living on her own because Mae Elesta had moved in with her dying son and his small children to help care for them. Earlier Aurelia had lived with her uncle in a neighbouring house, but because she sometimes stayed away for days without telling anyone where she had slept, her uncle had chased her out. In Mae Elesta’s opinion Aurelia had already been spoiled; she had told her grandmother that she had had sex. Mae Elesta had resignedly come to the conclusion that as soon as the child knew that she did not have parents anymore there was nothing one could do; the child would not listen anyway. ‘Basi, it is like that’.

Later during our visit, after her daughter-in-law left the house, Mae Elesta explained to Gussy what had happened:

Gussy, we are in problems, we parents. But you cannot go and tell everything to the people, like: ‘look my children did this and this to me’; otherwise you will lose the respect of the people. These children (...) I think you heard when I was talking to Filimon’s wife about Aurelia. This Aurelia (...) when my daughter died, she just stopped breastfeeding. I cared for her and she started school and when she reached standard four she refused to go to school. And then she refused to stay with me, saying she did not like staying with me. And now I do not know where she has gone. I fail in controlling my own children, so for grandchildren can you imagine?

This passage gives some insight into how a grandmother experiences relations with her granddaughter. There is conflict, a lack of control and a loss of respect. Mae Elesta expresses the loss she experienced, which she mainly attributes to the fact that her granddaughter grew up without parents and, as a result does not want to listen any more as she is becoming a teenager. The event was even more painful because Mae Elesta had raised Aurelia from infancy. When Aurelia’s mother died Mae Elesta’s role had shifted to that of a parent; yet the relationship between Mae Elesta and Aurelia was essentially that between a grandparent and a grandchild. The ambiguities that had resulted in their living out these mixed roles had increasingly led to difficulties as both Mae Elesta and her granddaughter aged. As the former lost strength and struggled to take care of a second dying daughter and then her son in 2002, the latter entered adolescence and began to act up. When she took up the care of her son’s three young children her capacity to provide for the two granddaughters in her care diminished as a result. Though they were also trying to make ends meet with their young families, her remaining children assisted her to the best of their ability - sometimes helping to discipline the grandchildren, a role that would never have fallen to a grandparent if the parents had still been alive.

This chapter aims to understand how grandparent-grandchild relations have taken shape in the new constellations or ‘fields’ of family care that have emerged
over the past three decades as HIV has become a reality of daily life and as they are themselves aging, both physically and socially. Debates on AIDS and orphanhood usually focus on changing fostering patterns within kinship systems and whether the basic needs of orphaned grandchildren are being met (Ankrah 2003). Results are inconclusive: Family systems do seem to absorb the increased burden of care, but at the same time more often ‘new’ fostering patterns are emerging. Families are forced to stretch and re-imagine kinship responsibilities. Examples include orphans staying with matrilineal kin in patrilineal societies (Nyambedha et al. 2003), and an increase in fostering by grandparents rather than by uncles and aunts (Foster 2000).

Most children who lose a parent are taken in by other relatives able to care for them, including the remaining parent, paternal and maternal uncles and aunts, or able-bodied grandparents. A study amongst 152 orphans in Kagera Region who had lost both father and mother showed that grandparents and siblings most often took in orphaned children (32.9% of the orphans were cared for by grandparents and 28.3% of the orphans were cared for by siblings) (Ksoll 2007). Whereas the majority were cared for by paternal relatives about 20% were taken care of by maternal relatives (Ksoll 2007: 11-12). Whether an orphaned child ends up with paternal or maternal relatives has important implications in Kagera, because those affiliated to paternal relatives are more likely to have access to land and the security that comes with it in later life. Though the extended family generally seems to absorb orphaned children, some have argued that the quality of care for orphaned children has diminished in the context of HIV. Additionally, as Beegle et al. (2006) have shown in their Kagera-based study, having been an orphan can be closely correlated with adulthood poverty. It would also seem that fostering contributes to increased poverty. Studies in households where grandparents provided care to orphans demonstrate that providing care is seen as a significant economic burden and that such households are often impoverished as a result of the need to care for grandchildren (Nyambedha et al. 2003; Rugalema 1999).

While it is important to recognise that HIV has dramatically increased the demand for fostering grandchildren, if we focus only on AIDS, we risk overlooking other reasons why grandchildren may live with grandparents, such as divorce of the parents, companionship or assistance (Whyte & Whyte 2004: 92). For this reason I do not speak about AIDS orphans but about children without parents. Recent debates in kinship literature on the experience of grandparenthood point to the importance of analysing the everyday practices of living together as an entry point to understand intergenerational conflict and closeness. Situating AIDS in broader discussions on intergenerational relations raises questions about changing care practices and authority in the grandparent-grandchild relationship. How do older grandparents raise orphaned grandchildren in the con-
text of the broader family care network and what is the role of physical aging herein? Temporality is an important concept, especially in an epidemic of nearly three decades. In Buhaya grandparenthood is about growing up and growing old together. Most of the literature on grandparent-grandchild relationships focuses on small grandchildren and rarely addresses adolescent or adult grandchildren and their relationship with their grandparents (van der Geest 2004). Neither has there been much attention to the changing older body over time in discussions on generational authority, especially not in discussions on relations between grandparents and grandchildren.

Important to the grandparent-grandchild relationship are both economic aspects such as material needs and inheritance, and emotional aspects such as joking, closeness and authority. A central point of the chapter is that the value of providing practices of relational care has become central to the grandparent-grandchild relationship in the context of AIDS. In the following section I discuss grandparenting in Buhaya in general and how older people see their roles as grandparents. Following that, I describe older people’s experiences raising grandchildren without parents, showing that grandparenting does not just involve the grandparent and the grandchild, but also extends to include wider kin networks. This means that care relations must be situated within broader family relations and, further, that these relations are shaped by the identity of the individual older person, making gender, status, and physical capability important. In the final section, I incorporate the concept of time to analyse how grandparents balance the expectations that they had of grandparenthood with the reality of raising grandchildren.

Grandparenting in Buhaya

The decision to live with grandchildren often occurs as a normal part of social life for older people (Notermans 2004). In the patrilocal society of Buhaya, almost all the older men and women whom I interviewed lived with grandchildren, in a variety of constellations. Very old women, already widowed, often lived with a grown-up child of their son, who assisted them in their everyday needs or would live in their son’s household in close connection to their son’s family. Other older women lived with grandchildren from daughters and sons who were sent to keep them company, sometimes until they had reached school age, in other times also during their school years. In other cases grandchildren from previous marriages of a son or a daughter would be sent to live with their grandparents. In most of these cases sons and daughters would provide for the grandchildren, in terms of school fees, uniforms, clothes, pens, books and medical costs. Amongst the older women with whom I spoke, half lived with grandchildren.
Living with a grandparent is also desirable for many children; there is often a warm, joking contact between grandparents and grandchildren. Grandparents often call their grandchild, ‘my wife’ or ‘my husband’, indicating a close, equal relationship (Weiss 1999). The relationship with grandchildren is, as Whyte & Whyte (2004) note, often an extension of the relationship with children. In Buhaya, grandchildren of sons often see their paternal grandparents every day, while they usually only visit their maternal grandparents. Relationships with paternal grandparents are forged on a daily or weekly basis. The importance of paternal grandparents became clear when I asked ten Standard 7 schoolchildren, who had parents, to write about one of their grandparents. Most chose to write about their paternal grandmother and wrote about assisting them to collect firewood, carry water and cook. In exchange, their grandmother shared with them stories about the past and taught them how to do housework. They were also given advice, for example not to steal and fight, to study hard and how to greet properly. While there were more stories about paternal grandparents, specifically paternal grandmothers, there was no discernable difference when the stories were told about maternal grandparents.

Grandparents from the mother’s side are often special, especially when they do not live in close proximity to their grandchildren. For example, when I asked one boy why he had chosen to write about his mother’s mother he wrote: ‘I chose my mother’s mother because she loves me and supports me and if I have trouble she advises me’. Grandchildren often have a positive view of their grandparents; they mention the stories that their grandparents tell and perceive this as a central attribute of old age. This view of older people is reflected in the stories of young people about (certain) older people; they are seen as advice givers and conflict settlers, particularly in marriage conflicts because they have self-control and dignity. These idealised images of grandparents may be more common among children who do not actually live with their grandparents as clearly there is a difference in the way visiting grandchildren are treated when compared to how grandchildren who live with a grandparent permanently are treated. Flavius, 12, one of the grandchildren of Mae Elesta gave an example of being angry with his grandmother:

I was angry when Bibi [grandmother] told me to leave school and go to the river to fetch water while the children from her other daughter were also there.

Grandchildren who live with a grandparent have daily routines of chores, whereas grandchildren who come to visit help out but remain special visitors, sometimes leading to feelings of jealousy amongst the children living with the grandchildren permanently. While there are more opportunities for disagreement when grandparents and grandchildren live together, my observations of the daily practices of living together and my conversations with grandchildren show that
there is still considerable closeness and warmth. The topic of love was a common feature in stories told about grandparents and grandchildren living together (cf Geissler & Prince 2004: 116). Love is often made manifest through a mix of emotional and material assistance.

It is important to situate the way grandparents and grandchildren negotiate their relations with one another in response to everyday events within the broader social space of family care relations. A grandparent is not isolated but surrounded by different family members, people who can be asked for assistance, and might influence decisions such as schooling and disciplining. In many cases, even though a grandchild stays with a grandparent, his or her parent may live next door, or close by. But also if grandchildren are raised in the household of the grandmother, she may request financial assistance from her other sons who are also often classificatory fathers or uncles. She may also ask them to assist in disciplining the grandchildren. In this sense a ‘triangular’ image of the relation between grandparent and grandchild does more justice to the reality. It is also important to realise that grandchildren move between households – they may stay for a few years but be relocated when circumstances demand.

Becoming a grandparent is, according to Notermans (2004), a process which is highly gendered. As a woman grows older in her marriage her position in the extended family of her husband gradually changes from a more submissive position to a position of authority over her daughter-in-law (Ibid.). As a man grows older his position of authority also changes. He has authority over his sons and is in control of their ability to start making a life of their own by endowing his children with clan-land. By doing this he decreases his authority over his son. This is regained when his son has children, for example through naming practices. In principle, the father’s father gives a child a name thereby establishing a child’s social identity and place in the generational order of the clan (Weiss 1996, 1999).

Though these practices are important, there are also indications of conflicts as a result of the social transformations described earlier. In Buhaya relations between grandparents and grandchildren have, over the last 30 years, been influenced by processes of commoditisation, globalisation, education, migration and AIDS. Literature on grandparents and grandchildren points to contentions about past and present, which are expressed in terms of how different generations relate to each other (Whyte et al. 2008: 9). In the experience of grandparents there is a generational gap, in the sense that grandparents in general do not feel that young

---

1 Geissler & Prince (2004: 113) argue that sharing is taught from an early age onwards and comprises more than the sharing of material things. The focus on materiality obscures the sharing of many other aspects that build relations such as time, pleasure, presence and touch.
people respect them. For example, one 86-year-old woman who was living with her brother and great grandchildren reported, ‘The other day I was really very sad when the grandchildren of my brother’s son threw stones at me.’ Another older woman who was taking care of six orphans in northern *Kiziba* rather poetically told me, ‘Grandchildren? Nowadays, they turn to pee in your mouth’. These statements reflect the different historical eras in which grandparents and their grandchildren grew up. The availability of goods, clothes, lotion, and entertainment such as video shows in the village, radio, and music provide a lifestyle which is alien to that of many older grandparents, and grandchildren recognise this.\(^2\) For grandparents an important element of grandparenting is installing what Alber *et al.* (2008) call ‘virtue, i.e. teaching grandchildren the central values of social relations and the consequences of actions. Similarly, Ingstad (2004) states that, ‘grandparenting takes place in a moral space’. Despite the desire to educate, however, older people also feel that they are not able to protect their grandchildren from the new realities of daily life, in particular AIDS illness and death. As one grandfather of 78 put it, ‘To tell them about condoms is difficult when I have never used one in my entire life’.

Grandparenting by definition requires intergenerational leaps. This is true everywhere and in all times. I would argue, however, that the AIDS epidemic, in combination with the rapid monetisation of local economies and increased mobility have increased the gap between generations and, further, this gap becomes more problematic when grandparents raise grandchildren without parents.

**Raising grandchildren in the AIDS era**

In this section I discuss a variety of relations between grandparents and grandchildren, and how kinship expectations, both the contentions in the moral framework of kinship as well as the actual practices of living together and caring, play out in the era of AIDS. The social transformations that older grandparents hold responsible for the conflicts over values between generations in contemporary *Buhaya*, have influenced their experiences of grandparenthood. The dispersal of family care relations, tensions in families over inheritance and ownership of land, the lack of capability of younger people, and the increased frequency in which grandparents stay with and raise children without parents make practices of relating and care between grandparents and grandchildren a subject of discussion. Increasingly, provision of material goods has become part of the grandparent-

\(^2\) Having said this, there were many occasions when I observed how older women and men were asked for advice, in particular how to solve marital and family conflicts. Young people said that they would seek advice from specific older persons who were good advice givers and respected in the community. The statements above should therefore probably also be read partly as reflections of reality and partly as the concerns of older people.
grandchild relationship. To understand how AIDS in particular has influenced the experience of grandparenthood in Kagera it is important to capture the variety of ways in which AIDS can affect the grandparent-grandchild relationship in a 30-year-old epidemic. Often, in the literature on caregivers and orphans, a rather static and simplified image of grandparents and grandchildren is presented. Taking the long presence of the AIDS epidemic seriously allows for examining how grandparent-grandchild relations evolve over time as they grow old together in a changed reality of care. In this section I present four portraits of grandparents and grandchildren in the era of AIDS: A grandfather caring for his HIV positive grandchild, a grandmother worrying about the children of her deceased daughter, a grandmother who loses the grandson she raised to AIDS and a grandmother taking in the children of her deceased daughter. The portraits show that AIDS affects older men and women in very different ways and at different ages, and creates different worries. In that process the role of the extended family is important; the role grandparents and grandchildren have towards each other cannot be seen as separate from broader family relations.

Suffering for grandchildren: The new responsibilities of grandparenthood

Ta Stephen (66, in 2003), my neighbour, is the grandfather of 30 grandchildren, many of whom live around him in the houses of their fathers, Ta Stephen’s children. The household is always filled with grandchildren. When I have gone to admire his newborn twins, he proudly counts each of his grandchildren. A small group of his grandchildren always gathers around my house to sing: ‘we are still small, we know very little, we greet you aunt’.

Ta Stephen has lost one son to AIDS, a child of his first wife, at the age of 33 and his daughter, who is divorced, is currently ill with AIDS. Her youngest son, aged nine is living in the household of his grandfather and grandmother. Though Ta Stephen describes this child as ‘the burden she is leaving me with’, he schools the child and raises him. His daughter’s eldest son lives with his father’s family; after Ta Stephen’s daughter divorced she left her son with his father. The grandchild staying with Ta Stephen has no known father.

Ta Stephen’s son died in 1996 and his son’s wife followed. They left a child behind, a small boy, who died in October 2002 from AIDS. ‘Because he had no father and no mother and his grandmother was ill, I was the one who cared for him. I took him to Rubya, Ndolage, Rwantege [hospitals, between three and 30 km away]. In Rubya he stayed for two months for TB treatment. And I was the only one looking after that child. No-one else assisted me. Sometimes I had to beg someone to help care for the child’. The reason for this lack of assistance was two-fold: The child was a grandchild of the first wife and Ta Stephen’s second wife did not want to look after him and secondly the mother and father both died of

---

3 According to national statistics, the Kagera region is estimated to have the highest number of orphans in Tanzania as a result of the long presence of the AIDS epidemic: 200,000 in 2003, which would equate to 20% of youths being orphaned (Kessy 2005: 4). In a tracking survey amongst a specific sub-sample of children who were 6 to 15 in the first round of the survey between 1991 and 1994 and who were traced and reinterviewed in 2004, 18.5% of these children had become orphans between 1994 and 2004 (Beegle et al. 2006). There were 235 orphans registered in the village and 2,750 in Nshamba sub-district, the area in which the village was situated. Of these 2,750, 1,479 were registered as AIDS orphans. (Nshamba ADP records, year not given but probably 2001)
AIDS so everyone thought caring for him was useless. ‘They sneered at me for caring for him and I felt much pain for that child so I looked after him until the end.’

In many ways it is important to start this story of grandparenting in the era of AIDS with the story of a man. First of all the story of Ta Stephen shows that grandparenting is gendered; as a grandfather he is responsible for his grandchildren’s school fees and material needs as well as his medical care. Grandfathers, as central figures in the clan often make decisions on where to bring orphans and on how to deal with the problems of inheritance. Of the 17 older men whom I interviewed, four were or had been caring for orphaned grandchildren. In this case Ta Stephen lives with grandchildren of his son as is the custom and with the grandson of his daughter who was born ‘without a father’.

Ta Stephen’s position as a clan elder and a relatively strong, well to do, man is important in his experience of grandparenting: His children turn to him for care and for the provision of grandchildren born out of wedlock. Ta Stephen is also able to take up the role of carer because he is the head of the family, irrespective of his second wife’s opinion as a step grandmother or the gossip about him taking on care. What is different in grandparenting nowadays is what Ta Stephen calls ‘the burden of grandparents’ Ta Stephen provides for his orphaned grandchildren as if they were his own children. This ‘suffering’ for grandchildren is often unrecognised in the literature on older people and grandchildren.

Caring for grandchildren, especially young ones is tiring; they need to be carried and supervised, grandparents wake up at night and if the children are ill, they have to be taken to hospital. ‘Suffering’ for grandchildren is increasing in the era of AIDS as the strain on remaining kinship relations increases and grandparents receive some assistance, but are for a large part responsible for themselves. For older grandfathers, the responsibility of deciding where children will stay, how land will be divided and safeguarded, and taking in children without a parent, are demanding tasks which normally belong to the role of a parent. In this sense the AIDS epidemic installs a moral framework of caring through providing material needs and future security by grandparents. To fulfil this role, older people need to be strong; the word ‘suffering’ points to personal sacrifices, in terms of physical labour and investing in material assets, but also in terms of putting one’s own life to the side for a moment and be there for the grandchildren. In this sense the idiom that grandparents use to discuss the role of a grandparent raising grandchildren resembles the idiom that they use about raising children.

Keeping an eye out: The role of the maternal grandmother

Mae Tibaigana (65 in 2003), has been living with small children for the past five years. She was born in the north western part of the Kagera region as daughter of a chief, was well educated and lived in different places. She also travelled to Europe. She is an AIDS widow; her husband died of AIDS in 1987 but had left already in 1979 to do business in another
region and only came home to die. In effect she has been raising her children alone. After her husband’s death she lived in the nearby district town with five of her seven children; two of the children went to stay with their paternal grandparents in the village. After Mae Tibaigana retired she built a house in the village where her sons and family-in-law are living. Her two daughters married in different regions, and three of her sons married and went to live in different districts in the region. Five years ago her daughter-in-law came to stay with two grandchildren and in the morning she was gone; she had decided to divorce Mae Tibaigana’s son and left the small children in her care, so they remained in their father’s clan. Later on also the illegitimate child of another son was placed in her care.

When Mae Tibaigana went to visit her eldest daughter and grandchildren who had married in a polygamous marriage in another district Tarime on the border of Kenya in 2000, she found her daughter, husband and co-wife ill. ‘I remember my grandchildren walking with me to the bus when I left. They were holding my hands, saying Bibi from Buboba, as they could not yet say the K’. Worried, she left for home. ‘I saw that they were both ill but I thought that they would get better’. In the fall following that visit her youngest daughter came to visit, contracted malaria and died of complications. Her eldest daughter, then severely ill from AIDS came to the funeral and died three weeks later. This is four years ago and her two grandchildren remained with the husband’s family, in the care of the second wife. ‘My son-in-law urged her to take care of all the children, as if they were her own children. She is a good woman, a vet, but I do not have any news and I worry. Will they be ok?’

The role Mae Tibaigana assumes in the above account of grandparenting is that of a maternal grandmother. One important aspect of grandparenting which has come to the foreground in the AIDS epidemic is the issue of gender and in particular the role of maternal and paternal grandmothers. Daughters marry into the clan of their husbands and the children belong to the husband’s family. When children lose their mother they are supposed to remain in the family of their father. When fathers remarry children are incorporated into a new family with a stepmother, a relationship which is often tense. The maternal grandmother keeps an eye out and I have heard of maternal grandmothers, who, despite physical problems travelling to the former marital home of a deceased daughter to claim her daughter’s children. The story of Mae Tibaigana shows how grandparenting in the era of AIDS is an experience that includes more than living with and raising grandchildren but that grandparents feel a responsibility for grandchildren that are raised in other places, and actively make sure that these grandchildren are well, even though they in the patrilineal ‘ideology’ have no saying over the grandchildren of a deceased daughter. Grandchildren are often seen as extensions of children and keeping them well is a way to remember a deceased daughter or son. Providing in this sense takes the form of ensuring the well-being of grandchildren by holding the main caregiver morally responsible.

Closeness through shared lives: Love in the grandparent-grandchild relationship

Mae Florida was 76 years old in 2003 and lived in her natal home. Mae Florida herself had no siblings; she was an only child, but she had a brother from her uncle on her father’s side and was living next to his house. Mae Florida married when she was 21 in a nearby village but when her husband died the clan decided that she should be inherited by her husband’s
brother. To escape this, she went back to her natal home. In her marriage Mae Florida had three children. One child died during delivery because she had to have a Caesarian-section, while the two others were alive and had children of their own.

From her son Mae Florida had six grandchildren of whom one died. ‘He died of a normal disease; he had a fever for two days and then he died. His wife died while giving birth; she died soon after delivery on the way to the hospital. I stay with one of their children, a great grandson who is in primary school. I care for him in every way, like school expenditure and personal needs’. Mae Florida not only cares for this great grandson; she also provided her other adult grandson, who was already married with children, with half an acre of land which she inherited from her father. She points to the house of bricks that has been built next to her own house. This is where he stays. This grandson assists her when she is ill.

From her daughter Mae Florida had ten grandchildren of whom three died, two as infants and one as an adult. ‘He was about 25 years old; he died from that disease which visited us. He left five children and a wife. They stay in Ithongo, a neighbouring village, on a plot of land which I gave to that dead grandson. When he was sick I cared for him a lot. I was going there to stay for a few days or a month, or longer. I covered the expenditure for the household, taking him to the hospital and paying the fees there; he was sick for one year and three years have passed since he died [in 2000].’ She sold a bicycle to pay for the hospital. By caring Mae Florida supported her daughter, who was also caring for her son, but had a large family and not enough money and time because she needed to look after her children in her marital home. ‘His father did not care about anything; he was very mkali [angry, mean, ks]; he did not even like his son to come home to be cared for when he was sick.’

Mae Florida had a very close bond with this grandson. She had raised and schooled him, taking him off her daughter’s hands until he started to work as a brick-maker and stopped school. Mae Florida decided to give him land in Ithongo, which she had bought with money earned through a small business. ‘So he stayed there. How he got that disease is the problem of children not staying at home, just going outside the marriage. I cannot say the disease was brought by the wife. He was the one running around everywhere in this district’. Mae Florida feels responsible for the family of her deceased grandson. She brings them soap, sugar and money for home expenditure and school expenses. She used to earn money as a casual labourer but since she has lost her strength she depends on her land and the sale of coffee. ‘I did not get much this year: Only 8,000 Shilling [7 US$], which I have to share with my grandson’s family and with my daughter as she was here caring for me when I was ill.’

Mae Florida’s story shows how grandchildren are often raised in the same way as children irrespective of AIDS. The death of her grandson from AIDS is like the death of her own child. Older people in Buhaya usually receive care and support from those with whom they are close. In some cases these are grandchildren whom they have raised. This is also visible in the living arrangements of older people. Both divorced women and widowed women almost always live with grandchildren. Sometimes the grandchildren just sleep in the house of the grandmother and grandfather, keeping them company, but sometimes they are also raised by a grandparent: In the case of children born outside wedlock, children who remain when a divorced father marries again (in the clan system, the female relatives check up on stepmothers) and in this era, AIDS orphans. Amongst 47 older men and women with whom I spoke, 12 were or had been taking care of orphans. When a grandmother has raised a grandchild to adulthood, their bond is often very close, and when these grandchildren die of AIDS, grandmothers often care for their grandchildren and great-grandchildren. Close
relations are forged in proximity, in the everyday practices of daily life, such as touching, feeding the children and being in each other’s company.

**Mutual care: Crossed expectations between grandparents and grandchildren**

‘I tell them that we have to stay together, because we are all alone now and only have each other.’ Mae Aisha (in her 60s) is sitting on the grass covered floor in her mud house. In the house the only furniture is a stone, an empty rice-sack and a traditional wooden stool; smoke is coming from the kitchen made from banana leaves. Two grandchildren are sitting close to her. Mae Aisha points to their skin; they have a serious skin disease. Their clothes are torn and dirty.

Mae Aisha remained with three children. One son sometimes came to bring her meat, but the other son and daughter did not assist her much. Her daughter lived on the islands in Lake Victoria and her son lived nearby. Later on we found out that both became ill with HIV, her son died in 2004 and her daughter in 2007. The two children who had already died were a son and a daughter. The son drowned in the lake while fishing. About the death of her daughter Mae Aisha was initially secretive. ‘She died of a normal disease (...) okay, she died of the disease that came’ and then explained how her daughter was married to many houses ‘some even I do not know.’

Mae Aisha lived in extreme poverty together with three grandchildren of her deceased daughter, the youngest of whom was 1.5 years old. The children all had different fathers. The eldest granddaughter, a girl of nine years, had been fostered by her paternal grandfather, who lived in a village nearby, but she had run away repeatedly and her father, who was living in another region with his second wife, had allowed her to go and live in her maternal grandmother’s house. Mae Aisha: ‘she did not like to stay at her father’s home, because she stayed there when she was young and they isolated her and she had to sleep in a bad place.’

The relationship between Mae Aisha and her grandchildren is close and loving despite the poverty. At the same time the girl of nine is in effect the household head, begging within the Muslim community for food and clothes, and this has put her in danger several times. She has seen her mother die and explains that she is afraid when her grandmother is feeling sad because of the loss of children: ‘I feel sad when Bibi is saying things like I can kill myself by giving myself poison, as all my children are dying. Then I always tell Bibi not to say so.’

Mae Aisha is afraid about what will happen to the children after her death, since they have no father. To provide for them she has signed over her land to her eldest granddaughter.

Mae Aisha’s story can be read as an example of the crisis-fostering stories that are often portrayed in the literature: Due to AIDS death of adult children a grandparent assumes the responsibility for orphans. In the case of Mae Aisha the grandchildren were originally assigned to the father’s relatives in line with the fostering ‘rules’ in Buhaya. Yet the oldest granddaughter decided that she preferred to live with her grandmother as her mother wanted, and decided to run away. As a maternal grandmother Mae Aisha has taken the children of her daughter into her house. AIDS has created a situation where more grandchildren are fostered by maternal relatives. This has implications for their access to land in later life. Within the kinship system there are regulations in relation to fostering which are related to the ekibanja system tying generations together. Sons inherit the land of their fathers, who have inherited the land of their fathers. Through the paternal line the clan is therefore perpetuated.
rights for girls were officially established in the 1950s, inheritance in reality is still decided upon in the clan. Moving to a maternal grandparent home would compromise their ability to inherit the land at a later stage. Mae Aisha, knowing this has made a will in which she signs over her land to her oldest granddaughter and has informed her that, should she die, the land belongs to her and she will be responsible for her younger brothers.

Mae Aisha’s experience of grandparenthood is one of mutual care; she is disabled and in ill-health, and cannot care very well for her grandchildren. More often than not we encountered the nine-year-old granddaughter begging for money to buy medicine for her grandmother. Mae Aisha acknowledged her dependency on her granddaughter:

I depend on her very much. When she goes there she brings matchboxes, ugali and sugar.

In the above story grandchildren are taken in by a maternal grandmother, the oldest grandchild deciding to stay with her maternal grandmother because the relationship was warm and loving, and she felt abused at her paternal grandparent’s house. Another factor was staying together with siblings; each of her brothers had a different father and staying with paternal family would mean dividing the children. Mae Aisha’s story in this sense is an example of the pragmatic ways in which grandchildren are taken in. Taking in children by maternal grandparents does have implications for their future security, in particular their access to land, the ekibanja of their fathers. Mae Florida in the previous story bought land for her daughter’s son, and Mae Aisha wrote a will in which she arranged for her eldest granddaughter to inherit the land they lived on and safeguard it for her brothers. In this way Mae Aisha is trying to safeguard her grandchildren’s future, and provide for them. Though she is very close to her grandchildren she has little authority over them, because she cannot provide the grandchildren with their everyday needs. Mae Aisha’s ill-health is a concern for the future of her very young grandchildren. Madoerin (2008: 2-3), in a report of a local NGO Huumuliza that followed three groups of 30 to 40 mostly orphaned grandchildren, argues that the ‘migration’ between different households, after different sequences of deaths has installed a fear for the future amongst orphaned grandchildren, in particular related to losing the grandparent to old age. Moreover, from time to time grandchildren are asked to care for their ailing grandparent. In Mae Aisha’s story it becomes clear to what extent generational authority is connected to physical strength and the ability to provide for the everyday needs of grandchildren. Though there is mutual care, Mae Aisha feels unable to control her granddaughter.

The above stories all show how 30 years of AIDS has affected experiences of grandparenthood in every phase of life. Ta Stephen is incorporating grandchildren into his young family, Mae Tibaigana worries over grandchildren of a de-
ceased daughter, Mae Florida loses a grandchild whom she raised like a child and Mae Aisha depends on her grandchildren. Though there are many elements of what is considered a ‘normal’ grandparent-grandchild relationship present in the above stories there are also indications of change. Grandparents do not always have the support of their children in providing material needs or exerting authority, mutual care and closeness have taken on new emotional and material dimensions in the era of AIDS, and safeguarding the well-being of grandchildren has a new urgency to it. In the narratives of older people the issue of aging, in a social sense as well as in a physical sense, is an important part of experiencing grandparenthood, socially because of grandparents’ attempts to protect their grandchildren from AIDS and physically because the body becomes more and more important in providing.

Experiences of grandparenthood are however not defined by AIDS; they are reflections of broader kinship relations, tensions and histories in which AIDS plays a role. Ta Stephen’s ‘suffering’ is a reflection of his second wife’s relationship with her stepson’s child, while Mae Tibaigana’s experience of grandparenthood reflects the increased mobility of daughters and sons to other regions. Mae Florida’s experience of grandparenthood reflects the trend that older people have noticed amongst the generation of their children having many children, and is in this sense a normal aspect of grandparenting: Taking in grandchildren for company and to relieve some of the economic burden of having to raise many children. Mae Aisha’s experience of grandparenthood is mostly a reflection of the difficulties that divorced women like her daughter experience when trying to make a living. She, unmarried, had children by three different fathers, which influenced the care for them after her death. Practices of grandparenting in the era of AIDS are characterised by presence, creating trust and intimacy over time, by providing for grandchildren and by disciplining the grandchildren living with them. To engage in these practices of care older people need their physical body; creating intimacy is about touch and physical nearness (Geissler & Prince 2004). Disciplining needs a strong body as well – a strong body, through its ability to provide, exerts authority. This is in many ways a similar authority to the authority that older people exert through their daughters-in-law and sons and marks a change in the grandparent-grandchild relationship.

Madoerin (2007, personal communication), argues that grandparent-AIDS orphan relations are marked by an increasing affection and emotional dependency and at the same time the extension of a lost child; grandchildren represent what is left of their parents. This increasing emotional dependency goes hand in hand with crossed expectations on an economic level and increased mutual care giving relationships. These shifts in mutual dependency as well as changes in generational authority resulting from it increase over time in the process of
growing old together, which increasingly makes older people aware of their aging bodies. In the next section I explore how the care relation between grandparents and grandchildren is shaped over time and how providing as part of generational authority plays out in this relationship.

Growing up with grandparents: Relations with grandchildren over time

Grandparenting children without parents is marked by increased support needs of grandchildren, checking up on grandchildren, even if they do not stay with a grandparent, new forms of caring between grandparents and grandchildren as well as closeness through growing up together. Grandparenting in the era of AIDS poses new challenges. Grandparents talk about carrying a large piece of luggage, sleeping badly as a result of worries about grandchildren’s daily needs and future, and say that they are ‘suffering’ for their grandchildren. As I showed in the above section, providing is not just related to material needs; it comprises well-being and security, and making sure that grandchildren are healthy, go to school, learn how to respect and have a future. In this process time is important; grandparents grow old and grandchildren grow up over time. Maintaining and negotiating mutual care and support relations with grandchildren poses different challenges in each period of life. By contextualising the event with which I opened this chapter – the conflict that Mae Elesta had with her growing granddaughter – I show how this balance is different in each life phase.

Raising them like children: Infancy

Mae Elesta’s care for grandchildren started in 1994 when her daughter died of AIDS and two daughters who had been born out of wedlock were given to her. Mae Elesta, then 58 years old took up the care of her two young granddaughters both under five years of age. Mae Elesta, who was divorced and lived next to her youngest son and his family, mainly earned money through beer brewing and her youngest son and two married daughters supported her in small needs. Support was limited though, as one daughter was a widow and another daughter had had twins five times and was barely managing to care for all her children. Another daughter who was married in Mwanza also supported her.

This support stopped when the daughter became ill in 1998 and Mae Elesta travelled to Mwanza to nurse her for six months, leaving the two small granddaughters in the care of their mjomba (uncle from the mother’s side, ks). Over the years following the death of her second daughter, raising the grandchildren became increasingly difficult and reached a crisis when her son became ill in April 2002. His illness followed the death of his wife and son in 2000. Since taking on the care of her two orphaned granddaughters, Mae Elesta was repeatedly con-
fronted with the loss of her children; every two or three years another child became ill, and needed to be nursed and buried. The illness of her son and the six months of nursing that followed until his death in October 2002 turned Mae Elesta’s life upside down completely. As her son, being a widower, had three small grandchildren, aged 12, nine and six. Mae Elesta moved into his house, leaving her two adolescent granddaughters alone in her own house. In the home of her ill son, she not only nursed him but also took on the care of the three small children, cooking, cleaning, advising and earning money through casual labour. Care for the small children was tiring, especially when they were ill and needed medical attention. An ill child meant sitting vigil with the child and trying to obtain money for medicines or hospitals.

After the death of her son she remained living in the house of her son as she and the grandchildren could not stay alone. Raising the grandchildren was tiring, especially since the grandchildren were young, but Mae Elesta’s relationship with her youngest grandchildren was good. The grandchildren always were respectful and when they came home they would first run into the kitchen to greet their grandmother. I asked them whether their grandmother ever told them stories. Flavius of 12 replied:

Yes, she tells stories about our clan and she used to advise us when we were younger to come running home if we saw our fellow doing bad and to not throw stones while playing.

While living with the children of her two deceased children is therefore a part of normal grandparenting, there are differences. One of the major differences is that Mae Elesta is the main provider for her grandchildren. She works hard and though the grandchildren help out in the household, by fetching water from the river, collecting firewood and cleaning, they are still young. The role of Mae Elesta as a provider is visible in the drawings of her youngest granddaughter, who depicted her as a tall slender woman cooking and weeding:

Image 6.1 Grandmother goes to the field to weed.  Image 6.2 Grandmother wants to cook maize meal porridge.
But Mae Elesta was not healthy. At 72 she suffered from back pains, had lost most of her teeth, and had glaucoma and stomach pains:

I sometimes fail to sleep because of my worries. I think about how my strength will decrease when I grow older and what I am going to do with these grandchildren. I have stomach aches and toothache. And I have no money as I do not have the strength to do casual labour to get money to buy sugar and other necessities. The very important thing is to think who will give me food when I have no strength. You know this stomach is really more of a problem to us than anything else in this world. The children become angry when there is not enough food, but when there is food they are happy.

As long as the grandchildren were still young, they were satisfied with food and general care, according to Mae Elesta. I once asked whether they were giving indications of being troubled by the death of their parents. Mae Elesta said:

‘If I were not alive, where would my grandchildren be? And where would they go? Maybe they would have run away when their parents died. So when they come home from school and they find me in the kitchen, already cooking food for them, they are happy’ (...) ‘Do you think they are feeling pain? They are not feeling pain; when they have food it is ok.’

For Mae Elesta, the death of her children is something too painful to discuss. But the grandchildren were troubled by the death of their parents. Especially Flavius was worried about his ability to do well in school when everything he needed such as exercise books, pens and other school items had to be bought with money that was not available, and his uncle only assisted when he had money himself:

I am sometimes angry, for example when I go to Baba Mdogo [father’s younger brother, ks] to ask for money to buy exercise books and pens, and sometimes he refuses. If my father was alive I would not be in trouble with exercise books.

Raising young grandchildren, as Mae Elesta does, is even more complicated when remaining family members are struggling themselves. Moreover the loss of children every few years means that Mae Elesta is continuously mourning and grandchildren have to adapt to new living situations as well as to the loss of their parents. Parents play an important role in providing security which is not substantiated by other family members after death. Grandparents can take over a large part of the security but they can only provide in the same way as parents when they themselves are wealthy.

In another household Mae Tibaigana (65) teases her youngest granddaughter, who is just five. She clings to me and Mae Tibaigana jokes: ‘are you looking for the breast?!’ at which the child smiles and lets go, shy now. ‘She misses her mother’, Mae Tibaigana says, ‘her mother left her when she was still breast-feeding. But she should not hang onto people’. Small grandchildren living with their grandmothers are often raised in a non-authoritative manner, reprimanded by making a joke about behaviour and often leaning and hanging on the laps of their grandmothers.
Grandparents who found themselves in a similar situation as Mae Elesta and Mae Tibaigana had clear ideas about how small grandchildren should be raised. Raising a child involved some measure of authority, not feeling pity for the child without parents and raising them as if they had parents. This ensured that the children listen:

If you check the grandchildren with parents and those without, those with no parents respect and listen to you more than those with parents. Because they think that if they do not respect you and listen to you, you can throw them out and where would they have to go then! So they listen to you. Maybe [problems arise] if you raised them badly, you know even the way to raise the child can be done in different ways. When you know children have lost their father and mother you have to raise them as your own children so later they will listen to and respect you. If you say when you raise them, ‘do not beat him, he is an orphan’, ‘do not say anything, it is an orphan’, or ‘do not do this to this one, it is an orphan’, they will not listen to and respect you. (Older woman from southern area of Ihangiro, 73, raises great-grandchildren, from deceased granddaughter)

Practices of caring for small grandchildren often comprise a mixture of the jokes and closeness that characterise the relationship between grandparents and grandchildren, but at the same time children are taught the ‘milā za desturi’ (ks), the ways to act and behave properly, for example kneeling when serving food, being silent while eating, greeting in a respectful manner with hands touching the older person’s face, and doing chores in a precise manner. Grandparents who also reprimanded and punished the grandchildren and grandchildren themselves were adamant that they expected this of their grandparent. As Mae Aisha’s granddaughter said:

I am not angry when Bibi punishes me. She has to punish me and she must punish me. If we make a mistake it is her obligation to punish us.

The relationship between grandparent and grandchild in this period of living together is then often a mix of mutual care, kind direction and closeness, which creates warmth but also pressure on both grandparents who worry over the future security of the grandchildren and their everyday survival and on the part of the grandchildren who have little time to play and rest, and sometimes care for their ailing grandparent (Madoerin 2008: 2).

Grandchildren are also a source of comfort and remembrance for older people as they are an extension of their deceased parents. Raising small grandchildren often coincides with the mourning period for deceased children or grandparents are confronted with multiple losses in this period and grandparents are often physically as well as emotionally in bad shape. Grandparents are focused on providing and surviving but sometimes threaten to kill themselves or mourn in front of their grandchildren creating insecurity and tension. On their part, grandchildren often need to come to terms with difficult changes such as a move from the city where they lived with their parents to a rural village or a move from a certain
way of being raised by their parents to a different way by their grandparents (cf Madoerin 2008: 2; Smet 2003).

In raising small grandchildren, grandparents argue that grandchildren need to be raised as children. The aim of raising orphaned children in this way is to have children see their older grandparents as parents. In the realities of living together this notion is practiced as providing kind direction, material needs and food. The relationship of care is very much that between grandparents and grandchildren with closeness, affection, touch and jokes at the forefront but within a context of worry, mourning and decreased physical strength.

*She will know herself: Adolescence*

When grandchildren grow older, the worries and grief of grandparents do not necessarily subside as the story of Mae Elesta shows. Yet in this phase it is important to discipline children.

When Florian (48), Mae Elesta’s son, became bedridden and died of AIDS, Mae Elesta had to leave her two adolescent granddaughters at her marital home. Increasingly she had had problems with the older one, Mary of 18, and when she first told her story, in September 2002, Mary had run away because Mae Elesta was not able to provide luxury goods such as body gel. Over the following year, when Mae Elesta was busy raising her three small grandchildren, Aurelia, 16, stayed alone in Mae Elesta’s old house, to guard it. ‘Alone’, however, was relative as a younger granddaughter slept together with Aurelia and the house next door belonged to Aurelia’s uncle and his family. Soon Aurelia started to have problems too and Mae Tibaigana reported on her bad manners when she met her on the roadside. Aurelia was reportedly seeing boys and coming home late at night. When the event with which I opened this chapter happened there had been incidents which culminated in the conflict described in the introduction to this chapter and her running away. When Aurelia returned the village chairman assisted in disciplining the girl and negotiated a probation period but the relation between Aurelia and Mae Elesta had deteriorated to such an extent that Mae Elesta wanted nothing to do with her anymore. ‘She will know herself’, she said, ‘I don’t care anymore’. Mae Elesta had other problems too, because she had had a falling out with her youngest son Robert who had subsequently moved to another location in the village with his family, diminishing her support system. In this phase of adolescence Mae Elesta is unable to guide and discipline her granddaughters because she is busy with nursing her dying son and raising small grandchildren, and her son is not available anymore. The older grandchildren refuse to listen because Mae Elesta cannot provide them with their changing needs, for ‘luxury items’, such as body gel and soap. Mae Elesta has given up and has concluded that the ‘inside’ of the children is to blame.
It is their roho [inside, nature, ks]. The orphans I have, I have orphans of my son and orphans of my daughter. Those children whom I still expect to be nice children are the children of my son. But the children of my daughters (...) I do not even have one left [it means that those children are already engaged in bad habits]. One you have seen, she is already spoiled [Aurelia]. She no longer listens to anyone who talks to her; she does not listen to anything. She says: ‘what are you saying to me? What are you going to do to me?’

In my observations of grandparents raising adolescents it was clear that they were stricter and that grandchildren did more chores in the household. In households where I saw a grandmother joking with her small granddaughters in 2002, in 2008 the now adolescent granddaughters only giggled when they were alone in the kitchen and were demur and respectful around their grandmother, doing a large part of the housework. This respectful behaviour, however, often is not attainable and whereas grandparents try to parent grandchildren, grandchildren do not always accept the authority of a grandparent.

They are saying that, when you raise a child, at the age of 15 you have finished your task: you have to leave him or her and take your hands off of them. You are not allowed to look after them. (Mae Fatuma 73, southern area of Ihangiro)

It depends maybe on the age. For example, my daughter left one son, but because he is still young he listens to me. So even if you beat him, or you punish him he still listens. Those who have orphans who are already adults, do not care about anything. They run away, others to the islands; others listen to their grandparents, because they are like the parents that remain. (Mae Sofia, 55, southern area of Ihangiro)

Older people had different explanations for these conflicts. One was the time that the grandchild and the grandparent had spent together. If a child had been raised in the city or with parents who raised them in their own way, it was difficult for grandchildren to adjust to living with a grandparent.

I have a son who died and his wife died. They were staying in Mwanza. They are used to town life as Ta Joseph says. So when you bring the child here from there, they act as an adult; he came from there and stayed for some years, so when he comes home he starts to disdain [kudharau, ks] you. When you tell something to him he just says ‘Bibi’, ‘Babu’. Like a name.

And those who are staying in the village, maybe their father and mother died and the grandchildren migrated to the house of the Babu and they shut down the house of the father, while you have already shared the land with your son. After giving your child his own wealth, house and land when he gets married and has children, they raise their children according to their own rules. Then when they come back to you, when you delegate tasks to them, they have problems. For example that grandson, I took him to school and later he refused. I put him in Huumuliza [support organization for AIDS orphans in the nearby town] and then he stopped. Now he is away in Muleba and is busy in jobs. Basi. Another one is still there. When he remembers his father and mothers he cries. So it is true that it is a problem. (Ta Laurens, aged 68, southern area of Ihangiro)

Other older people referred to the different times in which grandchildren were growing up. They did not necessarily see the generation gap as such as a problem, but the fact that grandchildren were confronted with luxuries – clothes, cell phones and bicycles – and grandparents were unable to provide these.
It is not because they do not listen; it is because of the changing of things. Before if you could buy two clothes for the child – one for outing and one to stay at home – the children were satisfied with that. Now, because children see that things are changing, the child can go to the neighbours and find her fellow child has shoes but she does not. So, it is when the children start to think that even me, I could wear shoes. So because of the changing of things you find children are going everywhere to go for things. For example we were in a seminar and other children were telling their fellows that it is better if our fathers die because they see that the orphans get help with shoes and nice uniforms, so at the time they go to school they see the orphans with nice shoes and clothes while they have none. (Woman, aged 58, not living with orphans)

Narratives of conflict are often situational; a certain event happens that creates disappointment like the falling out with a grandchild or a grandchild dropping out of school. This is important to bear in mind when analysing stories of inter-generational conflict. It is all too easy to interpret the relation between grandparents and grandchildren as contentious, but in reality a lack of authority seems to go hand in hand with closeness and sharing. The lack of authority and discipline is mainly related to poverty in a household because of which a grandparent cannot fulfil the changing needs of growing grandchildren, to the strength of the grandmother to discipline and punish grandchildren, and to the presence of classificatory fathers who can assist a grandparent to discipline a child.

Though the ability of a grandparent to provide is lacking, it is the love between grandparents and grandchildren, and the mutual dependency that often compensates for this. In the northern area of Kiziba an old man who lost all his children to AIDS, talked with love and affection about his grandson saying that this was the grandson, aged 15, he raised since the age of five years old.

Josien: Do you have any problems with him?
Ta Said: No, we stay well together.
Josien: He is like a child?
Ta Said: There is an element of a joke between us, like a grandparent-grandchild. He is no mgorofi [rude person, ks].

Raising grandchildren who have no parents is an experience in which the roles of a parent – providing care, materially, physically, emotionally – and the role of a grandparent – joking and spoiling – is intertwined. Whereas grandparents argue that they should be parents, they seem to remain grandparents, both in the eyes of the grandchildren and in their own eyes. This is what potentially creates problems in the next phase of relationship between grandparents and grandchildren, when grandchildren reach adulthood and grandparents have aged.

He is my husband now: Adulthood
Returning to the village in December 2008 I did not find Mae Elesta at home and the house of her deceased son was closed. Walking the winding paths of the village I reached Mae Elesta’s own home, to which she had moved with the children in 2005. I was greeted by Flavius, now a young man of 18 years old. He
was living in the home with his uncle, Mae Elesta’s youngest son, and his two sisters, aged 15 and 12. Mae Elesta had moved to Dar es Salaam, for a visit. Her older granddaughter, a daughter of her living daughter had decided to pay for the fare to Dar and had invited her grandmother for a ‘rest’. Mae Elesta had left three months earlier and it was not clear when she would return. Later we phoned Mae Elesta, through the cell phone of her granddaughter. Mae Tibaigana spoke with her: ‘stay there, rest, become strong again’. Life had continued to be difficult for Mae Elesta in the five years since my departure from the village and this visit. In 2005, when I briefly returned, she had just buried a granddaughter, aged 20, a child from one of her daughters who had been running a roadside shop. The girl had returned to the village when she had become ill and Mae Elesta nursed her and buried her outside her home. She also continued to age and the Dar es Salaam visit was meant for her to regain strength. The grandchildren looked healthy and well fed and Flavius had finished school and I often met him with other young men from the village on the roadside and the market.

A little described aspect of grandparenting in the era of AIDS is the joint aging of both grandparents and grandchildren. Often, older women talked about the grandchildren they raised as having already married and settled into the once empty houses of their deceased parents, having started families themselves.

Grandparents did their best to make sure that grandchildren had chances in life, for example by making sure that they provide their grandchildren with land, either by making sure the children remain on the clan land or by buying land and registering it in the name of the grandchildren. In Mae Elesta’s case, her grandson is entitled to a share of the land of his grandfather and father, and he in turn is responsible for his two sisters. Mae Aisha, who takes care of the three children of her deceased daughter, and is divorced herself cannot give her grandchildren access to land through inheritance. She bought land and registered it in the name of her eldest granddaughter. When Mae Aisha died in 2007 and the grandchildren dispersed over the village, the eldest granddaughter who by that time was living in Bukoba town, kept on coming back once in a while to safeguard the land, weeding it and working on it, at the age of 14, also as a means to keep the land for her two younger brothers, then only ten and seven. In the meantime the land was tenanted to a neighbour. A local organisation for older people started to assist older people with will writing and inheritance claims from 2005 onwards.

Here there is another element of providing: Ensuring that adult grandchildren can manage to start a life. There is often an element of advice in relationships between grandparents and adult grandchildren. For example when villagers started to gossip that Mae Florida (68) would chase her granddaughter-in-law off the land she bought for her deceased grandson, Mae Florida advised her to ‘stay
quiet on anything she hears the people say’. In the same conversation she emphasised the importance of this relationship:

They support me, but because they are not capable they just care according to how they are. For example when I was ill, they took me to the hospital especially the grandson I stay nearby with. He helped me when I was ill to take me to the hospital. In work not so much, in care my daughter cared for me when I was ill.

Though Mae Florida still has children, a daughter and a son, she was closest to her, now deceased, grandson whom she raised and his widow. The relation of mutual loving care between grandparents and grandchildren often extends into adulthood especially when grandchildren have been raised from infancy by their grandparents.

In the northern area of Kiziba this was beautifully visible when we visited Mae Zalia, an older paralysed woman in her late 80s. Mae Zalia had lost her five children to AIDS and lived with the now grown grandson from her daughter, who was born without a father. He had always lived with his grandmother, first together with his mother, until her death and now with his wife, and Mae Zalia had given him her house. He carried Mae Zalia from her bedroom into the sitting room for her to talk with us. When she introduced herself she started to cry and pointed at the graves outside while she said: ‘all my children have died’. She then pointed at her grandson and joked:

He is my husband now! My friend is my grandson, he is the one who gives me food and buys me relish.

We asked her grandson who was caring for his grandmother:

Grandson: I am responsible for everything but my wife does the personal care.
Josien and Gussy: Thank you for caring for your grandmother.
Mae Zalia, smiling: You see, I am shining!

Yet at the same time there are also problems in this relationship especially when the health of grandparents starts to decrease and they need to rely on others for care and support. Grandchildren are then faced with caring for their grandparents at a time when they have just started to build their own lives. Here again a specific generational conflict may come into existence that was analysed by the chairman and Mae Tibaigana as maturity – being able to decide as an old person:

If you look at care for older people, for example you have Mae Nuria (aged 86), she leans on her brother (aged 84), so if he hears she is not well cared for he will make trouble. And Mae Dorethea (aged 83) did not inherit as was common in the old days, a relative did. And when that relative became ill, she did not hold a grudge; she took her into the house and cared for her, because she made decisions as a mature person. But if you look at Mae Tophista (aged 86), her grandson (aged 21) made decisions as a young person, so that is where you see the problem is.

Although there were many stories of grandchildren who were not in control, dropping out of school, living alone at relatively young ages and who did not
listen to their grandparents or uncles, in general there were close relations. Usually grandparents have close emotional bonds with the small grandchildren whom they raise; they are in a way extensions of deceased children and provide mutual support. As grandchildren grow up, as in each household, they start to do more and more chores and the mutual support relation changes to that of a parent-child. In adulthood the relation shifts again, towards an expectation of care from grandchildren. Yet in the relationship of grandparents and grandchildren, the grandparent role remains strong as well. Whereas this creates closeness it also can create conflict, especially when grandparents are less well-off. Grandparents as well as grandchildren have emotional difficulties resulting from the loss of their children which influences the possibilities to parent.

Grandparents raise grandchildren with values from their generation, often not being able to tie into new circumstances. In a way it is because grandparents are what they are – grandparents and not parents – that conflicts are able to arise. At the same time, though conflict is present and felt, everyday interaction shows that there have been changes in what grandparenthood itself is about. The new caring relationship can be characterised as closeness through providing with practices of giving care adapting to the natural aging process of both grandparents and grandchildren. In infancy care is about emotional comfort, and providing food, school materials, close physical care and the touch of a grandparent towards a grandchild. In adolescence care is about guidance and providing growing grandchildren with some luxury items. In adulthood care from a grandparent is about advice and securing inheritance. Care by a grandchild is about supporting a grandparent in their everyday needs.

Staying with grandchildren without parents is an experience which changes over time as both grandparents and grandchildren age. Grandparents are aware that their role is supposed to be that of a parent, to care for grandchildren by providing for them, but in reality their relationship is a mixture between authoritative parenting and grandparenting in which relations are not hierarchical. It is this tension, I argue, that is at the core of what is often termed ‘generational conflict’, while at the same time it explains the closeness and affection that make some older people ‘shine’.

Conclusion: Providing grandparents

In this chapter, I explored the changing relationships between grandparents and grandchildren in the era of AIDS. Grandparents and grandchildren shape their relations in the everyday practices of living together. In contemporary *Buhaya* values of grandparents about social relations, such as suffering for children and grandchildren, and compassion, do not always fit the daily reality in which grandchildren find themselves, and whereas grandparents practise their grand-
parent role through advising grandchildren, they feel ill equipped to address grandchildren in what to them is an alien manner, especially with regard to AIDS. Whereas grandparents do feel that their values about good family care relations are not always shared, I have been careful, however, to interpret this in terms of an intergenerational gap. Rather, situations occur that trigger conflictuous situations, but there are many situations in which there is closeness between the same grandparents and grandchildren. These alternations between conflict and closeness occur specifically in relations between grandparents and grandchildren without parents, be it through AIDS death or through abandonment after divorce. In this sense I have argued that it is not just AIDS which marks the experience of grandparenthood; in their roles the broader concerns with the state of current social relations are reflected; the lack of economic capability of adult children who gave birth to many children, grandchildren born without a father, mobility to town and the consequent alienation of city-bred grandchildren coincide with the confrontations of grandchildren with deceased parents.

In these new situations in which grandparents find themselves, grandparenting as an institution is changing in nature, such that grandparenting has become a mix of parenting and grandparenting. Grandparents have always had different roles towards grandchildren, roles that remain partly the same when raising children without parents, but also contain new elements. In these mixtures of roles grandparents become acutely aware of their aging bodies. Firstly, grandparents who live with grandchildren suffer for their grandchildren, something which they have always done, providing them with everyday needs as normal, but now without the financial assistance of living parents, who would have normally contributed. Depending on the economic position of the grandparent, this sometimes requires them to undertake physical labour to earn money and grandparents experience anxiety. The mutual care that is part of the grandparent-grandchildren relationship and that includes both emotional and material elements, was always present in the grandparent-grandchild relationship, but has now become essential for everyday survival in the era of AIDS. Secondly, grandparents who have always watched out over their grandchildren are faced with increasing problems: Grandchildren being abandoned and mistreated in new family constellations. Sometimes grandparents take in grandchildren when they have aged already and are not really ready to take on the care.

Through closeness a grandparent usually provides for grandchildren, making sure they are well. Providing, a core value in relations of care has taken on a different meaning in the above situations of care. This was particularly visible when looking at the relation between grandparents and grandchildren over time, and how they grow up and old together. Providing takes different forms in different life stages, making different demands on the aging body. In infancy,
is about touch, carrying, waking up at night, nursing ill children and making sure that the children can go to school. Grandchildren keep the grandparent company. In adolescence providing also contains much more authority, disciplining and advising a grandchild, for which a strong body is needed to generate respect, but grandchildren also have different needs: Access to luxury goods and clothes, which a grandparent cannot always provide. Grandchildren perform more and more household tasks and the care relation shifts to mutual care, but conflicts are also very common. Here the fact that grandparents generally provide through closeness, and material providing is less part of their role, becomes the problem. It is precisely the fact that grandparents remain what they are: Grandparents and not parents, that creates what is often interpreted as intergenerational conflicts. In adulthood physicality takes on a new dimension. Closeness through shared living is still present but young adult children are faced with ailing and aging grandparents at an age at which they are themselves often not ready to take on the task of intensive care giving. At the same time the closeness between grandparents and grandchildren through shared lives often creates mutual support far into adulthood and old age. The demands of grandparenting over time make grandparents acutely aware of their aging body as well as their position as older persons in a changed society.
Conclusion

I felt weak yesterday; after all it is the same blood running through the family – Mae Tibaigana about the death of a young child in the family.

This thesis comes to an end where it began, with Mae Tibaigana describing her experiences of loss and uncertainty in this era of AIDS, on the toll they’ve taken on her body, and the ways they’ve distorted kinship connections. Mae Tibaigana’s expression of despair also alludes to the common anxieties that older people have about the future and legacy of their relations. In their daily lives, older men and women endure tremendous loss and hardship – burying relatives, nursing patients and raising orphans. They make the best of this situation, in part, by trying to secure care, which they do with varying success. Ethnography has proven a valuable tool for capturing the messy attempts of people to make sense of extraordinary circumstances (cf Moyer 2003; Hastrup 2005).

This study is part of a developing field of kinship studies that seeks to provide an alternative to structural perspectives, and to understand kinship relations as continually forged through everyday practice, through living together in the ongoing and unpredictable flux of history. The question I raised in the Introduction was how we could understand the tension between practices of care and processes of aging, while older people are being involved in more care tasks, while at the same time, as a result of their physical aging, it is less easy to provide that care. Care practices magnify relationships and capture some of the fundamental issues that older men and women struggle with in the era of AIDS; they trigger moral questions about social norms and practices around property and gender, and create new forms of belonging within the family.

Through focusing on the role of older bodies in forging relations of care over time I have been able to paint a more nuanced picture of what is often called ‘distortions or breakages in care relations’, which marked early analyses of the
epidemic (Ankrah 1993; Williams 2003), following more contemporary analyses which argue that disruption is part of the human condition (Becker 2002: 7). In this sense I situate AIDS in broader concerns about social transformations and their effects on social relations in the eyes of older people. I focus on the creative ways in which persons continuously shape everyday relations, through ‘doing kinship’ (Alber et al. 2008; Dilger 2010a) and I show how kin-related care is endlessly stretched, activated and intensified to the extent that certain relations have become even more intensive than before.

Being old in Kagera is shaped by experiences which older people have had while providing care in situations where new modes of caring were required. For the current generation of older men and women in Kagera, having grown up in the pre-AIDS era, AIDS predicated a fundamental break with the past; family care relations and the generational authority and gender roles embedded in them are increasingly contested. Care practices in the era of AIDS reflect contentions about social relations that are rooted in these historical transformations. Practices of care giving by older people created a space for reflections on changing values, in that way providing a possibility to act.
Within the social worlds of older people three factors influence their ability to engage in practices of care. Firstly gender shapes the expected roles and possibilities of care giving and receiving care; secondly material assets and poverty structure the possibilities of older men and women to engage in relations of care; and thirdly a morality of care that has emerged around AIDS influences what is considered good care and how older people should practise this care.

Neither these social worlds nor the factors shaping care, however, have remained the same throughout their lifetimes. Instead, they have constantly shifted and continue to do so. Historical processes of transformation throughout the lifetimes of older men and women have shaped contemporary gender and generational roles and influenced older people’s material position. Their life experiences have shaped their values attached to social relations; and the morality of care has emerged and transformed over three decades of AIDS. In short, people change as they age, but so does the world around them.

It is within this ever shifting social world that older men and women practise care and engage in family relationships and try to normalise the extreme circumstances in which they find themselves. Extreme circumstances then do not just shape the relations of older men and women; they become part of the process of aging. This interplay between practices of care in the era of AIDS and experiences of aging are the focus of my analysis. The intertwined physicality of AIDS-related loss and of growing older, work together to shape the dynamics of care practices. The aging body, which serves as the locus for this physical entwinement, is what permits – or challenges – older people to make connections with others and normalise extreme circumstances: New demands are put on the aging body as a result of changed care realities in the context of HIV. Loss and anxiety often have a physical impact, yet older people in particular need their bodies to be healthy so as to be able to socialise and to remain productive while being confronted with declining strength.

Through the analysis of events around care I argue that older men and women do not just live with loss and disruption but actively seek to manage the experienced disruption by making connections with important others in the realm of the family and their close personal networks. In the remainder of this conclusion I discuss how the aging body is instrumental in navigating relations of care and how the ability to do so changes over time as the body grows older, but also as situations within new fields of care change all the time. Bodily transformations conjoin transformations in care relations.

Practices of care with an aging body

_Sina nguvu_, ‘I have no strength’, was a common expression used by older people when talking about experiences of old age. Though the older men and women
were generally able-bodied, old age naturally came with a decline of strength: Hearing impairments, old age illnesses such as high blood pressure, diabetes and in some cases heart problems and strokes, but also more general old age ailments such as sore backs, general fatigue and a decline of the teeth, hearing and eyesight. Though these issues are a part of natural aging, they have become more urgent in the current era of AIDS as bodily impairments are magnified in practices of care (cf Ssengonzi 2007; Seeley et al. 2008; Ainsworth & Dayton 2000).

AIDS mortality, together with migration and the monetisation of the economy have out-stretched family care networks. Kinship relations have become dispersed or disappeared, and exchanges within relations have become more monetised. More often, support is predominantly provided by the immediate nuclear family. As a result, older people feel that in old age they still have to rely on their own physical strength.1

Care giving is embedded in family histories, previous expectations and tensions. An older mother is not just caring for an AIDS patient, but for her son of whom she had high expectations. This turns care roles into moral and emotional concerns. Throughout the ethnographic chapters a morality of care unfolded. This is a different morality than that around AIDS, which serves to make sense of distortions of kinship relations and often leads to the exclusion and stigmatisation of AIDS patients (Posel 2004; Dilger 2010a). Though a morality of AIDS is also present in the village, amongst older persons a competing morality of care prevails, centring around three values: Compassion, endurance/suffering and providing. These values are linked to older people’s experiences with historical transformations in family care. Upholding these values places a high demand on the aging body, albeit differently for older men and women, and is strongly enforced amongst caregivers who check on one another during visits to homes where patients are dying.

Compassion, or huruma, is of central concern to older people, a value which they feel is lacking in contemporary relationships. With respect to care, compassion refers to issues such as closeness and intimacy as well as inclusion. Closeness is related to intimate, bodily acts of caring such as washing, cleaning, and cooking – often the domain of women. In these practices, the older person’s body plays a central role. Care giving is demanding, especially in a village context where water and wood must be gathered and food must be farmed. Cooking in this context, in particular, takes a lot of time. Care is not just about touching and physical presence but also about heavy work. Patients in their final stages need to be washed, and are unable to eat independently. Many have food re-

1 This was especially so for widowed and divorced older women-the majority amongst older women, who were more dependent on these dispersed relations for old age care than older, mostly married men.
quirements that put heavy demands on financial resources and time. These acts of care giving adversely affect the health of older people, women in particular, especially when patients are ill for prolonged periods of time.

Compassion plays a different role in the context of death and mourning when it refers to older people’s role as comforter at funerals. In these situations older people’s memories of their prior losses are triggered which, in turn, can cause sleeplessness and anxiety. Older people also employ their bodies to create closeness and intimacy as part of providing compassionate care. This is particularly the case in relation to care for grandchildren where physical presence and touch are essential elements. Abnormal situations which are demanding on the body are when grandparents have to take in small toddlers who are still breastfeeding. Care then requires soothing grandchildren in the night and carrying them around, practices which often drain their strength.

Suffering or enduring is the second value associated with good care. This is particularly the case for older women. Because giving care is both confrontational and sad, it is an emotional process. The shock of seeing an emaciated son or daughter return from the city, the pain of having to wash a body covered in diarrhea and sores, the exhaustion that comes with sitting vigil all night or spoon-feeding a relative are practices that remind older people of the expectations they once had for their dying relative and also trigger emotions such as anger and sadness. In addition to these grief-associated emotions, caring for relatives also leads to mawazo, or worrisome thoughts, over how to live up to new demands, such as raising grandchildren. Older people consider these worries and emotions detrimental to health. Heart problems, high blood pressure, strokes and anxiety/insomnia are often attributed to emotions around illness and death. Endurance is linked to self-control, a core-value of Haya social relationships and containment of emotions, which if done properly, can counter the detrimental effects of care giving on the health of aging bodies and minds.

A third value of care relations that runs through the chapters is the materiality of care. Care is about providing in different ways. Providing as a value is linked to notions of parenthood – more so to fatherhood than to motherhood – and features in the material aspects of care giving. Older men are involved in the financial and organisational aspects of caring: Mobilising resources, organising transport to the hospital, paying school fees for grandchildren and involving the broader family clan. When women are single, either because they have been widowed or divorced, they are responsible for men’s work, and many older women who do not have assets to sell are engaged in casual labour to be able to provide for the costs of medicines for patients and grandchildren and the costs of schooling and feeding grandchildren. Older women often manage this through hiring assistance, or selling assets, depending on their socio-economic position.
They can also draw on the support of remaining adult sons and daughters, but avoid this as much as possible so as not to place too much demand on already overstretched kinship networks and risk compromising their own old age security. The value attributed to providing leads to the older body needing to work into old age. When older men or women say, like Ta Stephen, that they feel that old age is worse than carrying stones on their heads, they are literally referring to demands on their bodies that they can hardly live up to.

As people age bodies change in appearance, but also in the ability to act. The demands on older person’s bodies are evoked in subjective experiences of the aging bodies. Older people putting an emphasis on strength when they discuss aging reflects their constant confrontation with their physical body while they age, a balancing act between what is just barely possible and what is not possible at all. The multiple and varied demands put upon the body intertwine with normal processes of aging and make strength a core concern, while also making the physical body the vehicle for interaction. Care in this way transforms together with the body. This opens a second realm in which older people’s bodies are important: The way older men and women through their practices of care make connections.

Practices of relating with an aging body

A second level in which the older body is an essential focus is on the level of relating: The way older people, through bodily practice, forge relations with those they care for and with others. Care is essentially intersubjective in that it takes place in the context of social relations, both intimate and broad. Care is both the object and the subject of social relations; through social relations care is provided, while at the same time through care social relations are intrinsically produced. In this section I discuss the way relations of care are reconfigured and how older men and women attempt to normalise an extraordinary situation through their practices of relating. I discuss the relationality of care in three different situations in which relations of care are often strained and result in conflict: The situation of anticipated and actual loss when older people are confronted with dying and death; the situation after death when older people need to navigate relations with those who remain, including other family members, specifically when grandparents take in grandchildren; and thirdly situations where older people imagine the future, and how they try to actively prepare for old age while being confronted with dying, death and new care constellations.

Within these realms it is important to emphasise that older men and women are confronted with shifts in – and hence forge relations – mainly within their close circle: family, friends and neighbours. Experiences of shifting care relations are so potentially disruptive because care mainly takes place between in-
individuals who are close and often share a long history together. Shared history is an element of closeness (cf Whyte & Whyte 2004). Through the shifts in constellations of family care, several of the relatives and friends to whom older people were very close might fall away and as a result older people will start to rely on some relatives and friends more strongly than on others. New realities of care might then bring some relatives such as grandchildren closer, which creates new forms of intimacy but also generates new conflicts.

In the realm of care, older persons engage with those who will die, often their adult children. The physical body serves as a vehicle for forging relations as older persons sit with patients, and touch, wash and feed them to create feelings of inclusion and closeness, despite the conflicting emotions that arise in caring for the dying. A parent-child relationship is one of mutual provision, and though this aspect of the relationship does not alter when patients become ill, the balance is distorted. An older mother is seen as a source of security; when the mother is present the patient is cared for. During periods when patients feel better, he or she often they tries to assist their older caregiver.

As emotions can be disruptive for both the relationship of the older person towards the patient but also of the relationship between the older person and the community, in particular when the patient is a person supporting the older person very much, an important practice in caring for patients is the concealing of the illness. Older parents avoid discussing their suspicions about a patient’s illness openly and carefully choose those with whom they speak, often choosing neighbours and friends with whom they share a history. Even then the illness is only referred to in concealed ways. Such acts of concealment are considered an essential element of compassionate care and affirm the parent-child relationship, because through concealing, dangerous emotions are avoided. In that sense, though expectations of being cared for by children have changed, the relation between parent and child in the context of patient care has remained the same. For example, many women make sense of their caring task by stating that parents suffer for their children. Concealment assists to ‘normalise’ the extraordinary situation of dying and death in two contexts: Between the patient and the caregiver, and between the older person and the community.

In managing death and bereavement, practices of relating demand engagement with the extended family and community. In moments of bereavement ‘multiple selves’ are activated; older caregivers recognise the danger of identifying with their bereaved self, fearing that they might cease to exist as a social person. Older persons attempt to push aside the painful memories to balance the reminders of loss with the obligations that are requested of them as villagers: They go to funerals after burials and they silence those speaking about death. In their contact with community members, in their roles as comforter for other bereaved, they are
connected with community members once more. Both concealing and enduring are related to a core value of social relations in Buhaya, that of enclosure, keeping things enclosed, as revealing might be potentially dangerous to an individual’s social position and that of his or her family.

A second realm where older people use their bodies to engage in making connection is in relation to those who remain. Older caregivers do not provide care in isolation; family members are incorporated in care giving. Older caregivers are not just providers of care but also receivers of care. Similarly others are incorporated in everyday care tasks. This notion of embeddedness allows us to understand the older person within broader family care relations, rather than solely as a caregiver in relation to the person receiving care.

Older people draw on remaining children to assist them with the different care demands, in particular when the caregiver is an older woman. Adult daughters often come to stay for some time to assist in everyday chores, sons may assist in covering material costs, and at other times members of the extended family are asked to assist in transporting the patient to and from the hospital, sometimes at great expense to the older person. But most of the care is shared in the household and sometimes grandchildren are involved in caring for their dying parents as well. After death, funeral societies and neighbours assist in the burial and mourning period, but the many deaths have led to this support becoming highly institutionalised. Within the intersubjective relations of older persons there is therefore a constant negotiation of roles and the need for older persons to continuously ‘position’ themselves in the realm of family care within the limits of their physical body.

Bodily presence is also a central feature in care for grandchildren. Grandmothers forge relations with grandchildren through touching, closeness and permissiveness but the physical body is also needed to exert authority over grandchildren in different stages of their lives. Grandparents are mixtures of parents and grandparents, but are limited in the extent to which they are able to provide materially and discipline grandchildren. Mutual care between grandparents and grandchildren now has become essential for everyday survival and it is not uncommon for grandparents as well as grandchildren to assume caring roles that heavily challenge their abilities.

Though grandparenting practices have adapted to meet the demands of caring that have arisen in the age of AIDS, the framing of grandparenthood has not significantly altered. The combination of these old frameworks with the decline of physical strength that comes with natural aging, makes it difficult for grandparents to exert disciplinary authority and provide materially, both of which would have traditionally been considered responsibilities of the parents. Here, especially older women lean on remaining adult children to discipline grand-
children, thereby creating another form of ‘normalcy’, namely that the social role of the older person remains intact as much as possible. For example, involving the brother of a deceased son to discipline a grandchild makes it possible for a grandmother to exercise her authority through the classificatory father of the grandchild. In this way, older men and women use their life experiences and their social status as an old person in practices of relating.

A third realm in which older people need their bodies to forge relations is in the realm of old age care: Their hopes for a future. Within the changed field of care, bodily contact plays a crucial role in consolidating relationships over time. Older persons, especially older women, need their bodies to remain independent, to fulfil the additional demands made on them by raising grandchildren and by nursing, and to make relations, for example, through socialising and being able to give. At the same time appearance is also a marker of social status, and of good care, especially in old age. Old age is marked by care relations that concern very intimate domains of life and the body; good care for an old person involves washing them, clearing feet of sand fleas and applying body gel. In this sense ‘body work’ is part of the old age experience anyway, but in the era of AIDS concerns over good care have deepened.

When the body fails and care is absent, older persons try to build relations of closeness through providing materially (promising inheritance, or investing land or money in other relations) or through other practices, for example by complaining to neighbours about the care of their relatives in an attempt to shame them into caring. In the areas of active care giving, practices of care can therefore be seen not only as ways to consolidate relations of care between the older person and those they care for, but also to those who remain, i.e. a consolidation of relations which older men and women will depend on in old age. Older bodies need to be strong to continuously shape relations that might lead to security in old age. In this sense the physical body is more than a vehicle in shaping relations of care; it also is a marker for the state of an older person’s relations. A well-cared for body indicates the presence of those who provide.

Whereas discourses of disconnection between generations are overtly present in the village, actual practices of care and relating of older persons in my view also point towards the making of connections between the generations. Connections are made through concealing or silencing emotions; through physically and mentally enduring emotions around death; through creating closeness in relations that remain; or employing the physical body to forge new relations of care. Through these bodily practices of care it is possible at some level to overcome the inherent tensions that underlie overstretched kinship relations in this era. In this sense we can speak of the aging of AIDS: AIDS has become embedded in social relations of care in such a way that it is made into something of the
everyday, something normal. Care then becomes a way in which older persons continuously forge relations, thereby normalising the constant shifts in care networks. The physical body can then be seen as the core area for the negotiation of forms of normalcy in what older men and women perceive as disrupted relations.

Whereas the aging body does not define experiences of old age, and old age identity solely and good social relations can and often overcome the limits of the aging body, as several authors maintain (Sagner 2002; Livingston 2005), I argue that in the era of AIDS the body increases in importance in experiences of aging. It becomes ‘present’ (cf. Shilling 1993): older people have to face their aging body and ‘embody’ their experiences when they speak of aging in terms of lack of strength.

**Aging bodies over time**

In the ethnographic chapters of this thesis I show that a time perspective is essential if we want to understand experiences of aging, especially in an epidemic of nearly three decades. Care realities and care practices are not static but have adapted to changed circumstances and this has placed a demand on the aging body in terms of providing care and practising relating. A time perspective illuminates how family care networks are adapting as people age and become more dependent. The role of the physical body in practices of care and relating and how this changes over time is a relatively recent focus (Livingston 2005: 28; Geissler & Prince 2010). Not only do older people experience everyday life and enact everyday practices of care *through* their bodies (Scheper-Hughes 1992; Shilling 1993; Nettleton & Watson 1998; Livingston 2005), but the anticipation of aging, of changing bodies is central to their experience of old age (Fairhurst 1998).

A focus on time also illuminates how people ‘make historical sense out of their changing bodily experiences’ (Livingston 2005: 1). Older people lived through and in a sense embody historical transformations which have changed firstly the position of women and generational authority in family care relations and hence influence the way older bodies can act. Historical transformations have influenced the way older bodies are looked upon, in contemporary society. Older people, despite their efforts to make connection in family care, and despite their important roles in solving family conflicts often feel disconnected from the current era of AIDS. Partly this is related to the fact that they are not seen as ‘going in those ways’, having sex and hence do not possess the embodied
knowledge young people feel they possess; partly it is related to their feeling of being unable to control their children and grandchildren and keep them safe.\footnote{It remains to be seen how the new social reality of Anti Retroviral Therapy affects the way of looking at older bodies.}

It is important to recognise that the older persons who provide active care are often the persons who are still able-bodied. The experience of growing old with the epidemic, however, does not stop with the active care giving task. The loss of loved ones has an immediate effect, but also lasting implications for experiences of old age. Over the course of the epidemic, now three decades, older people of today have taken on different roles in family care: Older men and women mostly care for adult children as they die, but many older persons have also cared for spouses and siblings, for example divorced sisters who moved back home or brothers who had led a mobile life. Increasingly older persons now care for adolescent grandchildren and sometimes even great grandchildren. Here the focus on aging places the older person in a broader perspective of how family care relations adapt as new care demands emerge. Older people are then part of constantly and rapidly shifting networks, in which they fear a time when they become dependent. The aging body for a large part frames what older men and women can be in their relationships of care.

One question which I asked in the introduction after describing Mae Tibagana’s physical experience of loss was how kin relations can compensate for the gradual physical aging process over time. Can older people manoeuvre the unpredictable chaos of life in such a way that they overcome physical decline, for example through the creative ways in which they make connections with others? Initially I was looking for a key – a way to understand what it is that allows some older people to manage the new care realities while for others old age has become a painful and lonely experience. I found that there is no key. The way older people manoeuvre through this unpredictable chaos is a constant balancing act and the outcomes sometimes seem more attributable to chance than to anything else. The ethnographic method has allowed me to listen to individual older people’s stories and lay bare attempts to normalise an extraordinary situation. Through looking at the body, introducing an understanding of old age in this situation of increased care roles as something that has mainly to do with physical capacity, I have argued that caring in the era of AIDS in northwest Tanzania, but also being old in times of AIDS, is essentially about establishing and maintaining close connections through time. Older people’s bodies are vehicles to make connections, but are also representations of failure or success.

This thesis reinvigorates a long-standing medical anthropological subject of inquiry, care, and in particular the importance of family care in the management of illness (Janzen 1978; Bor & Elford 1992; Livingston 2005) and shows how in
current debates around AIDS, which focus on technology, citizenship and biomedicalisation which are influenced by the rapid developments in AIDS treatment in recent years, family care giving as a subject of inquiry has remained under examined (Sankar 2010). A focus on the body and temporality in analyses of family care in the era of AIDS triggers important questions; around personhood and the limits of the body as the social realities of care around AIDS keep on changing rapidly, and around issues of connection and disconnection between and within generations, as the physical ability of individuals within family relations continues to change.
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Summary

This thesis analyses how older men and women are able, with their aging bodies, to fulfil the special care tasks that they are confronted with as a result of the AIDS epidemic in a context of increasing rural-urban connections, out-migration and commoditisation. As a result of these factors, new ‘fields of care’ have emerged: Prolonged nursing of adults who fall ill, adaptations in mourning practices, care for remaining grandchildren, and the demise of old age care. Older men and women have to move in these fields of care and negotiate the new social and kinship realities they present. I frame my analysis in approaches to kinship which emerged in the past decade and which focus on the creativity in practices of relating, thereby providing an alternative to more structural analyses of changing family care. In these debates I problematise the aging body. Especially in situations where there is much demand for care placed on older people, they become acutely aware of their bodies.

The reality of three decades of AIDS in the village brings the concept of temporality to the forefront of the thesis. AIDS in Kagera has been present since 1983. Consequently, the older people of today live with the repeated loss of relatives almost three decades. AIDS and its consequences for care realities can therefore not be perceived as a crisis but have to be seen as a continuous disruption. The long presence of AIDS has influenced the dynamics of care giving in the village. Different episodes of nursing may follow each other in a short time span or there may be years between two episodes. Nursing and raising grandchildren may occur at the same time. This is equally valid for mourning. As a result, older people constantly have to adjust to new situations: Nursing patients and raising children at the same time, attending multiple funerals while still mourning their own loss and raising multiple sets of grandchildren over time. This makes the period of old age inherently insecure. In this reality the aging body becomes a focal point for feelings of insecurity.

Older people draw a sharp line between the AIDS era and the period before AIDS, and perceive the current era as one in which values in social relations have demised. Practices of giving care are framed in these concerns. Care practices trigger moral questions about social norms and ideas around property and gender, and, in that capacity, have the potential to create new forms of belonging and relating in kinship relations. Using a framework of relating I show how older people are involved in the continuous creation of kinship bonds through commenting and actions.
What is unique about studying older people in the context of AIDS? What might we learn from them about the ways the bonds of family care evolve in contexts of disruption? First and foremost with this thesis, and its emphasis on the stories and reflections of older people, I hope to give voice to the experiences of a group of people that is often ignored, and shed light on their evolving social roles as each chapter of this thesis further explores the new fields of care that have emerged in the past three decades.

Born in the first decades of the twentieth century, the lives of older people have spanned some tumultuous decades in Tanzania – from colonisation to independence and nationhood, from African socialism to neo-liberalism, and most pertinent for this study, from pre-AIDS to the arrival of Anti-Retroviral medications in 2005. This trajectory of personal experience represents a wealth of embodied understanding, and situates the epidemic and its consequences in broader societal and historical transformations. These have changed the position of women and generational authority in family care relations and hence influence the way older people can act. Through engaging in older people’s stories, I could access this broader domain of social transformation and in that way understand contentions and continuities regarding gender roles, family bonds and kinship dynamics.

Chapter 1 introduces the research questions and methodology and situates these within discussions on aging and relational care, arguing that it is the interplay between processes of aging and practices of care that ultimately shapes the experiences of old age in the new fields of care that emerged in the context of AIDS.

Chapter 2 offers a view of the broad trajectory of societal transformations that inform current practices and values of care among the men and women who have aged in this historical period. The issues that older people in this study faced in their ability to care, need to be situated in a broader historical understanding of the region. Care practices in the era of AIDS reflect the contentions about social relations that are rooted in the historical transformations of gender and generational roles. Care giving by older people has created a space for reflections on changing values, on personal decision-making and in that way provides a negotiation of their possibilities to act.

Chapter 3 argues that AIDS in combination with monetisation of care relations and migration has altered the field of old age care. In this new reality the social significance of the older body has changed. In the era of AIDS the aging body represents an indispensable capital for practices of relating and securing care. This chapter explores how older people use this capital over time as they physically age. As local people face advanced old age, a main anxiety is where and to whom they will belong in their last years, especially if they have no children.
(or those children have died) and find no one to care for them as they grow weaker and less capable. But they’re not helpless; through different practices older people have attempted – successfully or not – to engage in securing care.

Chapter 4 investigates altered practices around death and bereavement and demonstrates the blurring of private emotions and public obligations as the frequency of death has turned bereavement into a continuous process. The death of relatives triggers powerful emotions around belonging and remembrance, which are potentially destructive for the health of older women in particular and their ability to engage in relations of care that are demanded of them. At the same time there are strong norms around women’s mourning roles, aimed at consolidating relations of kin. One sort of forgetting, i.e. consciously suppressing traumatic memories, contributes to their efforts to establish relationships and bonds.

In Chapter 5, I explore the new reality of care for AIDS patients and argue that rather than marked by stigma and exclusion, a morality of care has evolved which is geared towards the inclusion of AIDS patients. In providing care over prolonged periods of time, older men and women continually face expectations about good care, expectations that are physically taxing and that they cannot always fulfil, but that have always been paramount in how they view ‘normal’ relations. At the same time, these notions of good care also lead to feelings of loneliness amongst older caregivers in the community. Whereas the other chapters mainly focus on older women, as their situation is often more daunting and as they provide most of the physical care, this chapter explicitly includes older men to demand attention for the gendered dimension of care giving in a patri-linear society.

In Chapter 6, I explore the relationship between grandparents and grandchildren, in particular grandchildren without parents. This relationship is marked by both closeness and conflict, especially since older people feel their idioms for addressing the younger generation do no longer match their social realities. Conflict in the relationship between grandparents and grandchildren emerges mainly because grandparents have difficulty, physically and socially, in providing for their grandchildren. It is for this reason that they often lack the authority necessary to keep grandchildren safe. Closeness, however, often creates loving emotional relations, extending into adulthood and advanced old age. In essence grandparents remain grandparents, though they have to take on parenting roles. The chapter explicitly draws on a temporal perspective in arguing that caring for grandchildren without parents, especially providing for their needs, poses challenges in different life stages, because grandparents and grandchildren grow old together while mutual relations of dependency shift.

Finally, the dissertation concludes with a discussion of how practices of care and processes of aging interplay in response to the challenges that new realities
of care present. The changing biography of care in Northwest Tanzania is inter-twined with the changing biographies of older people. Older men and women do not just live with loss and disruption but actively seek to manage the experienced disruption by making connections with important others in the realm of the family and their close personal networks. Whereas most caregivers are able-bodied, they anticipate change and this frames their concerns and their practices of making connections with relatives, neighbours and community members. A temporal perspective allows for a broader perspective of how bodies are situated within societal transformations and how social institutions have adapted in placing further demands on the aging body.
Samenvatting

Hoe hanteren ouderen, die geconfronteerd worden met hun fysiek ouder worden-de lichaam, de toenemende zorgtaken waarmee zij belast worden tengevolge van de AIDS epidemie in Noordwest Tanzania? Deze vraag vormt het uitgangspunt van deze studie naar de gevolgen van de AIDS epidemie voor de dagelijkse beleving van ouder worden in Kagera Regio Tanzania. In Kagera Regio zijn de laatste drie decennia zorgtaken van ouderen toegenomen; voor patiënten met AIDS, rondom rouwverwerking en emoties en zorgtaken rondom de kleinkinderen die hun ouders verliezen. Daarnaast neemt de zorg voor ouderen zelf, in hun ouderdom, af omdat kinderen overlijden, naar de stad trekken en omdat binnen zorgrelaties geld en consumptiegoederen steeds belangrijker worden en ouderen hier minder toegang toe hebben. Ik definiëer deze veranderingen als het ontstaan van nieuwe ‘velden van zorg’ en bespreek hoe de langdurige aanwezigheid van AIDS, nu al drie decennia, deze velden kenschetst.

Aan de basis van zorg liggen verwantschapsrelaties. De nieuwe velden van zorg roepen dan ook essentiële vragen op rondom veranderingen in verwantschapsverhoudingen en de manier waarop deze veranderingen de beleving van ouderdom beïnvloeden. Ik plaats de analyse in deze studie in benaderingen van verwantschap die in de afgelopen tien jaar populair zijn geworden binnen verwantschapsstudies. Deze benaderingen richten zich bijvoorbeeld op vraag hoe mensen op een creatieve manier vorm en inhoud geven aan verwantschap-relaties in de dagelijkse praktijk van het leven, daarmee een alternatief biedend voor meer structurele analyses van veranderende familiezorg tengevolge van AIDS en processen van migratie. Binnen deze debatten problematiser ik het ouder worden-lichaam: In situaties waarin veel zorgtaken op de schouders van ouderen rusten wordt het sterke lichaam een noodzaak. Ouderen zijn dus voortdurend bewust van hun lichaam en de beleving van oud worden is nauw verbonden met de kracht die het oude lichaam nog heeft.

Een tweede focus die ook verwoven is met lichamelijkheid is de focus op temporaliteit. In deze studie hanteer ik expliciet een longitudinaal perspectief, om recht te doen aan de effecten van de lange aanwezigheid van de AIDS epidemie. AIDS en haar consequenties voor familiezorg kunnen vanuit een tijdsperspectief niet gezien worden als een crisis, maar moeten beschouwd worden als een voortdurende ontwrichting. In het veld van patiëntenzorg betekent dit bijvoorbeeld dat ouderen meerdere patiënten vaak langdurig verzorgen. De dood van velen in een gemeenschap, betekent ook dat rouwen voor naaste familieleden vaak overlapt met rouwen voor anderen. De dood van meerdere volwassen kinderen gedurende
drie decennia kan betekenen dat oudere ouders zorg voor meerdere ‘sets’ van overblijvende kleinkinderen na elkaar op zich nemen; en dus voortdurend blijven zorgen. Met betrekking tot zorg op de oude dag zien ouderen naarmate de tijd vordert de mogelijkheden tot zorg afnemen. Oudere mannen en vrouwen moeten zich in deze nieuwe velden van zorg staande houden.

Het is dus niet zo dat door AIDS een lineair proces in werking wordt gesteld van ziekte, verpleging, dood, rouwen en het opnemen van kleinkinderen door ouderen. Integendeel, al deze processen lopen dwars door elkaar heen. Ten gevolge hiervan moeten ouderen zich voortdurend aanpassen aan nieuwe situaties: Het verplegen van patiënten en het opvoeden van kleinkinderen op hetzelfde moment, het bijwonen van meerdere begrafenis terwijl er zelf nog gerouwd wordt om eigen verlies en het opvoeden van meerdere sets van kleinkinderen van verschillende overleden kinderen naarmate de jaren verstrijken. Dit maakt ouderdom in essentie een onzekere levensfase. Het oudere lichaam wordt in die zin ook gebruikt als symbool om gevoelens van onzekerheid bespreekbaar te maken.

Ouderen trekken een scherpe lijn tussen de tijd van AIDS en de periode voor AIDS. Zij beschouwen het huidige tijdperk als eentje waarin bepaalde waarden in sociale relaties afgekalfd zijn. Deze waarden en overwegingen bepalen echter in grote mate de manier waarop ouderen zorg praktisch vormgeven. Zo komen in het geven van zorg bijvoorbeeld morele vraagstukken naar voren rondom rond generationele overdracht en sekseverhoudingen. In die capaciteit hebben zorghandelingen de mogelijkheid om nieuwe vormen van verwantschapsrelaties te bewerkstelligen en beïnvloeden ze het gevoel van ouderen ergens deel van uit te maken. Ouderen zijn derhalve voortdurend bezig met het, op een creatieve wijze, vormgeven van verwantschapsverhoudingen, onder andere door het geven van specifiek commentaar op relaties, maar ook door bepaalde acties die anderen aan hen binden.

Maar wat is er nou eigenlijk uniek aan het bestuderen van specifiek ouderen in de context van AIDS? Wat kunnen we van hen leren over de manieren waarop de banden van familiezorg zich ontwikkelen in een situatie van ontwrichting? Deze studie legt in de eerste plaats de nadruk op de verhalen en reflecties van ouderen, om op die manier een stem geven aan de ervaringen van een groep mensen die vaak genegeerd wordt in discussies rondom de gevolgen van AIDS. De levens van ouderen die in deze studie naar voren komen overspannen tumultueuze tijden in Tanzania. Geboren in de eerste decennia van de twintigste eeuw hebben zij letterlijk verschillende tijdperken beleefd – van kolonisatie tot het ontstaan van Tanzania als onafhankelijke natie, van Afrikaans socialisme als politieke ideologie tot het huidige neo-liberalisme, en de meest pertinente verandering voor deze studie, van een pre-AIDS tijdperk tot een situatie tot het leven in een gegeneraliseerde epidemic en, sinds 2005, het beschikbaar komen van AIDS medicijn.

Hoofdstuk 1 introduceert de centrale vragen en plaatst deze in een debat over ouder worden en relationele zorg. Daarnaast bespreekt dit hoofdstuk de methodologie die voor de studie is gebruikt.

Hoofdstuk 2 geeft een overzicht van belangrijke sociale transformaties gedurende het leven van ouderen en laat zien hoe bepaalde huidige waarden rondom zorg door deze transformaties gevormd zijn. Daarbij beargumenteer ik dat bepaalde dagelijkse problemen die ouderen tegenkomen in hun mogelijkheden tot het bieden van zorg gesitueerd moeten worden in een breder historisch begrip van de regio. In het geven van zorg in een tijd van AIDS worden de spanningen in sociale relaties, die geworteld zijn in de historische transformaties van gender en generationele rollen, gereflecteerd.

Hoofdstuk 3 beargumenteert dat AIDS, in combinatie met het steeds belangrijker worden van geld in zorgrelaties en in combinatie met migratie de praktijk van ouderenzorg heeft veranderd. In deze nieuwe realiteit is de sociale betekenis van het lichaam veranderd. Het ouder wordende lichaam representeert een essentieel kapitaal wat nodig is om iedere dag opnieuw verwantschapsrelaties vorm te geven en zorg veilig te stellen in de nieuwe zorgconstellaties die door AIDS zijn ontstaan. Terwijl ouderen steeds ouder worden, is een van hun belangrijkste zorgen waar en tot wie zij nog zullen toebehoren in hun laatste dagen, zeker als zij fysiek zwakker worden en geen kinderen (meer) hebben en niemand kunnen vinden die de intieme zorg die nodig is wil aangaan. Maar ouderen zijn niet hulpeloos, door verschillende handelingen proberen ze- al dan niet succesvol- om te participeren in het verkrijgen en veiligstellen van zorg.

Hoofdstuk 4 onderzoekt veranderde rituelen en verwachtingen rondom dood en verlies en laat zien hoe privé-emoties en publieke verplichtingen steeds meer met elkaar bosten na de frequentie van dood het rouwen tot een bijna continu verschijnsel heeft gemaakt. De dood van verwanten roept scherpe en krachtige emoties op rondom herinnering en de plaats van ouderen in de huidige maatschappij. Deze emoties zijn potentieel destructief voor in het bijzonder de gezondheid van oudere vrouwen en voor hun mogelijkheden om in relaties van zorg te handelen, ondanks dat dit wel van hen gevraagd wordt. Tegelijkertijd zijn er sterke normen rondom de rollen in het rouwen, weer voornamelijk voor
vrouwen, die gericht zijn op het bestendigen van verwantschapsrelaties. Een vorm van vergeten, het bewust wegdrukken van traumatische herinneringen, draagt bij aan de pogingen van ouderen om relaties en banden aan te gaan.

In Hoofdstuk 5 verken ik de nieuwe realiteit van zorg voor AIDS patiënten en beargumenteer dat het niet zozeer stigma en sociale uitsluiting is die deze zorg kenmerkt, maar dat er een moraliteit van zorg is ontstaan die juist gericht is op de binnensluiting van AIDS patiënten. In het geven van zorg over lange periodes van tijd worden oudere mannen en vrouwen voortdurend geconfronteerd met verwachtingen over wat goede zorg is. Deze verwachtingen zijn fysiek zwaar en ouderen kunnen er niet altijd aan voldoen, maar zijn centraal in hoe ouderen ‘normale’ relaties bezien. Tegelijkertijd zorgen deze verwachtingen van wat goede zorg is ook voor eenzaamheid onder ouderen in de gemeenschap. Terwijl de andere hoofdstukken zich voornamelijk richten op oudere vrouwen, omdat hun situatie vaak moeilijk is – vrouwen verrichten vaak fysieke zorgtaken, mannen vaker materiële taken – gaat dit hoofdstuk expliciet in op de rol van oudere mannen. Op die manier geeft ik aandacht aan de genderdimensie van zorg in een patrilineaire samenleving.

In Hoofdstuk 6 ga ik in op de relatie tussen grootouders en kleinkinderen, in het bijzonder kleinkinderen die geen ouders meer hebben. Deze relaties worden gekenmerkt door zowel nabijheid als conflict, zeker omdat grootouders het idee hebben dat het idioom wat zij gebruiken om de jongere generatie aan te spreken niet overeenkomt met de sociale realiteit waarin kleinkinderen leven. Conflict in deze relatie ontstaat voornamelijk als grootouders moeite hebben, fysiek en sociaal, om te voorzien in de basisbehoeften van het kleinkind. Daardoor missen zij vaak de autoriteit om hun kleinkinderen te behoeden voor wat zij zien als gevaar en verkeerde keuzes. Aan de andere kant zorgt nabijheid vaak voor liefhebbende banden tussen grootouders en kleinkinderen, die doorwerken tot in volwassenheid. In essentie blijven grootouders de rol van grootouders houden, ook al moeten zij soms de rol van ouders spelen. Ook in dit hoofdstuk is de notie van tijd van belang: In het bijzonder het argument dat het zorgen voor kleinkinderen zonder ouders verschillende uitdagingen biedt die afhangen van de leeftijdsfase van de kleinkinderen. De grootste uitdaging ligt in het voorzien in de behoeften van kleinkinderen en hoe deze relateren aan de verschuivingen in de afhankelijkheidsrelatie tussen grootouders en kleinkinderen naarmate kleinkinderen tieners worden en grootouders fysiek minder kunnen.

Het proefschrift eindigt met een discussie over hoe de dagelijkse zorgpraktijk interacteert met het proces van ouder worden in het zoeken naar oplossingen voor de uitdagingen die door de nieuwe zorgomstandigheden gecreëerd worden. De veranderende ‘biografie van zorg’ in Noordwest Tanzania is verweven met de veranderende biografieën van ouderen. Oudere mannen en vrouwen leven niet
alleen met verlies en ontwrichting, zij zoeken ook actief naar manieren om deze ervaren ontwrichting te managen, door relaties aan te gaan met belangrijke deren in hun leven binnen het domein van familiezorg en hun persoonlijke netwerk. Terwijl de meeste ouderen die actieve zorg bieden nog een relatief sterk lichaam hebben, anticiperen zij op verandering en dit beïnvloedt het raamwerk waarbinnen zij hun zorgen en hun handelingen in het maken van connecties met buren, verwanten en gemeenschapsleden beleven. Een perspectief waarin het ouder wordende lichaam centraal staat maakt duidelijk wat de grenzen maar ook mogelijkheden van ouderen zijn in het vormgeven van ‘nieuwe’ sociale instituties zoals familiezorg.
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